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Mostly Fair
Tonight, Tuesday;
Warmer Tuesday

Plane Carrying 28 Crashes in Nevada
Man Kills Wife , Four
Children. Then Sell

SARTELL, Minn. (AP) - A
49-year-old laborer, distraught
over the breakup of his 21-year
marriage, shot and killed his
wife and four of their 10 children
late Saturday night, then took
his own life.
He was John S. Jenderseck,
arrested once for assaulting his
wife and forced out of his home

a month ago by a court-ordered
separation.
The six surviving children,
aged 12 to 20 — one of them
nicked by a bullet—huddled with
relatives in puzzled mourning
today, making arrangements for
the burials.

seeming anonymity in this riverside village of 1,000, just north
of St. Cloud in central Minnesota.
"We didn't neighbor much,"
said a woman next door. "No,
there was no trouble from them.
It was a surprise to me when
The six deatha burst opon a I heard she had asked for a
family that had dwelled in separation a month ago."

Republicans Near
Showdown on Burch

WASHINGTON (AP ) — Sen.
Barry Goldwater's support ol
Bean Burch's claim that he has
"a four-year contract" to head
the Republican National Committee pushed bickering Republicans today toward a showdown
over control of their party machinery.
Burch 'said Sunday he will
fight back if anyone tries to oust
him.

Among others, Gov. Nelson A.
Rockefeller of New York, former Ambassador Henry Cabot
Lodge and Sen. Jacob K. Javits
of New York made it clear they
will use all the influence they
have to force a change in leadei ship of the national committee.

Burch has scheduled a JanuGoldwater said OH his return ary meeting of ttie national
Sunday night from a Jamaican committee at which be has said
vacation after his defeat bv he would stand or fall on a vote
of confidence.

Popularity Grows

Public Rates
Kennedy as
Good President
By LOUIS HARRIS
With nearly a year gone by since John F. Kennedy's death shocked the world, more than one in three
Americans say that they miss him more as time goes
by. Most of all, people miss the late President's style
of leadership and his forceful, dramatic personality.
By six to one, the American people rank Mr. Kennedy as one of the nation 's better chief executives,
with 42% ready to accord
him a place as "one of the
greatest" men to occupy the
White House. Even two out
of every three persons who
voted for Richard Nixon in
1960 now regard Mr. Kennedy as having been a good
President.
A special survey of a crosssection of Americans just
before the anniversary of
Mr. Kennedy 's death reveals that four highlights of his
career stand foremost in the public 's mind:
(1) His handling of the missile crisis in Cuba in
October , i»t}_..
(2) His position as the President, only a fair President,
first Catholic to be elected or a poor President?"
to the Presidency.
RANKING OF JFK AS
(3) His stand on behalf of
civil rights for minorities,
A cross-section of the American people was asked :
"As time goes by since the
death of President Kennedy, do
you personally feel you miss
him more, or do you feel that
time is healing the wound , or
don't you feci strongly about
him one way or the other?
ON MISSING JFK
In 1950
Voted for:
Total KenPublic nedy Nixon
%
%
%
As Time Goe» By:
18
Miss him more .15 46
Time heals
36
36
22
wounds
Don 't feel
35
18
60
strongly
Nearly half the people who
voted for Mr. Kennedy in 1960
are increasingly aware of his
absence. Nearly two in 10 of
those who voted against him
express the same remorse .
Part of the reason (or this
deep feeling about Mr. Kennedy
undoubtedly stems from the fact
that he became a martyred
President. But part, too, derives
from the high regard his fellow
countrymen still have for his
record In office.
People were asked :
"How would you rank John
F. Kennedy as a President one of the greate.t , a good

President Johnson that the party should honor Burch's "contract." Goldwater picked Burch
for the chairmanship after his
own nomination at the San
Francisco convention and the
committee in turn elected the
Phoenix, Ariz., lawyer.

PRESIDENT
In 1M0
Voted for:
Total KenPublic nedy Nkon
%

%

An Associated Press survey
showed that the comparatively
few national committee members willing to express an opinion were about evenly divided
on whether the chairman should
step aside because of his part in
the election campaign. Many
members of the committee said
something must be done to rebuild the party, but not many
were specific about what form
this should take.
Veteran politicians had expected Burch to save his $30,000-a-year job by some conciliatory statement that he would
serve all party factions as a
non-policy-making director.
This would have followed the
pattern of Goldwater's statement that the Republican
course in the next four years
will be carved out by GOP
members of the Senate and
House under the leadership of
Sen. Everett M. Dirksen of Illinois and Rep. Charles A. Hal*
leek of Indiana.

WEATHER
FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY Mostly fair tonight and Tuesday,
Wanner Tuesday. Low tonight
in 20s, high Tuesday 40.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the 24
hours ending at 12 m. Sunday!
Maximum, 69; minimum, 41;
noon, 49; precipitation, .11,
Official observations for the 24
hours ending at 12 m. today:
Maximum, 59; minimum, 34;
noon, 34; precipitation , none.

Wreckage on
MountainPeak
Near Las Vegas

"He wasn't a drinking man,"
said Sheriff Darrel Hurd, a former resident of Sartell.
"Regular church-goers, the
whole family," said a Catholic
priest.

One of the survivor!, Thomas,
15, was nicked on the side of
the bead by a bullet from the
death weapon, a long-barrelled
.22 caliber target pistol. Nine
shots were fired. Their -victims:
Mrs. Catherine Jeaderseck,
42; James, 16; Phillip, 14; Joan ,
10; David, 6, and Jenderseck
himself.
As pieced together by Sheriff
Hurd, the story of death began
about 4 p.m. Saturday when Jenderseck telephoned his wife to
demand a reconciliation — "or
there'll be trouble."
He entered the home through
the kitchen door about 11:30
p.m. Saturday. As told to officers by the son, Thomas, the
father, said: "I've wasted 21
years of my life if you won't
come back." .

CRASH IN SNOWSTORM KILLS 28 . . .
The wreckage of the pilots' compartment
of a Bonanza airliner which crashed near
Las Vegas, Nev., last night lies in the snow

on a mountain 10 miles from the airport
which the plane was trying to reach. At
least 28 persons were killed. (AP Photofax )

Hundreds of Drivers
Stalled in Blizzard

PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) - A
snowstorm that blitzed the
Rocky Mountains S u n d a y
brought blizzards to northern
Arizona and spilled w i n t r y
weather across normally mild
central ang southern deserts.
Hundreds of motorists were
stranded, hunters marooned
and 13 persons reported missing as tne late-afternoon blizzard struck tht Kingman area

when Mrs. Jenderseck rebuffed the plea , the father
stepped out of the living room
for a moment, then returned and
began to fire.
Mrs. Jenderseck was struck
first, with the three bullets.
The .others died methodically
of single shots to the head — a
girl and boy near the living
room television set, a teenager
on the stairs, the 6-year-old boy
in his bed, apparently never
wakened as he clutched three
stuffed animal,toys.
Thomas a*d the twin girts,
Janet and Janice, 12, ran in
terror to the home of Mrs. Frank
Davidson next door.
"Help us Help luf'. abe recalled their screams.
"Dad's over there. He shot
CHICAGO (AP)—Forest fires
mother."
The three eldest -Robert, 20, continued to ravage woodlands
Judith, 19, and Richard, 18 — in the desperately dry eastern
returned from Saturday night half of the nation today, adding
outings to learn of the tragedy to the already staggering cost
as they were met by sheriff's of the record-shattering autumn
drought.
deputies outside the house.
The children were in seclusion Rainfall dampened portions of
in the St. Cloud home of Jender- the Midwest Sunday, but the
light downfjl wasn't enough to
seck's brother Donald.
make up for weeks and months
Jenderseck was arrested for of no rain.
assault last March in a com- Communities renewed their
plaint signed by his wife. The effort to gain federal emergency
separation order, directing him relief funds, farmers hauled
to leave the home, was issued water to livestock, city officials
Sept. 23. Since then, Jeaderseck planned alternate water suphad lived in a St. Cloud hotel as plies and fanners watched their
he worked at two Jobs, in a man- winter crop wilt.
ufacturing plant and as a parttime clerk in the Sartell post- But in the Northwest, snow
was piled three feet deep in
office.
spots
and temperatures plumCars of a few curious drove
slowly past the weather-beaten meted below zero.
yellow frame house Sunday. In- Officials closed U.S. 160 over
side, the blood had been washed Wolf Creek Pass in southwestern Colorado and Independence
away on the worn floors.
In one room stood a pool ta- Pass in the central portion as
ble, once a gathering place for snow piled up three feet deep.
Ten inches of snow fell Ln Asteenage boys.
pen.
Outside stood Jenderseck's In Wyoming,
light snow constation wagon. A sack of candy
tinued to fall and highways
bars lay unused on the front were reported slick
and dangerseat. In the back lay a pocketous.
size book, a novel about crime.

in Arizona's northwest corner.
Arizona 93, the main route
from Phoenix to Las Vegas,
Nev., was closed by the highway patrol after at least 100
cars were stranded about 15
miles south of Kingman,
in a radar scren about 10
The Arizona Highway Patrol
also shut off U.S. 66 to the east,
and the Mohave County sheriff's office dispatched its jeep

Forest Fires
Rage in East

The temperature dropped to
25 below zero in West Yellowstone, Montana's traditional
icebox. It was 4 below in Butte.
A 16-inch snow stalled traffic
near Broadus, Mont.
Snow fell in the mountains of
western New Mexico, and Zuni
reported a 4-inch fall. Northern
Arizona and the mountains of
southern Arizona were hit by
snowfalls.
The Midwest drought abated
somewhat after a day of substantial rainfalls. The U.S.
Weather Bureau predicted a
sharp temperature decrease as
a cold front moved toward the
heart of the nation.

Considerable street flooding
was reported in northeastern
Kansas after a 4-inch rainfall
and varying amounts of rain
dampened an area from central
Illinois to the Texas Panhandle.
Temperatures in the eastern
United States remained unseasonably warm. The range went
from the 25 below in West yellowstone to 90 in Presidio, Tex.
Records were set in Louisiana,
Tennessee, Arkansas and Texas
the mercury lifted into the 80s
and 90s.

%

One of greatest 42
58
16
Good President 43
38
62
Only fair
11
3
22
Poor
3
8
Not sure
1
1
2
The public was then asked:
"From this list of things,
which one or two do you feel
that John F. Kennedy will be
remembered?"
JFK PLACE IN HISTORY
la 1M0
Voted for:
Total KenPublic nedy Nixon
%
%
%
Missile crisis
In Cuba
43
47
37
First Catholic in
39
47
White House 41
Inauguration
speech
30
42
35
Stand on civil
righta
38
40
32
Nuclear Test
Ban Treaty 23
27
17
Standing fi rm
on Berlin
23
23
22
Starting Peace
Corps
22
23
21
Bay of Pigs
18
13
2ft
Live news
conferences 17
18
IS
Winning I960
election
15
14
17
(Figures add to more than
100% Because many respondents
named more than one.)

THEY ESCAPED . . . Six surviving children of Mr. and
Mrs. John S. Jenderseck sit in numb anguish Sunday after
their father shot to death Mrs. Jenderseck, the other four
children and himself , in Sartell, Minn, Tht youngsters are

(left to right) Robert, 20; Thomas, 15; Janet, 12; Judith, 19;
Janice , 12, and Richard, 10. After being hospitalized (or shock,
the youngsters were taken to an uncle's home, where this
picture was taken. (AP Photofax )

LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) Wreckage of an airliner that hit
a mountain peak in a storm
last night was found this
morning. Sheriff s deputies said
all 28 persons aboard were
dead.
The propjet Bonanza Airlines plane vanished during a
snowstorm just before it was
due to land on a flight from
Phoenix.
Searchers spotted the wreckage shortly after dawn.
Helicopters flew to the scene
and began flying bodies to a
lower level.
The scene is about 16 miles
southwest of Las Vegas near
the railroad community of Ar«
den.
The terrain is so rugged in
that area that jeeps could not
reach the scene.
Searchers were directed to
the area by a motorist who
told officers he saw the plana
skimming the ground m a
whirl of snow eight miles south
of the city. The witness said
the plane had one wheel down,
as if it were trying to land.
The Fairchild F27, Bonanza
Airline's Flight 114 from Phoenix, Ariz., was three minutes
from a landing at McCarran
Field when it vanished from the
radar screen at 8:27 p.m.

posses into snow-swept desert
mountains south of Kingman in
search of the lost, who were
mostly hunters. All were found
by late Sunday night.
Sheriff Floyd Cisney said he'd
never seen a heavier storm so
early in the year.
Deputy Pearl Misak said,
"There was about four inches of
snow on the ground and the The plane was heading northwind piled up drifts as high ^s east, dropping down into the
two feet on both U.S. 66 and mountain-rimmed Las Vegas
State Route S3.
.
valley for an instrument landMotels filled up as the strand- ing.
ed motorists poured into King- Sheriffs officers said Bob
man and many were taken into Baker, a Las Vegas man, told
them: "I was driving on Highprivate homes.
way 91 between 8 and 8:30 p.m.
No serious injuries were re- when I saw a Bonanza plana, 70
ported there, but a Prescott to 100 feet off tlie ground, headschool teacher, Callie Mae ing southeast. There were no
White, 20, was killed when her landing tights on. One landing
car skidded off snowy Arizona
gear was down."
69 about 30 miles south of PresBaker's location was about
cott.
where the plane was last sightThe main highway from Phoe- ed on radar but his sighting
nix to Flagstaff , 140 miles to the gave the plane a different direcnorth, was closed for more than tion: south instead of north.
six hours before the patrol got
Sheriff's jeeps and squad cars
some 500 cars rolling early togathered on Highway 91 — the
day.
road between Los Angeles and
The patrol summoned all its Las Vegas — near the railroadheavy equipment and called on siding settlement of Arden,
private wreckers to help pull
where Baker said he had seen
cars back on the road. Chains
the plane.
all
were necessary on nearly
's
northern Arizona routes today. The season first snow was
falling
heavily
as the search
Flagstaff reported nine inches
Soon a f t e r
was
launched.
of snow and Prescott eight.
the F27 disappeared McCarran
Snows and chilling rains Field was closed to traffic. Anspread across central and other Bonanza plane, Flight 104,
southern Arizona, with snow landed north of the city at Nelmantling higher mountains and lis Air Force Base.
leaving a four-inch cover to surprised residents of Ajo, near the Six to eight Inches of snow
covered the open desert country
Mexican border.
near Arden, and higher drifts
In southwestern Colorado, stalled many rescue-party cars.
U.S. 160 over Wolf Creek Pass The highway and the railroad
was reopened today after a run through the bottom of the 4,three-foot snowfall closed the 500-foot-high valley, which is
route Sunday.
within sight of the neon glow of
the Las Vegas strip to the north.
Most of the valley is open country where a plane could possibly
survive a forced landing.
Not many miles away on tha
east and west are mountains.
On the west, in the Clark Mountains , slopes climb steeply to 8,504-foot Potosi Mountain. To the
east foothills rise to 5,000-foot
heights.
MILWAUKEE (AP)-A "piggy back" mail car attached to Bonanza officials hoped at
the rear of a Milwaukee Road first the plane might have been
passenger train twisted partly flown to another field after its
off its flat car Sunday, toppling pilot somehow lost radio comeverything in its path on a 10- munications. The plane carried
enough fuel to keep it aloft until
mile stretch,
Milwaukee station master 11 p.m.
Edward Gromacki said the mail Soon after that Myron Reyncar was picked up in La Crosse olds, Bonanza's vice president
by the "Pioneer Limited," in charge of operations, told
bound for Milwaukee and Chi- newsmen : "The fuel point has
cago from Minneapolis. The 50- been passed. We must assume
foot mail car swung out about the plane is down. We just don't
10 feet to the side while the know where."
¦
train was traveling about 70
m.p.h.
Gromack i said about eight Wisconsin Marsh
warning signals at crossings Area Burned Over
and six semaphore signals were
toppled and a 10-foot hole was MUKWONAGO , Wis. M —
torn ln the roof of the train Fire burned o\er more than
station in suburban Brookfleld. l,2O0 brush-covered acres in the
The mail car finally struck a state-owned Vernon Marsh conbridge abutment in Wauwatosa , servative area Saturday before
just outside Milwaukee. Grom- it was brought under control.
acki said 36 bags of mail were Heavy rain Sunday morning
thrown from the car after a finally extinguished the blaze.
rear door was torn off. Twenty- Smoke and flames were visieight of the sacks were found ble 18 miles away. Conservation
near the tracks. The other eight officials and firemen from Mukwere recovered from the Men- wonago, the town and city of
omonee River.
Waukesha, Eagle and Big Bend
"Piggy back" mail cars aro (ought the blase.
loaded at postal stations and The cause was not deterthen transferred to flat cars. mined.

Piggy Back
Car Topples
Rail Signals

SOMETHING TO LIVE BY
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Many a Hunter
Not Too Anxious

By BILL MERRILL
Hunting has become a must
to many a sportsman. I'd like
to give some thought to a wouldbe sportsman that might better b» classified a "gentleman "
hunter, a product of our 20th
century.
We live in a land of milk and
honey, and for the most part,
there is plenty for all , as is
evidenced in the way we Americans work at the art of relaxation. With shorter working
hours, paid vaand
cations,
time - payment
plans, a man's
dream can become' a reality
with few variations. W h e r e
our granddads
w e n t hunting
to
primarily
lower the cost
nf

'

livinc

the

Merrill

man of today Bill Merrill
hunts for the sheer delight of
it. His equipment for a Saturday tramp in the woods
would put an infantryman of
the good old days to shame.
I once knew a man who purchased all the gear needed by
a 20th century sports enthusiast to go duckhunting. His
wife caught him standing before a mirror sizing himself
up in the latest thing in attire and gear for the duckhunter.
Then came the big day, and
a huntin' he did go. What a
horrible sight this gun-tottin '
'he-man ' must have been to an
unsuspecting duck. The great
moment was at hand when the
two came face to face — the
Mallard and the man. His blood
must have run hot with enthusiasm of the moment. Here
it was —- his chance to bag a
kill. Steady now! You 've got
the best of equipment •— just
take aim, squeeze that trigger,
and in a second, that beautiful
fowl will be a trophy to hold
before your doubting wife, who

Final Week
Begins for
Church Parley

VATICAN CITY (AP ) - The
current session of the Vatican
Ecumenical Council entered its
final week today with word
from Pope Paul VI that important church doctrines must be
issued before the session ends.
It promised to be the most
hectic week for the 2,000 council
fathers since they started this
third session Sept. 14.
The cardinals , archbishops,
bishops and patriarchs may
have to meet in the afternoons
as well as the mornings to get
documents ready for the ceremonial closing Saturday.
It seemed virtually certain
that Pope Paul would be able to
issue two council schemata as
full Church decrees next Saturday.
One blazes a new path for Roman Catholic relations with other Christians. The other establishes the princi ple that all bishops share collectively with the
Pope in governing the church.
Final voting on the first schema, titled "De Oeeumenismo"
—On Unity — was completed
last Saturday, leaving only the
formality of a vot e in public
meeting before promulgation.
For the other schema. "De
Ecdesia " - On the Church final voting on a series of minor
changes wil l take place Tuesday
and Wednesday.
These two schemata are of
outstanding significance to the
Christian world. Christian unity
is a major goal of the Ecumenical Council . Pope Paul has
termed the issue of shared papal-episcopal power the council's weightiest task.
The pontiff was obviously alluding to the two schemata
when he told the crowd in St.
Peter 's Square Sunday that , "In
this week , God willi ng, we must
conclude discussions very important on themes and arguments , and there must be promulgated doctrines important to
Christian life. "
It was the first time since the
council be^an in October 1%.
that a Pope had made a publicstatement that council decrees
must be issued by a certain
time.
Due to th« Tr«rmndou*
Acceptance ol trim

23-INCH MOTOROIA
COtOR TV
w* hava a few JHnrti Color Stts
wt v»*ult ltk» It till ¦•!»--, th*y
patama amaatata. TIKMI.

Winona Fir* ft Power
Equipment Co.
M I. ind fI. - Acrtii Pram
lft- II. FllkllHI_•»

questioned the value of such
expenditure as was necessary
to enter this sport in class.

AND WHAT did his wife lay
when asked of her husband's
success as a duckhunter? "Oh,"
she laughed, "he didn't get a
thing. He came home and said ,
'You know, Dorothy, I couldn't
shoot one of those birds. They 're
so pretty out there on the lake.
I just didn't have the heart. '"
It's the truth. I knew the
fellow and his wife. Planning
to go hunting soon? What will
it be — deer , antelope , bear, or
maybe duck? Whatever the
case, look around. All you need
to find is another guy with a
heart like Dorothy 's man, and
you'll get fitted out pretty cheap,
providing you 're not too fussy
about an exact fit.
PERSONALLY I'M not a
hunting enthusiast, but I wonder if half of the inducement to
the great out-of-doors isn't that
gear with its appeal to a person's manhood. It's like a boy
getting his first pair of long
pants, or a hat like Dad's. Oh,
don't misunderstand me. I' m
sure hunting game — large or
small, can be intriguing. It's
just that I keep seeing my
friend in my mind's eye, standing before the mirror wearing
all that paraphenalia , only to
wilt on the scene of action. You
know, I've heard fellows say
they 've hunted all day, but never even saw a deer, or whatever they were pursuing. 1
wonder. I suspect some hunters
may go hunting with the same
spirit as the salesman who
walks up to the door like any
other salesman, knocks on the
doer like any other salesman,
and says to himself, "Nobody
home, I hope, a-hope, a-hope. "
Bill Merrill's "Words to
Live By" may be heard
daily over KV7NO at 6:50
a.m.

Galesville Tax
Levy May
Rise Slightly

GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special )
— A city budget hearing will be
held Nov. 30 at 7:30 p.m.
The proposed budget is down
$3, 100 from last year. City disbursements are estimated at
$40te62. School costs to be paid
by the city are $67,86*3, which
is higher. Because of this , the
mill rate will be slightly higher .
John Williamson and Clarence
Brown, street commissioners,
will contact the power company
for a light on the service road
south from the Ekern corner.
MRS. ALMA Quina. treasurer,
asked help at the liquor store
during the holidays and with
collection of taxes. Howard
Barenthin and Al Brandtner,
councilmen, will help find experienced persons. ~he named
eight persons delinquent in personal property tax payments.
The council requested the attorney to quote the statute of
limitations regarding old receipts so storage boxes may be
removed from the liquor store.
The fire department grant increased from $200 to $500, The
council set $10 a day for election officials.
The city will pay Mattie Bollinger for screens damaged by
tankers of water overflowing.
Florence Ertel was granted a
malt beverages license at the
Green Lantern. The assessor
will be the same; pay is raised
from $600 to $800.
ROLF GIERE, attorney, and
Troy Stellrecht of Beaver Builders discussed deeding a road
to the city. It will run from
Highway 53 toward the lake and
turn south. The natural flow of
water to the low area will be
handled by a culvert. Stellrecht
will obtain easements from
other property owners .
The city will furnish crushed
rock to a depth of four inches
on the 60-foot road, including
shoulders and gutters. The work
will be done by the city with
help from the building concern.

Wounded Deer
130 Attend Gun Club Dies on Fronr
Card Party at Ettrick Lawn of Family
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) About 130 people attended a
party given by the Blair-Ettrick
Rod and Gun Club at Ettrick
Community H a l l Thursday
nigrft. Cards were played and
lunch served.
Albert Gunderson and Ronald
Terpening, Ettrick , are president and secretary - treasurer.
Melvin Hjerleid, Blair, is vice
president.
The club maintains pheasant
rearing pens near Blair. Each
year about 1,000 pheasants are
released in the area from these
pens and from those near Trempealeau, The latter are mainlained by the Trempealeau
County Association Conservation
Clubs.
Each year between 4,000 and
5,000 legal size trout are released in the streams in the BlairEttrick area, including North
and South Beaver creeks. The
rearing pond is on the Ralph
Kittleson farm at Beach.

HIALEAH , Fla. (AP) - The
E.L. Westbrook family had venison today—delivered to their
door.
The 125-pound buck with fiveinch antler points apparently
wandered miles from its Everglades habitat after it was
wounded. Carolyn, 10, and Alan
Hasker, 6, found the deer lying
on their lawn Sunday . It was
dead. Mrs. Charles Hasker said
she didn't want it.
"I've never had deer," she
said. "I wouldn't know what to
do with it. "
Police called the Westbrook
garage to make the pickup.
Mrs. Westbrook knew what to
do. In quick order, the deer was
skinned, dressed and iced.
"We're cooking a piece of
hindquarters now," she said.
Mrs . Westbrook's husband
and three sons weren't home to
enjoy the meat.
They were in the Everglades
— hunting deer.

Stockton Firemen
Out at 1:30 A.M.
For Woods Blaze
STOCKTON, Minn. (Special )
—Several volunteers were roused from their beds about 1:30
a.m. Sunday to extinguish a
fire in a hollow tree and surrounding brush on property
owned by Harold Laak, Minnesota City.
The scene of the early morning blaze was a mile north of
Stockton on a bluff. About onequarter acre of brush and leaves
burned.
A rural couple spotted the
flames while en route home
on County Road 23. They reported it to Mayor George Hinton , who went to the scene with
Jack and Lawrence Oevering,
Stockton, and Louis McMartin
Jr., LeRoy Gaulke, Gale Haase ,
Dale Prigge and Ray, Arthur
and Holland Udebuhr, Hillsdale Township.
With two hand pumps, pails
of water and shovels, the men
fought the stubborn fire two
hours. - It was concentrated
mostly in the tree. They surmised a hunter may have started the fire in the tree to smoke
out a squirrel or coon.

Flags Return
To Top Nov. 19
WASHINGTON (AP ) - Flags
which have been flown at half
staff in mourning for the late
President Herbert Hoover will
be returned to full staff on the
morning of Nov. 19, the Army
said today.
President Johnson in a proclamation on the day of Hoover 's
death, Oct. 20, had ordered the
flags lowered to half staff on
government building and at military installations for 30 days.
¦
ALMA LEGION MEETING
ALMA , Wis. ( Special) - The
American Legion will meet at
the Legion Hall Wednesday at
8 p.m. -

Handicapped
Boy Leads
Normal Life

ELMWOOD PARK, HI. (AP)
— Brace GoQgola dances,
swims, plays the trombone and
makes model can and planes.
He is a guard on the Elmwood
Park High School freshman
football team, and he plans to
try out for basketball.
Bruce. 14, is a typical boy except he has no fingers and has
only one toe on each foot. The
only thing he can't do, his mother says, is tie his shoelaces.
"It's very important to continue your education and try these
different things ." Bruce said.
"You've got to at least try."

_^-_flB -HHlR ^ftk

_ MI__H#»r IT I No money down, take
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Bruce , who was born handicapped, began his education at
the Luther Burbank School for
Handicapped Children in Chicago. After three years his parents transferred him to Rhodes
School, a regular public school
in River Grove, a suburb of Chicago.
In the fourth grade Bruce began playing the slide trombone.
He manipulates it with his
wrists and now is a member of
the Elmwood Park High band.
"Bruce is very strongly determined to do things," his moth*
ar. Mrs. Raymond E, Gongola,
said. "And he always finds a
way. "
"When he was three yean
old, " she said, "we dropped a
penny on the floor to see whether he would pick it up. He stood
there for a few minutes, then
moistened his hands and picked
it up."
Bruce Is the oldest of four
boys and the only one with a
handicap. He wants to go to college but hasn't decided what he
wants to do professionally. Mrs.
Gongola said Bruce maintains a
good academic average.
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This year'ivalue* ara batter than aver. Ev«ry
pair with built in run stops in both welt and toe.
All proportioned for perfect fit*

SPURGION!S Budgtt S«amla*i

'%# 7pi»,

Gift Box of 3 pair 1.95

•

SPURGEON'S Finest Seamless
^ Pr
Plain or micro film.
*
Gift BOX of 3 pair 2.55
SPURGEON'S Sheer Stretch Seamless

89c

Gift Box of 3 pair 2.85
_
AOILON Stretch Seamless
Most perfact fitting hose made.
|1
,9 .pr.
Gift Box of 3 pair 3.40
•

EVERY BANK SERVICE FOR EVERYONE

come on in!
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Of All 1964 Wallpapers
Reduced Now to . . .

20c - 50c s3e

- SOME REMNANTS -

>

Shelf Lining Paper
,

i

- - Ro). 19c

PAINTS

Discontinued Paints

j

<w, 69c

Flat , Somi-Glon, Latex Paint

Q».

50c

G *\.

$1.98

9 x18 STAIR TREADS E«„ 29c
j

ARMSTRONG'S LINOLEUM

;

9 ft. Viny l Accolon, running ft

$1.19

!

12 ft. Viny l Accolon , running ff

$1.75

j

\2 ft. Qixr-kartone, running ft

$1.09

'

Complete Window Glass & Shade Oept,
(S.rm D«y Serv ice)

JUST A FEW OF THE BARGAINS AT . ..

WEAVER & SONS
601 East 7th Street

at the Balk that SERVICE built . .
jBTPs*--.
^
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Maia Garry Dms Storm Misses City Employment
Area; 5-Day
kriey'll
Crash
InMcMati
Return Aid Cut
Forecast Good Continues to Climb
Conservatives

Winona's most, decorated air
hero of World War II, Maj. WilHP* PAUL, Minn, - School liam J. Garry, 41, pas injured
districts will be reimbursed for fatally in an automobile accia 4.5 percent cut in aids order-f- deet Suwiay in Hawaii.
ed by Gov. Karl Rolvaag, Cot*. The son of Mrs, Katherine
semtive* in the State Legis- Carry, 617 Johnson St., and the
lature's lower house said Satur- late William Garry, Maj. Garry
died of injuries suffered when
day.
be apparently lost control of his
House Speaker/ Lloyd Dux- car while rounding a curve on
bury, Caledonia, read a state- a road in the Kahana Bay area
ment recalling the Conserva- about 20 miles north of Honotives' pre-election pledge to re- lulu.
store the cuts. The Conserva- The automobile crashed into a
tive * croup, which again will clump of bushes.
control the legislature , caucused
A VETERAN of 103 combat
at the St. Paul Athletic Club.
The governor ordered the cut- missions in World War II, durback in aids to districts this ing which he earned the title of
year because he said tax re- "Top Tank Buster" of the 9th
ceipts were not sufficient to pay Air Force, Maj. Garry also servthe full schedule established by ed during the Korean conflict
the Legislature in 1963 Con* and was most recently on a seservatives generally had called curity mission in Hawaii.
Rolvaag's action unnecessary
His widow is the former Donand promised publicly to pass na Compton, daughter of Mr.
deficiency appropriations in the and Mrs. J. B. Compton, 314
1965 session.
Olmstead St.
Rolvag and Rolland Hatfield ,
A 1941 graduate of Winona
Republican-appointed tax commissioner, had disagreed on Senior High School, Garry was
whether a deficit would occur in Alaska in 1941 when Pearl
in income tax receipts from Harbor was attacked and he immediately returned to Winona
which aids are paid .
Duxbury, who has been in the to enlist in the Air Force.
House since 1951, was elected
Commissioned as a second
unanimously as the Conserva- lieutenant in May 1943, he retive bloc candidate for speaker ceived his first overseas assignof the house. This is tantamount ment in England late in that
to election, since Conservatives year and went on dive bombing
have a majority of 78 of the missions over France, Belgium,
135 seats. It will be Duxbury's
second term in the speaker's Holland and Germany.
chair. Aubrey Dirlam, Redwood
DURING his 17 months overFalls farmer, was re-elected seas as a P-47 Thunderbolt pimajority leader.
lot, he earned the Silver Star,
Rep. Richard Fitzsimons. Ar- Distinguished Service Cross; two
gyle, Marshall County, will be
Flying Crosses;
chairman of the tax-writing ap- Distinguished
the
Air
Medal
with four silver
propriations committee. FitzOak
Leaf
clusters;
each in recsimons said a great deal of
ognition
of
five
awards
of the
research on tax legislation has
been ' developed in preparation Air Medal; Presidential Unit Cifor the coming session. Duxbury tation and the European Theasaid "the appropriations com- ter of Operations ribbon with
mittee has never been better four battle stars for major caminformed at this point" than it paigns in Normandy, Northern
is at present. The junior college France, Berlin and Germany.
and vocational education pro- He logged 275 cofhbat hours
grams likely will get special during World War H, was creditattention, Duxbury said. ..
ed with downing six enemy airplanes and destroying 38 tanks.
The DSC was awarded Maj.
Garry by Gen. H, G. Arnold,
then commanding general of the
United States Air Forces, after
Garry's squadron was attacked
by 32 enemy fighters in a battle which ended in bis destruction of four enemy aircraft in
25 minutes.
CALEDONIA, Minn. - The AT ONE TIME he commentHouston County Board of Com* ed on his feelings in combat,
missipners has made reappoint* "You don't get scared while the
ments.
battles are going on. It's after
Arnold Goetzinger, Crooked
Creek Township, was reappointed to the township board of
managers of the Crooked Creek
watershed for three years beginning Dec. 1.

Reappointments
Made by Board
In Houston Co.

GEORGE 8CHAUBLE, Caledonia, was renamed to the
Hiawatha Valley Mental Health
board for three years effective
Jan. 1.
Arlow Abraham, Houston,
was reappointed county service
officer for a two-year term beginning Dec. l.
Lyle Ask, Caledonia, was reappointed county assessor for
four years starting Jan. 1, No
weed inspector appointment was
made. Salaries will be set
at the reorganization meeting
in January.
. The final stage of the Brownsville road improvement was
approved and the board allowed Hector Construction Co. final payment of $0,466.08. The
project has been a three-year
one of re-location and three
projects in addition to a bridge
job.
At the meeting Thursday, Auditor Dolores Hauge was directed to request Verb Lueck of the
state soil conservation office
to publish a new soil survey of
Houston County . The current
book was published in 1929.
H. M. McLaird was authorized to attend the annual school
for county engineers at the University of Minnesota Dec. 710.
Arnold Ideker , Brownsville
Township, was appointed to the
county planning commission.
Next meeting will be Dec. 9.
¦

Plainview Co-op
Emp loyes Vote
For Teamsters 874
PLAINVIEW , Minn.-Employesf of Plainview Cooperative
Creamery Friday voted 10-7 to
join a union.
Teamsters Union Local 874 ,
Rochester, will represent them
in collective bargaining.
The election was conducted by
a member of the National Labor Relations Board.

MAJ . WILLIAM! J. GARRY
With ChiJdr«n, Dog

Debaters Take
9th in Tourney

The Winona Senior High
School varsity debate team compiled a 5-1 record to win ninth
place in the annual Hopkins
(Minn.) High School Invitational Debate Tournament Saturday
at Hopkins.
Some 59 teams competed in
the A division of the meet, the
largest debate tournament conducted in Minnesota with about
one-third of the state 's high
Schools having debate represented. Richfield High won.
Coached by Keith Larson, the
Winona negative team of Lee
Turner and John Morse went
undefeated in three rounds while
the affirmative team won two
of three debates.
On the affirmative team were
Patrick Ellis and Jeanne Hittner.
Larson Saturday will send his
A team to Rochester for another Invitational tournament,
while the C squad will be participating in a tournament at
Vlroqua , Wis.
¦
The tallest bird ever to live
on earth was the giant moa, now
extinct, The average giant moa
stood about 12 feet high, with
enormous elephantine leg bones.

it's all over and you start thinking about what could have happened. While you're in the midst
of it everything you do is almost automatic."
The Silver Star award cited
Maj. Garry for bravery when,
returning alone from a mission
in a disabled airplane, he discovered a group of 12 enemy
aircraft preparing to attack a
column of ground troops.
Despite the fact that one of
bis wingtlps was gone, Maj.
Garry attacked the formation
and forced the enemy group to
jettison its bombs, preventing
the attack. A short time after
his diverting action Garry was
joined by a flight of Allied aircraft.
He was mentioned in Stars &
Stripes, the overseas service
publication, during the Battle of
the Bulge in World War II in
a story which told of bis using
the battle cry, "Remember Maimedy!" — referring to an engagement in which a large toll
was exacted of A m e r i c a n
troops — when leading his air
group into combat.

HE WAS never wounded In
combat but had one narrow
escape when he was leading a
dive bombing and strafing mission. Garry flew low to investigate an enemy formation when
a bullet struck his aircraft,
creased his left shoe and cut
through the leather and shoestrings,
He had another brush with
death in the summer of 1954
when, as an Air Force captain
flying on a training mission
out of Great Falls ( Mont. ) Air
Base , his airplane caught fire
over Alberta, Canada, after being struck by lightning. Garry
and his radar observer both
parachuted to safety with only
'
minor injuries.
At the time of this incident
he was serving as assistant
air inspector general for the
29th Air Division at Great Falls.
At the conclusion of his World
War II duty, Garry remained
in the Air Force reserve and
entered radio work. He was employed as an announcer in California, Minneapolis, South Dakota and Rochester before joining the staff of Radio Station
KWNO here in the fall of 1949.
THE FOLLOWING spring he
requested a return to active
service with the Air Force and
in June of 1950 was accepted
for duty.
Prior to reporting for duty
he married Miss Compton here.
After his return to service
he was stationed in Chicago as
commander of an Air Defense
filter center for the central
portion of the United States,
followed by a tour of duty at
Ellsworth Air Force Base,
South Dakota, and the base at
Great Falls.
He attended an officer 's
school for special investigation
in Texas for six months prior
to his assignment to a base in
Germany in the Air Force Office of Special Investigation. It
was while he was in Germany
that he was promoted to major.
He returned to the United
States for duty at Langley Air
Force Base in Virginia, was reassigned to Japan in 1961. and
received his most recent assignment in Hawaii in 1963.
HE AND Mrs. Garry and
their four children, Michael,
Thomas, Kathy and Kevin, had
been living at Hickam Field
in Honolulu.
Other survivors in addition
to his mother are two brothers,
J ames P., Winona, and Robert
F., Sunnyvale, Calif. , and one
sister, Mrs. Walter (Genevieve)
Lange, St. Charles.
Funeral arrangements are
pending word from Mrs. Garry,
expected later today.

Cooler weather moved Into
Winona and vicinity today but
the forecast indicates the city
will miss the blizzard which
whipped the western plains
states over the weekend.
The extended forecast for the
next five days indicates Southeastern Minnesota and Western Wisconsin will have temperatures averaging 3 to 8 degrees above daytime means of
38-40 and nighttime lows of 1924'
A LITTLE warmer weather is
indicated for early in the period
and no important change thereafter. Precipitation for the five
days will total .10 to .20 of an
inch in occasional light rata' or
snow after midweek.
For tonight the weatherman
says mostly fair with a low in
the 20s. Tuesday, he declares,
will be fair with slightly higher
temperatures, probably near 40.
Early Sunday morning a light
rain fell over the area with precipitation totaling .10 of an inch.
The temperature rose to 69 Saturday afternoon and 59 on Sunday. Low Sunday morning was
54 and this morning 34. At noon
today, with the ski cloudy most
of the morning, the reading was
34.
A year ago today the Winona
high was 59 and the low 38. Alltime high for Nov. 16 was 70 in
1953 and the low 3 in 1933. Mean
for the past 24 hours was 46.
Normal for this time of the year
is 34.
The thermometer dipped below the freezing mark in several
Minnesota cities overnight. Bemidji had a low of 23, International Falls 25 and Duluth 28.
At Rochester the low today
was 30 after a high of 57 Sunday and La Crosse posted figures of 39 and 60 for the same
times.

Winona's employment level , climbing
since March, hit another record in midOctober with 11,122 persons at work here.
The previous record was 11,011, set in
mid-September.
A record for each month has been set
since March, but the October figure is the
highest ever attained here.

THE PRESENT favorable job pattern
was set early in the year, Ray H . Brown,
manager of the Minnesota State Employment
Service office here, pointed out ln his monthly report released today. Even during the
winter, when worker levels are traditionally
at* their low point, totals at work here were
well above the 10,000-mark.
The present job total shows a jump of
almost 1,000 from the January figure.
Changes from a month ago were strongest in retail trade, manufacturingand government work . Construction continued at a
three-year high, and service jobs moved to
their highest level of the year.
Employer forecasts indicate continuing
•high employment until winter weather forces
the shutdown of outdoor activities, Brown
said.
(Added to this seasonal slowdown .this
year, ' however, will be workers displaced
from their jobs when the Swift & Co. plant
here closes Feb. 19. )
MANUFACTURING daring October moved up slightly, holding close to its former
record high. Metal products, textiles, apparel
and wood products showed worker climbs.
Concrete products and chemicals were down
slightly. Metal was up because of crew buildups in chains ; textile and apparel was higher
as workers were added in plastic garment
manufacturing, and wood products rose ow-

Radio Peking
Says U.S.
Plane Felled
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WASHINGTON (AP ) - The
old Ford's Theater building is to
be closed on Nov. 30 so that
work may start on restoring the
interior to its appearance the
night of April 14, 1865, when
President Abraham Lincoln was
assassinated.
Work will take about two
years, said Secretary of the Interior Stewart L. Udall. Congress has voted $2,730,600 for
the restoration.
The building now houses the
Lincoln Museum and has little
to indicate that it was once a
theater. During restoration the
museum items will be placed in
storage but later will he on display in the theater basement.

RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special )
—Mrs. Frank Haselmd was honored Friday at open house for
having served the First National
Bank 25 years.
She began working for the
bank in the fall of 1937 as bookkeeper and stenographer. Later
she became an assistant cashier and also continued her stenographic work. With the exception of two years, she has worked continuously for the bank,
completing her 25th year Nev. 2.
The former Anna Swenson,
she was born on a farm northeast of Rushford to the late Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Swenson. She
attended the local schools and
Winona Business College.
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INDEPENDENT ORDER OF ODDFELLOWS

John 0. Ichmldt, N.O.

FIRST AND FOREM08T . . . First person to buy his 1965 auto license plate at the
office of deputy registrar Morris Bergsrud here this morning is Bernard T. Kalmes,
73 E, Sanborn St., getting his plate from
Mrs. Bergsrud, His green-en-cream plute in
at the beginning of the series being Issued

here, which begins at 1 JA 100 and will
run through at least 1 JV 901). Second in
line Is George Heaser , St. Charles , who I N
followed by Herb J. KlekWch, 550 W. 4th
St., and Mrs. John Vcrdick , 674 E. Broadway. (Dally News photo)

423

420

89-3
784
298
78

427

920
775
302
78

875
674
307
78

11,122
10,872
Totals
H OI]
"Includes public schools and Winona State
College.

Stolen Car
Recovered in
Washington

Fillmore Interest
'
Ford s Theater
25-Year Employe In Mental Health
Being Closed Honored at Bank Center Noted

M. A. PBTEMON, W.M.

Regular MMtHifi
l«t awl 3rd Mond«y»—IsW p.m.

Government*
Construction
Finance
Other activities

Man Leaving
Game Dies of
Heart Attack

W ork in thc Second Degree
<Jj|/)
Jw\ Tuesday, Nov. 17, 7:30 o'clock
9
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Utilities

A 1964 model car stolen Tuesday night from the Quality
Chevrolet Co. lot, 105 Johnson
TOKYO (AP) - Radio Peking St., has been recovered in
WISCONSON FACED cooler said Monday an unmanned Washington state, police reportweather today following week- American high altitude recon- ed today.
end rains that brought some re- naissance aircraft was shot
Assistant Chief Marvin A.
lief to parched areas.
down over south central China ' Meier said that the car, belonging to L. William Bailey, 510
Most of the rainfall was less Nov. 15.
j
than an inch, but for many The broadcast gave no further ( W. Broadway , had been recovareas is was the heaviest in a details.
| ered by the Washington State
24-hour period since last August. Monitors of Chinese Commu- Police. The car and its driver,
Burlington recorded 1.05 inch- nist broadcasts here noted that j are being detained by the Ises, Racine .90, Madison .75, Mil- it was the first time that Peking land County sheriff at Coupewaukee .65, Green Bay .31, Be- claimed downing a pilotless ville, Wash.
City police have referred the
toit .30, Lone Rock 27 and La high altitude plane.
matter to the FBI for further
¦
Crosse .09.
investigation and prosecution.
Daytime temperatures SunThe man who was driving the
day were nearly 20 degrees
car when state police stopped
above normal for the season,
him has not been identified.
reaching a peak of 64 at Beloit.
Set. Joseph Kryzer, 553 E.
At night, minimums ranged
Wabasha St., reported that a
from 28 in the Superior-Duluth
14-foot aluminum boat and 15region to 48 at Milwaukee.
horsepower outboard motor beMINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Ar- longing to him were stolen over
PRESIDIO. Tex., reached the
national high of 90 degrees Sun- thur Sturley, 78, St. Paul, col- the weekend from a dock east
day and Broadus, Mont., and lapsed and died of an apparent of Latsch beach.
Casper, Wyo., set the low of heart attack as he was leaving
The items were valued at
four degrees below zero early the Purdue-Minnesota football $400.
game Saturday. A retired purtoday.
chasing agent for the Great
Northern Railroad, Sturley was
weir
known in St. Paul civic af|
; fairs.
¦
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ing to stepped-up production in wood case
production.
Retail trade employment climbed substantially during the month. Most of the increase occurred in the food and department
stores. Employers report that the unseasonably warm weather has tended to hold back
additional hiring. Further substantial climbs
are expected toward the holiday season.
Construction in the area continues to hold
at mid-summer levels. Good weather is permitting contractors to maintain full crews on
both building and road construction projects.
Weather conditions will govern the employment direction of present projects.
LABOR DEMAND was good during October, particularly in the manufacturing and
retail job categories.
LABOR SUPPLY at the end of the month
was tight, Brown said. Applications for work
were down to 650 at the employment office
here, with about 150 of these applicants being
students seeking part-time work.
Following is a breakdown of employment
by industries, based on a month's survey
endine in mid-October:
Oct.
—1964—
1963
Sept.
Oct.
4,573
Manufacturing
4,433
4,455
Wholesale trade
435
439
340
1,593
Retail trade
1,676
1,739
Service
1,661
1,669
1,680
Railroads
325
325
325

Public pressure toward establishment of a mental health
clinic is being exerted in Fillmore County, according to the
president of the three-county
mental health board comprising
Winona, Houston and Wabasha
counties.
Noting that a meeting to discuss such a facility will be held
in Preston later this month, Dr.
Max L. De Bolt said that the
public and civic groups, particularly in Fillmore County's
Rushford area, is rallying behind establishment of a center.

DR. DE BOLT said that when
the Hiawatha Valley center was
in the planning stage, Fillmore
County was invited to join, but
its county board rejected the
proposal.
The center, which will be established as soon as a grant in
aid is received from the state,
will serve Winona, Wabasha and
Houston counties.
Expanding the center to serve
Fillmore County as well could
be done, Dr. De Bolt said, but
not until June 1. No formal inquiries as to whether this might
be done have been received
from Fillmore County, the doc
tor said, but residents there
have indicated an interest in the
tri-county center.
Dr. De Bolt added that he
would be ln Rushford Tuesday
and might be approached then
by county officials.
THE PRESTON meeting to
discuss a mental health center
for Fillmore County was set by
the county nursing board last
week.
Dr. De Bolt said that a state
board Friday reviewed the Hiawatha Valley center's application for operating funds. No
word has been received yet , he
said, adding, however , that this
might indicate favorable action
by the board.
The Hiawatha Valley board
has almost decided on a site
for the clinic, which is to be
established in Winona , and has
advertised for a psychlutrial, a
clinical psychologist and a social worker.

New Trial
Denied to
Mastrian

Former Owner
Of Post Office
Facing Suit

Testimony began today in the
$46,621 suit of Kraus-Anderson,
Inc., against the former owner
of the new Winona post office
building.
Kraus-Anderson claims that
the $46,000 sum is due it for
work it . did in construction of
the post office but were not
paid for.
A DEPOSITION by the late
Jackson T. Dawson, Excelsior,
Minn., the man who mad*
Kraus-Anderson's estimate for
the post office job, formed tha
basis for Monday morning's
testimony.
John Larson, Minneapolis,
read Dawson's answers/ from
the deposition in reply to tho
questions of John Levine, Minneapolis attorney for KrausAnderson, a Minneapolis firm.
C. Stanley McMahon represents
the U.S. Investment Corp.,
Milwaukee, owners of the post
office building until early this
year.
Dawson's deposition dealt
mainly with his negotiations
with U.S. Investment for the
contract to build the Winona
post office. Dawson's bid and
the contract for the job were
received in evidence by Judge
O. Russell Olson, who is hearing the case without a jury.
LEVINE established that
Dawson had based his bid on
estimates of the work and specifications provided by officers
of U.S. Investment. Dawson also deposed that the architects'
specifications were supplied to
him after the building contract
was signed and that they differed from specifications tha
post office had supplied.
Judge Olson recessed the
court for lunch as arguments
were being heard whether cartain extras (items not included
in the contract ) supplied by
Kraus-Anderson should be allowed in evidence.

DULUTH, Minn. (AP)-Judge
Donald C. Odden today denied
a motion for a new trial tor Norman Mastrian, serving a life
sentence in Stillwater prison in
the slaying of Mrs. Carol
Thompson in St. Paul in early
1963.
'
Attorneys for Mastrian had
sought the new trial largely on
a letter written in Stillwater by
confessed killer Dick W. C. Anderson, who repudiated testimony he had given at the trials
After putting together records
of Mastrian and T. Eugene
scattered by the burglars, H,
Thompson, husband of the vic- Choate & Co. officials told potim.
lice today that "to the best of
their knowledge" they lost
Mastrian, A n d e r s o n and $4,650 in cash in Friday sight's
Thompson were convicted of burglary.
murder, and all are serving life
Police said that they are forprison terms.
warding reports, including picJudge Odden said he was of tures, of the burglary to the
the opinion "that Dick W. C. Iowa and Wisconsin crime buAnderson w a s coerced and reaus. The method used by the
threatened by other inmates at men is so distinctive, Winona
the Stillwater Penitentiary to police feel, that a similarity
draft a statement that was with burglaries in other states
taken from his possession by the may be turned up.
authorities at the institution.
The thieves took zippered
"Without a shadow of a donbt, bags from the store's filing cabinet, piled them on a table,
the court is of the opinion that then systematically w e n t
the difference in testimony of through each bag, removing all
Dick W. C. Anderson as it stands cash including change in detoday and the testimony given nominations above a dime.
by this witness* during the Mastrian trial would not lead to a
different result in a new trial."

Choate Loss
About $4,650

2 More Added
To Presidium
MOSCOW (AP ) - Two new
members have been elected to
the all-powerful Presidium of
the Soviet Communist party
which Nikita Khrushchev was
removed last month, official
sources said tonight.

La Crosse Youth
Dead ot Injuries

LA CROSSE, Wis. W—Kenneth Banasik, 19, of La Crosse,
died today of injuries suffered
early Saturday when his car
missed a curve on La Crosse
County Highway F just east of
the city and rolled over several
times.

DO YOU KNOW
YOU DON'T HAVE

DIABETES?

IF YOU HAVE —

Excessive Thirst
Frequsnt Urination
Conitant Hunger
Lost of Weight
Intense Itching
Chang* in Vision
Eaty Tiring
Slow Healing of Cuts & Bruiios

— YOU may have dlabetts.

Howcver , DIABETES may b» proiont without any
signs at all.

Be alert to the symptoms, be tested

during DIABETES WEEK , November 16th through November 21st.

Be sure that you and your family do

not tiave DIABETES.

GET A FREE DETECTION KIT AT
ANY WINONA DRUG STORE

Winona Pharmaceutical Ass'n.
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l
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'Sex Symbo ls '
Not So Stup id

Il lustrious PianoTrioOpens
Community Concert Series
By PAUL PARTHUN
Mnsle Department,

College of Saint Teresa

By EARL WILSON
I don't know when a piano trio
NEW VORK-Sbirley Eaton, the girl with the gold-painted
was last in Winona, but with
bodyy smiled at me across the top of a glass of gin and said,
ua Saturday evening in the Wl*
"I don't want to be a sex symbol-or anything like that!"
nona High ScJbool auditorium
"My gracious!" I said back. "You mean sex symbols are
waa the most Illustriousol the
¦tupid ? Marilyn Monroe, Jayne Mansfield, Carroll Baker . . .?"
two or three now coocertudng.
Not Marilyh, '* she replied lightly, "she had much more. I
Musicians of the Beaux Arts
mead perfectly terrible symbols like Anita Ekberg and Jayne
Trio
are not only masters of
Mansfield. They're laughed at. Anita Ekberg's even worse than
techniquebut tbey are also conJayne Mansfield. She has a hard
summate artists. Add to these a
brittle face—and I don't think wear bikinis, things like that.
flair for performance and showshe's conspicuously talented." I can't bear people who are almanshipand the total is a mem28a
shapely,
Bliss Eaton,
ways downing people, can you?"
orable program.
year-old British ash blonde, has TODAY'S BEST L A U G H :
buildsex-symbol
been getting a
A LARGE aadience greeted
Shelby Friedman suggests that
up since they covered her body Cassius Clay may have aththe players when they began the
with gold cosmetic for the lete's mouth. That's a condiconcert with a trio composed by
James Bond picture, "Goldfing- tion caused by opening your big
Beethoven at age 26. Others
er."
have criticized his early trios as
mouth and putting your foot in
"What about Carroll Baker?" it.
piano pieces with violin and
I asked.
'cello accompaniment. Yet, even
WISH I'D SAID THAT: Some
"If that's going to be the new people who get credit for belesserBeethoven is no trifle and
American sex symbol, I feel sor- ing patient are just too lazy to
the men of the Beaux Arts gave
ry for the American woman!" start anything.
it an impeccable performance.
Miss Eaton flung back,
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
A longer wort by Tschaikow*
"I'll be terribly popular with "Fortune is like glass —
the
sky
closed the concert. This
American movie stars for talk- brighter the glitter, the more
Opus 50 has been labeled
ing like this," she laughed. "But easily broken." — Publius Sy"tawdry " a n d "orchestral,"
it's true. Carroll Baker won't rus.
with
the result that it is Barely
make it as a sex symbol and EARL'S PEARLS: M i c k e y
played.
In any case, its lugubrishe'll lose what she had before. Freeman reports on the crossous mood made it a risk to close
"She wears a low dress and word puzzle fan who died and
the concert. - A Mendelssohn
a big fur, but she's like a little was buried sue down and three
scherzo, brilliantly played aa an
,
right,
are
Wimer,
Members
of
the
chorus,
left
to
TERESAN PLAY . . . Kathleen
housewife.
across.
Carrie Benoit, Candy Young, Gayle Viehman, encore, was one of the glitterplaying Chrysothemis, speaks to the chorus
"YOU DON'T need far* to be Dialogue from the new "Someing spots of the evening.
Mary Ann Hausman, Jeanne Roux, Marcy
during a performance of "Electra " at the
sexy. I'm sexiest when I'm dirty thing More" show : " P l e as e
Between these compositions
McCann, Kathleen Kendrick and Susan
College of Saint Teresa. At the right is
and scruffy. I have an earthy come to my party Friday" . .
each
of the musicians performed
)
(Harriet
Streiff.
Kelley photo
Coughlin, who plays Electra.
"May I bring ray wife?" . . | ¦ Marguerite
¦
quality."
'
as soloist. Their pieces obvi'
_ _i_
i
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"What about Ursula An- "It's informal — bring whom
ously were selected to demon*
dress?" I Inquired. Miss "Un- ever you like" . . . That's earl,
state the performer's technical
dress," ss they call her, has al- brother.
command and finish. Violinist
so been getting a big buildup.
Daniel Gullet played three com"I think she's delicious — ex- Retarded Children'
positions that revealed not only
s
cept she's no actress," Miss Eahis superb skill but the tonal
ton answered. "She's attractive- Executive to Speak
beauty of his "hymraly". Stradly untalented but it doesn't anivarius,
now mon than 260
At Meeting Here
noy you."
years old.
"Who do you like?"
The assistant executive direcTwo virtuoso pieces played
When you take it as a whole, tor of the Minnesota Association
by pianist Menahem Pressler
the most gorgeous hunk of wom- for Retarded Children will speak
"wowed" the audience with his
an for talent, beauty and per- to the group's Winona County
razzle-dazzle pyrotechnics. Unsonality — Sophia Loren!"
chapter at 8 p.m. Wednesday in
daunted, 'cellist Bernard Green*
"And Elizabeth Taylor?"
the Red Cross headquarters, 276
house proved that intensity, too,
could hold his listeners in his
"I THINK she's terribly pret- W. 5th St.
performance of Bloch's "Chasty. Talented . . . yes . but Merlen G. Kurth, Minneaposidic Prayer."
nit in every picture. People lis, will speak on the topic "PeoWASHINGTON (AP) - Mchave been downing her because ple Are Mental
George Bundy, President John- By GEORGE McCORMICK a superb tribute to the cast — ENSEMBLE PLAYING ii an
of her private life . . saying ly Retarded.'
The
public
is
in
and to vocal coach Eileen Whal- art more innate than acquired,
Daily News StaJtfWriter
son's special assistant on nareally terribly bitdby , things
and so it is rare. It is also true
vited.
en.
't
about her. How she shouldn
tional security affairs, says he
Adherence to the classical traKurth, a naMost impressive in this re- that solo playing is a distinguishdoubts that France ever would dition where possible and intel- gard Sunday night was the per- ed gift. Therefore, the dualism of
tive of Chippe^
neceswithdraw from the North Atlan- ligent changes where
wa Falls, Wis.,
formance of the chorus. Ev- the Beaux Arts Trio as ensemsary make the College of Saint
tic
alliance.
~ who was gradery word could be heard and un- ble and solo artists is an apotheMONDAY. NOVEMBER .6, 1964
France, he said, has demon- Teresa's "Electra" an^ experi- derstood. One of the group's osis of musicianship that has
uated from the
VOLUME 108. NO. 307
strated repeatedly it means to ence in good theater.
leaders, Marcy McCann, was es- been matched enly by a few of
Publish*!dally except Saturday and holt- U B i v e r s istay in the alliance which still is There is . no reason, of course, pecially good in this regard, and th'- greatest musicians in each
days by Republican and Herald Publish- ty of Wiscoonsui
ing Company, (01 Franklin St.. Winona,
successfully protecting Western why it should not be such. Soph- her voice and bearing added to era.
directs f i e l d
Mifi ___
Europe. But, Bundy added, even ocles' drama is an important ex- her effectiveness as well.
services for tht
After the concert, the players
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
if any nation should withdraw ample of an ancient Greek play,
Single Copy - 10c Dally, 15c Sunday
Knrth
s t a t e asso
Maureen Ellis is an impres- were swarmed by youthful autoBellvered by Carrlir—Par wart so cento nation's 62 chapters and is in from the alliance he believes but it became one because of sive Clytemnestra, but she tend- graph seekers,
and when I later
M weeks $12.75
52 weeks tti.30
charge of fund-raising for the ways would be found to protect its inherent worth, not simply ed Sunday to overplay the role remarked to Mr. Greenhouse
mall
strictly
In
advance;
paper
stop•y
the interests and security of oth- because it was old. Nonetheless, so that she ended up a bit like that I was glad to see so many
group.
per on expiration date.
er
members.
the temptation does exist to pre- the wicked stepmother in Cin- children in the audience, he reMrs.
Myron
Findlay,
OlmstedT^
W
Inona,
1620
Fillmore,
Houston,
In
Wabasha, Buffalo, Jackson/ Ptpln and Edgewood Rd., is president ot
Bundy was interviewed on the sent the play in a sort of glass derella. This is unfortunate, plied that more parents than
Trempoaliau counties:
CBS "Face the Nation."
cage, and it was good to see since Clytemnestra is a much before are making good muthe county chapter.
S3J0
1 year
$12,00 a months.
that this temptation has been more complicated person than sic a family participation. A few
11.35
? months
MJO 1 month
*
rejected.
All other subscriptions:
that.
persons looked annoyed
- as some
$15.00 ) monthi
S4.2J
1 yeer
i months
S8.C0 1 month
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PERHAPS the only real comWILLIAM PELTZMAN is an youngsters fidgeted in their
Send change ef address, notle-s, undelivplaints in connection with the adequate, although not very scats, but good concert manners
ered coplts. subscription orders and other
current
production of "Electra" awe-inspiring Orestes, and John are contagious and they soon
mall Items to Winona Dally Ntws, P.O
max 70, Winona, Minn.
are to be brought not against the Bellairs is an earnest Paedago- settled down. Their desire to
Second cists postage paid at Winona.
play, but against its audience gus. Also among the leads Is meet the artists and secure their
One results from director John Gene D'Amour, an almost minc- signatures demonstrates the value of their presence.
Marzocco's having chosen to ob- ing Aegisthus.
serve the classic tradition in
Costuming is excellent, with Adults, however, weren't so
presenting the play without an most garments carefully match- spontaneous. Beethoven was
intermission. This made things ed to their wearers. Miss Whal- cooly dismissed, technical acroBy ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
7:15-»:t0 — 25**65*-tS«
difficult for many not-very- en was in charge of this. Most batics loudly applauded, and the
DEAR ABBY: I am 21 and a college senior. I could Spartan members of the audi- notable in this regard is Clytem- encore was brought on more by
have had many dates last year but a boy on campus monopo- ence Sunday night.
ENDS TUEST
nestra's flaming red and Elec- a kind of formality than anylized all my time and ruined my chances with everyone
More important, however, was tra's drab gray and purple. thing else — at its conclusion
else. At the end of the semester I told him I wasn't sure the refusal of many in the aud- Yellow , however, seems a the applause was barely polite.
THAT BEAC H PARTY
I cared enough about him to continue dating him in the fall.
ience to accept the conventions strange choice for Orestes, and
GANG GOES DRAGSTRIP I
I said we shouldn't see each other over the summer, but of Greek drama. This is a talky sometimes it seemed as if the BUT THERE were distrac_^_»^-^^^^ ^^ t^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^-"-*s^__^__M
should think it over and talk about it again when school
play, but it is far from a com- chorus was robed too cheerily tions. Perhaps t h e cluttered
stage had something to do with
resumed. He said he loved me and always would but he'd edy — a point many seemed to for this play.
it, (We all hope it will be clearabide by my wishes.
miss.
Richard Weiland's set is simWhen we returned to school he immedMarguerite Coughlin bears up ple, although not particularly ed for the Chicago Opera Baliately started dating another girl. I called
well in the demanding title role. Grecian and certainly not My- let, since we see visions of imhim and told him I wanted to talk to him.
She has a good voice for the cenaean. It might be, however, pending chaos. ) Or perhaps it
(I
him.)
was going U> tell him I DID love
t^'**M\
part, and she makes Electra a too massive for the college au- was the array of coiffures, like
tammm\* 1^*'
When he came to see me, he brought the
complex — hence believable — ditorium's stage — although it a skyline, bathed in the light
other girl along. I knew then that it was
persons by lapsing occasionally is difficult to think of anything from too broad spotlights, shadowing the stage and players in
all over between us. Now everyone is sayfrom noble resolve and grief for that would not be.
ing that HE dropped ME for HER. This is
her father to a very human selfThe play ends today, with cur- enormous shapes.
And perhaps the warning bell
hurting my .reputation and I think it's his
pity.
tain time at 8 p.m.
¦
that signals the end of' interplace to tell our friends that I diopped HIM.
AS ELECTRA S .later, the
What do you think?
The female sea horse plays mission could be repaired or re'tarn »6_»*i«3% *lB&j t
adaptive Chrysothemis, Kath- but a brief part in producing placed. Not only did about 15
DKAR NOT: All right , so you
ABBY
leen Wimer is suitably girlish, the young. She deposits her percent of the audience seat itt i n W r t m i a a mV . V S
._
we. en!Ii IU_
urwypcaII) — you were tireea.I «-_..
nui
aoni_i expeci
but her enunciation leaves 'some- eggs in the male's brood pouch, self late, but quite a few others
STARTS WED.
him to put an ad in the paper. Your pride may be bruisthing to be desired. This is par- then swims away. After about never returned. What seems to
ed but your reputation won't suffer.
ticularly noticeable In this pro- 10 days, the fry are hatched be needed is a place where a
concert is less of an imposition.
DEAR ABBY: Six months ago I took a course in "scien- duction, in which enunciation is and ejected.
"
tific massaging and I passed the examin ation without any
trouble. I massage as a side line to earn extra money.
They'll Do It Every Time
By Jimmie Hatlo
I enjoy massaging because it brings relaxation to many.
MATINEE-2:15
1 massage men, women and even children. 1 carry my own
25c-50«-65<
table unci go to their homes by appointment. My problem
NITE — 7:00-9:10
is my wife . She does not want me messaging ladies. I say
25c-65 .-85e
that my work is like a doctor 's and there is no reason why
I shouldn 't massage ladies. Wliat is your opinion?
MASSEUR
| ENDS TU EST]
DEAR MASSEUR: Your wife apparently fears tliat
your lady clients may be g«tting a treat instead of a
i
treatment. Such fears could be caused by her own
feelings of inadequacy. Keep> assuring her that she has
absolutely nothing to worry a bout. ( PS. The little woman
is jealous—but don't rub it in )

, IOOF HOMECOMING . . * Soma 66 attended the annual
homecoming of Humboldt Lodge, Independent Order of
Odd Fellows at Hotel Winona Saturday evening. Noble Grand
John Sehmidt, left, welcomes the speaker, Roy G. Genneary,
Minneapolis, past grand master, who noted there are 65
IOOF homes for the aged around the world. R, W. Sparrow
was toastraaster. Also on the program were Mrs. Bonnio
Zellers, president of Rebekah Lodge 53/ Minneapolis; J. A.
Millar, Red Wing, past grand secretary, and the Rev. James
C. Hill, Minneapolis, retired Winona minister. The Sweet
Adelines sang. (Daily News photo)
LEGION DINNER
ALMA, Wis. ( Special)--About
100 persons were served at the
Veterans Day dinner at the
American '. Legion Clubrooms.
The traditional turkey dinner

was served, prepared by Sidney
Mohan, and Harley Hager. R.
S. Huber, F. 0. Huber and Mrs.
John Lisowski entertained the
group with instrumental numbers.
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Bundy Doubts
France Would
Leave NATO

Electra Makes
Good Theater '

WINONA DAILY NEWS

DEAR ABBY:

This Girl Has
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DKAIt AB BY : That lady who wrote nboul the "Open
House " shower , where an ad was placed in the newspaper
and anyone who wanted to come was welcome , was a piker
compared to someone in my husband's family. Listen to
this: One of the girls had to get married, so all her aunts
got together and gave her a combination BRIDAL and BABY
shower! Practical , I suppose, but wasn't that the absolute
limit?
OWOSSO , MICHIGAN
DEAR OWOSSO: I'd say they exceeded the limit .
Speed and otherwise.
CONFIDENTIAL TO POST AL EMPOYEE: All my mail
is opened for mc with the aid of an electric letter-opener ,
and the envelopes are discarded. When I read unsigned
letters, unless some reference to the city Is mode, I have
no way of knowing from where the letter has come
Problems? Write to ABB-V , Box 697O0. Los Angeles,
Calif. For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, selfflddresscd envelope.
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7 Killed on
Wisconsin
Highways

W

By THE ASSOCIATEDPRESS
Seven persons were killed on
Wisconsin highways during the
weekend, raising the state's
1964 toll to 933 - 147 more than
on this date a year ago and
jiist 22 shy of the all-time high
Of 955 In 1956.
Oscar Grady, 78, of Saukville
was killed Sunday night when
he was struck by a car as he
walked on Highway S3 in Saukville, Ozaukee County.
Mrs. Emily Oehler, 68, of Milwaukee died Sunday from injuries suffered in a two-car
collision in Milwaukee Saturday
night.
William Silvers, 19, of rural
Gays Mills was killed early Sunday when the car in which he
was riding overturned several
times on Highway 131 near
Prairie du Chien.
William Shepard, S3, of Muikego was killed Saturday night
when he was stuck by a car
as he crossed Highway 100 in
Wauwatosa, a Milwaukee suburb.
Victims listed previously
were:
Walter Heger, 27, Jefferson,
and his wife, Darlene, 18.
Christ Churoff , 74, of Milwaukee.

Guard Aims
At Readiness
In 3 Weeks

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
National Guard has strong
hopes its first-line divisions
could be in shape to deploy
three weeks after mobilization
in an emergency, its chief said
today.
This would be less than half
the eight-week readiness objective set by Secretary of Defense
Robert S. McNamara.
During the Berlin crisis of
1961-62 it took two Guard divisions five months to get into
condition for deployment after
being mustered into federal
service.
Maj. Gen. Winston P. Wilson,
who heads the Pentagon's National Guard Bureau* told The
Associated Press certain reforms put into effect over the
past two years are showing
promising results.
The three-weekreadinessgoal
of the Guard can be reached "if
we are supported properly,"
Wilson said.
By this he said he meant
getting enough money to broaden weekend drills to include
all 400,000 Guardsmen. Up to
now, Wilson said, he has been
able to find funds to give this
kind of training to about 150,000
Guardsmen.
Another must, he said, is the
modernization and fully equipping of priority Guard units
which have been given a key
role in the Pentagon's plans
which contemplate a 22-division
Army force — 16 regular divisions and 6 from the Guard .
The reform on which Wilson
placed considerable stress was
the substitution of weekend
drills in the field for one-night-aweek training in armories.
"About all you could do with a
man under the old system was
show him a tank ," Wilson said,
"but now he can get out and
actually train with the tank.",

Man s Life
Savings Stolen

BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) - Mohamed Ben Ali had hoped to
retire this year after 40 years of
selling hot chestnuts, peanuts
and popcorn from his pushcart.
Saturday night burglars stole
what he called his life savings
of $24,000. The money Included
$10,000 In coins, stuffed into peanut bags and hidden in shopping
bags.
"I saved and saved and saved
—all for a burglar," said the 68year-old vendor. "I' m just a
man without a life. I feel like
the blood has run out of me."
Ben Ali , who lives alone, has
been a widower nearly 20 yeors.
He left tils native Morocco as a
teen-ager.
After losing money in the 1929
stock market crash he began to
store his cash in paper bags.
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By GRETCHEN L. LAMBERTON
this
sounds
like an ill-tempered blast (which it probably
IF is)
just put it down to the fact that after many weeks in
the hospital even a fairly good natured person gets frustrated and maybe a little sour, but 1 am moved to Bay a few
words about the state of much of our daytime radio or
perhaps, more accurately, the great opportunities daytime
radio misses.
For a long time music has been used as a great therapy
for tha very ill. After President Eisenhower suffered his
stroke, the first therapy used on him was good music.
Because I love music 1 try to get the solace and healing
effect of good music these long, long days and even longer
nights. All I can manage physically is a little transistor
radio with a simple off and on button which gets a number
of area stations very well (I can't manage tuning a FM
radio from this bed).
Here is a list of typical selections played during onehalf hour of "Music for Adults" or "Serenade" or "Better
Music"-"Lay Your Lips on Mine," "Don't Leave Me Darling," "My Sad Heart Is Breaking," "Broken Hearted Doll,"
"Shangri-La Sweetheart." All selections are done in sobbing violins, throbbing ukuleles, fluttering harp notes and
the general effect is one of throbbing "bellyache music"
that melts ones spine to a jelly. ', Sometimes there are a few
whining hillbilly instrumentals mixed in. After one-half
hour of this completely undistinguished music one has the
helpless feeling of swimming in a river of pallid pink slop.
I don't know which is the
worst—the bellyaching music ("Don't Leave me Darling" type), the whining hillbilly ballad or the rock and
roll noisiness, but not a one
of them is any help in bucking up the spirits or stiffening the old backbone or enlarging the spirit. The only
saving grace of this "music"
is that it's so completely undistinguished that, happily,
one forgets it ten seconds
after it ends.
And in this fact, my
friends, I think lies the secret of why radio stations
keep on playing such mountains of undistinguished junk.
It's so nondescript and commonplace that when an ad
goes on the air the audience
listens to the ad as a great

relief and high spot in this
mass ot mediocrity. During
these many weeks in the hospital I cannot remember even one distinguished or
memorable selection being
played. I don't necessarily
mean all symphony or opera
music but just good honest
distinguished music that
would put some heart in a
person and enlarge the spirit.
One evening the announcer
said "Gershwin's Rhapsody
in Blue" and I sat up .anticipating something distinguished but it was played
by Henry Mancini's orchestra with exaggerated ting
brightness. It wasn't Gershwin's Rhapsody but a rhinestone imitation .

One memorable night over TV I heard a Leonard Bernstein Concert for Children during which he played some
of Liszt, Mozart's Prokofieff and music from Carmen. It
was spiritually enlarging and a complete joy. If radio
announcers who choose programs feel that this kind of music
is too "high brow" for our adult audiences, I advise them
to look at the rapt faces of the she to ten year old children
listening with joy to Bernstein's music. Why can't the radio
program directors give us adults credit for a little, just
a little musical taste and understanding? Think of the many
people in addition to hospital patients who are starving for
a spiritual lift that music can bring, and yet you spoon — feed
them a diet of this pallid mush. It is so completely undistinguished, so terribly commonplace when there is a whole
treasure house full of distinguished, memorable and honest
music at your disposal. You're missing a great opportunity
and insulting your audience.
If this is pretty-ill tempered, I apologize.

Four School Board
Members to Attend
State Convention
Four area school board members will attend the third annual meeting of the delegate
assembly of the Minnesota
School Board Association in
Minneapolis Nov. 30 and Dec. 1.
Representing Area 1 of
Southeastern Minnesota, Curtis
Howe, Rushford; Elton Redalen,
Lanesboro; Loren Graskamp,
Wykoff , and Dr. E. L. Morse,
Spring Valley, will be among
108 elected delegates from 27
association areas throughout
the state attending the meeting.
The two-day session was
called to formulate a legislative program for presentation to
the business session of the association's annual state convention in St. Paul in January .
Among those on the program
will be state Treasurer Val
Bjornson who will discuss the
status of the school tax fund ;
State Sen. Donald Wright , Minneapolis, and Rep. Donald
Wozniak, St. Paul, who'll consider Minnesota 's need for tax
reform. There will also be a
fianel on the per capita tax limitation law.
f
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•-PIECE CURVED SECTIONAL Is a decor-

BILLINGS, Mont. (AP) - Old
bones may be brittle but they
don't break as often as young
bones on skis.
That's what Dr. L. Bruce Anderson of Billings reported to
Wyoming and Montana doctors
after making a five-year study
at the Grizzly Peak ski run near
Red Lodge, Mont.
The number of broken legs ,
per capita, decreases with age
but "maybe older people are
just more cautious skiers," Anderson said.
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HAPPEN TO YOU!!!
This accident victim should have heeded the warning of the
National Safety Council. Install seat belts in your car . . .
and use them every time you drivel If every driver did this
the National Safety Council says that more than 5,000 lives,.
could be aaved each year. And serious Injuries could boreduced by at least one-third. Don't make the rhlstake of not
using aeat belts. One of these days it might be too lite!
Published lo aava II VM In coaparatlon with Tha Ad. tWrnS
var..»lni» Council and tha National Sataty Council. -SK KaAaM
«_3SB

c^ofOf^FURNITURE CO.
166 Main Street

Phone 3145
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Presidential Succession
Amendment Needed
WHEN

CONGRESS

quit Washington

early in October to go home and campaign,
it left behind a vital piece of unfinished
business — a new Presidential succession
law.

Now that President Johnson has been
"elected" he ought to recall the lawgivers
and hasten the process which would assure
an orderly transfer of power should either
the presidency or the vice presidency become vacant
The Senate did this last September
when it approved a constitutional amendment which would let a president nominate
a vice president in the case of the latter 's
disability, subject to the ratification of Congress. The amendment also clarifies the succession should a President become ill and
unable to perform his duties.
Now, there is nothing much that could
be done before inauguration day, Jan. 20,
because of the sheer shortness of time. A
constitutional amendment must be approved
by two-thirds of the Congress and threefourths of the state legislatures.
YET THE NATION will suffer its own
constitutional disability up until that time,
and it is a serious one.
The fact is that Mr. Johnson will not be
truly elected until the Electoral College
meets Dec. 14 and casts its ballots. Should
he die in the interim, the Electoral College
could choose anyone it wished, and not
necessarily the "elected" vice president.
After that the jungle of law and precedent is nearly trackless and extremely dangerous.
If a president dies between the meeting
of the Electoral College and the inaugura*
tion, the vice president-elect is sworn in
and the vice presidency stays vacant until
the next election, with the speaker of the
house next in line for the presidency. If he
dies before the electoral ballots are counted in the Senate, some authorities argue,
the vice president would not automatically
become President.
NOTHING OF THIS sort has ever happened ih American history. Yet we live in
a time of instant extinction. As a sponsor
of the Senate-passed amendment, Sen.
Birch Bayh (D., Ind.) remarked at the time,
"We've tried to cover every possibility we
could think of," including the possible capture of the President by an enemy.
As we said, time is too short to redefine
the vague succession laws now.
. Many legislatures, however ;will be meeting early in the year as is the case in
Minnesota and Wisconsin. If Congress gives
them a prompt cue they can act quickly
on a succession amendment.
IT IS MACABRE but it is not improper
to discuss what ought to be done in the
light of what has been left undone to govern the present dilemma. A brief special
session at which the House and Senate
could produce an amendment is urgent
business in the public interest.

Department Clarifies
Position on Locating Roads
IT HAS BECOME apparent to Minnesota

Highway Department officials that the public does not completely understand the position the department takes when determining the location or relocation and design
of a highway such as Interstate 90 from
Dakota west to the South Dakota border.
To clarify its position, Commissioner
James C. Marshall has made the following
statement.
"I would like to remind you that the
location proposed for this highway has been
determined by professional engineers. They
have made every evaluation of the area in
an effort to solve your transportation problems.
"In determining the recommended alignment for a highway, our engineers evaluate many different locations, keeping in
mind our obligation to serve the most and
injure the fewest people. Our engineers
work closely with leaders of civic and
planning groups of the area in order to
reach the best decision for the benefit of
the area.
"Serious opposition to the recommended
location would require us to make a complete restudy of what we believe to be the
best alignment for the area. I hope you
will not interpret this as a desire to keep
you from making statements in opposition
to the proposal. We want you to say anything you wish about it , but we also want
you to have a complete understanding of
ihe situation.
"THE MINNESOTA Highway Department's primary interest is to improve your
transportation facilities , and in order to
do that in the most efficient and beneficial manner , we need your ideas , bot h those
in support of our proposal and t hose in
opposition. "
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¦It 's Time to
Prime Pump

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — The administration has evidently decided that it has to "Prime the pump"
again*> The decision to repeal some of the excise taxes and reduce others in order to stimulate business in 1965 is a recognition of the possibility of a downturn that year.
There is no promise forthcoming as to when
the budget will be balanced, though Secretary
of the Treasury Dillon says this is not likely
before 1968. The immediate consideration, however, is to keep the economy booming through
1965 and into 1966, when the next congressional
elections will be held.
The experts who are master-minding the national economy through the exercise of governmental power scoff at the idea of a balanced
budget, at least until full employment has
been reached. The deficits are being defended as necessary because of the unemployment. Yet the rosy stories of prosperity which
were circulated during the presidential campaign were for the most part unqualified.
THE STRATEGY of the administration is
based upon the theory that business needs to
increase its volume of sales, There was a little
downward turn in retail sales in October. This
may have been due to labor problems in the
auto industry, but it emphasized the importance
of doing something about repealing several excise taxes. Levies of this kind were started during World War II and some of them were added during the Korean War. The total amount of
receipts from excise taxes runs approximately
$14 billion a yeary and those items which are
to be repealed will cause a loss of somewhere
between $2 and $3 billion.
There is no doubt that there has been considerable pressure to secure the repeal of many
of these excise taxes. The Senate finance committee approved a program of this kind last
year} only to have it reversed by the White
House because it did not fit in with the administration's planned tax-reduction schedule and
the belief that the economy would do well at
least into 1965.
,
But now the repeal of some of the excise
taxes, it is believed, will stimulate the business
situation in the latter part of 1965, and it is
hoped that this trend will continue through
1966.
WHAT IS NOT explained is how poblic confidence in the value of the dollar can be retained as the government postpones from year to
year the balancing of the budget. Meanwhile,
the tax burden on the American people is not
really being decreased materially, because
there is a steady rise in state and local taxes.
Concurrently, wages are being raised and
costs are rising because of this increase. Many
businesses, therefore, which cannot raise prices
in order to absorb the higher wage rates will
find themselves with shrunken profits, and this
could diminish tax receipts from business in
a considerable amount next year.
The argument, of course, is being made that
businessmen should hold down their prices, and
there is talk about certain "guidelines"
which the administration would like to see them
follow. Unfortunately, the government "guidelines" are being disregarded by the labor-union, leaders, and some time between now and
next spring, tbe steel industry will be confronted with a new labor contract which may inevitably force an upward trend in its prices.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1954

The First National Bank will convert the
area to the west and north of its building into
a parking lot and a drive-in window service.
The first Minnesota-Wisconsin Dairy Institute sponsored by the Winona public school vocational agriculture department will be held at
the Central Junior High School.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1939

A regional Odd Fellows convention will be attended by 37 lodges in Southern Minnesota to
be held at Red Men's Wigwam Dec. 19.
"Santa Claus Lane " will be the name for
the business section of Winona when the Christmas decorations have been put up. Decorations will extend from Kansas to Washington on
3rd Street.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1914

The Bay State Milling Co. announce.; that
it will erect a new 500,000-bushel capacity elevator on its property east of Market Street. The
contract for the work has been awarded to
Barnett & Record Co. of Minneapolis.
Ice was found clinging to the shores of the
Mississippi today. In some places the ice extended from one to two feet out over the
water. E. E. Rote , connected with the government fish hatchery at Homer, is hunting big
game in Canada this week.

Seventy-Five Years A go ... 1 889

Miss Gertrude Stoker has resigned her position as principal of Jeffe rson School and left
for St . Paul to n.ccept a position as critic teacher in Superintendent Gilbert's training school.
Sheriff Scott of La Crosse was in the city
today looking over the jail . La Crosse is to have
a new one.
The Board of Trade rooms were the scene of
a pleasant gathering on the occasion being the
second annual meeting and banquet of the Winona Jobbers Union.

One Hundred Years Ago... 1864

The Sixth Minnesota Regiment has changed
its quarters from Helena, Ark. to St. Louis.
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Russell leff Johnson
To Fight Georgia Battle

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON—Sen. Dick
Russell of Georgia, the sedate southern solon, took a
junket to Europe last month
which may have major poll cal reverberations.
Officially Russell was inspecting U.S. military bases
in western Europe, which
as chairman of the Senate
Armed Services Committee,
lie has a right to do, though
these bases have been inspected repeatedly both by
Defense Department officials and other visiting congressmen in the past.
Unofficially and more important, however, the Russell trip was made just at
the time bis old friend Lyndon Johnson was pleading
desperately for sou t h e r n
votes and especially trying
to carry the state of Georgia. The President even
sent his wife on a whistlestop tour through Georgia.
However, the most powerful politician in Georgia
was absent, touring Europe
at the taxpayers' expense.
He planned hi; trip with
expert timing, just when his
absence from the political
scene would count most. On
Oct. 14, a few days after
Lady Bird had pleaded for
votes in Georgia, Russell
flew to Frankfurt, Germany, then on to Weisbaden,
then caught a train to Heidelberg, then proceeded by
train to Bad Tolz, Germany.
FROM THERE, the senator from Georgia was driven by Army sedan to Vienna, arriving on Oct.' 17. He
remained through Oct. 18.
Just why the senator went
to Vienna is not known, because there hasn't been a
single U.S. soldier In or
around Vienna for a dozen
years. The famous Vienna
opera is there, of course,
plus the intriguing Viennese
coffee houses. But that was
about all the senator could
inspect.
Sen. Russell caught the
train to Venice, Italy , on
Oct. 19 . arriving at 6 p.m.
and pulling out for Verona,
Italy, at 10 p.m. In this
city, which Shakespeare
made famous with his play
"The Two Gentlemen of
Verona, " Sen. Russell inspected one U.S. base.
On Oct. 20, Russell flew
by U.S. Air Force plane to
Athens, Greece, from which
most of our troops have
long been removed, but
winch is a lovely tourist
spot. Then on Oct. 23, he
flew , again by military

OPINION-WISE

plane, to Nice on the southern coast of France, for
more inspections, leaving
the next day for Seville, the
famous bull-fighting city of
Spain. There he observed
the joint Spanish-American
military maneuvers.

THE SENATOR remained
in Seville until Oct. 28, at
which time he drove in a
rented car to Lisbon, Portugal, and on Oct. 29 caught
a TWA flight home.
By this time, the election
campaign was over and
there wasn't much he could
have done to influence the
vote—even if he had tried,
which he didn't.
Of course, it can be argued that in ducking out
on the election Sen. Russell was merely doing what
he had done in the past.
In 1952, during the Stevenson-Eisenhower election,
Dick also went to Europe.
In 1956, in the second IkeA d l a i campaign, Russell
again walked out. He made
an inspecion trip of military
bases. In 1960, Russell went
on another inspection trip,
made no speeches for John
F. Kennedy.
But in the recent election
many of Russell's friends
thought it would be different. For Russell is the man
who went to bat for Lyndon

Johnson when Lyndon was a
green but ambitious young
senator from Texas and corralled the votes to make him
Senate Democratic leader.
Two years later, when Lyndon wanted to run for the
Democratic nomination for
President, it was Dick Russell whom he phoned to
come to Chicago and handle
bis campaign.
It was the gentleman from
Georgia who was behind
those "Love That Lyndon"
buttons which appeared on
the convention floor.

THIS EXPLAINS the close
bond between the man who
became President and tbe
senator who has exerted
great power over him and
over the southern bloc.
Repeatedly, as Senate majority leader, Johnson deferred to Russell. Repeatedly,
at Russell's advice or request, Johnson appointed
southern senators to positions of power, thereby incurring the wrath and resentment of northern Democrats.
This is also why, as President, Johnson has frequently
deferred to Russell, why he
accepted Russell's very bad
advice on the Panamanian
crisis last December, advice
which deadlocked the dispute for three months.

JhsL ij b d A .

titude to bother you at all
while you are traveling —
that is, riding. But it can
cause shortness of breath,
until you are acclimated to
it, while you are exerting
yourself physically. You can
avoid pain by moving slowly until you adjust. Recent
ly tbe American Medical Association reported that a
statistical study shows heart
disease to be no more prevalent in tbe high-altitude
•states than elsewhere.
Dear Dr. Molner: I
have an exercise cycle
(just like a bicycle except no rear wheel, and
an adjustment to make
pumping harder or easier.) I wonder if riding
this benefits the body as
much as a regular bicycle?
I am 36 but have been
deaf for years (nerve
deafness) which makes
it risky for me to do any
bicycling on the street.
How much (or bow
many miles—there 's a
a meter on the cycle) ,
•should I do dally in order
to benefit?~J.H*
The exercise Is just as
good with your cycle. The
p r i n c i p a l disadvantages, really, are that the ,
scenery lacks variety, and
you can 't have the fun of
coasting down hill. On the
other hand, you can do your
riding regardless of weather
or time of year.
Fifteen-minutes a day of
good brisk pumping will
keep your muscles toned up;
make it longer (or more
miles on the meter) If you
feel like it.

By J. G, MOLNER. MD.
Dew Dr. Molner: My
husband had diabetes
in advanced form. The
doctor told me our
daughter inherited a
tendency to the disease.
She is now nine years
old and has a craving
for sweets and butter.
Does this mean anything?
Are there any precautions I should take? I
have tried to get her
to use artificial sweetners and to keep candy
away from her, but if I
am not looking she puts
two or three spoons of
sugar in a cup of tea.
If I make a batch of
candy she eats it as
fast as she can. Should
she have regular medical checkups or am I
being- overly worried?
-MRS. R.L.A.

Diabetes is highly dependent upon heredity. Since the
American Diabetes Association began its drive to
detect the disease, its frequency has risen from two
percent to nearly five percent. One hospital recently
examined all patients for
diabetes and found six percent with it.
Diabetics these days are
receiving treatment and
hence growing up and having children; so the disease
is more common now.
If both parents have diabetes, all children are likely
to develop it.
If one parent is diabetic,
and the ether isn't — but
is a carrier of the trait, inherited from an earlier generation—- there is about
a 50-50 chance of a child
being diabetic.

Dear Dr. Molner : My
X-rays were interpreted as intestinal spasm.
How could that show in
a picture? What is the
probable cause? It is related to a stroke? I was
treated and cured. — H.
L.

IF ONE PARENT I* diabetic and the other is not
even a carrier, there is
about a 25 percent chance
that among four children one
will have diabetes, two will
be carriers, and one will
be free oi tbe trait.
Thus in your daughter's
case, you certainly must be
watchful, and doubly so if
there has been diabetes in
your own family.
The craving for fats and
sweets is not particularly
significant. It is true of
many children. Just tbe
same, she should limit her
consumption of them. Most
particularly, don't let her
become fat or overweight.
Why make candy? It just
puts temptation in her way.
Teach her sensible eating
habits.
Under the circumstances,
don't let fear of diabetes
become an obsession. The
little girl may never develop
the disease.

In the stomach, the spasm
will be disclosed by slowness in emptying the stomach. You doubtless were
given a barium solution to
swallow, so it would be
opaque and this shows in
the X-rays.
In the bowel (if that is
where the spasm occur!) the
rate at which the opaque
material progresses, as well
as the contour of the bowel,
will give the clues by which
spasm can be identified.
Cause? Usually it occurs
ln tense , nervous individuals. Otherwise, Inflammation of some sort (such as
colitis) is the likely factor.
It has no relationship to
stroke.
I'm glad your treatment
was effective. In some people, this problem becomes
chronic.

I'D JUST BE reasonably
careful — an annual check
for diabetes. There are
simple urine and blood sugar tests.
Don't make these tests
in the morning, when sugar
levels will be low anyway.
Rather, they are most useful when made about two
hours after a meal. That is
when the blood sugar will
be most significantly elevated ln early cases.
Diabetes, in childhood,
can develop swiftly - much
more so than with adults.
Sudden excessive thirst,
frequency of urination and
unexplained loss of weight
are common symptoms.

Dear Dr. M o l n e r ;
Please write about menopause. I am 40 and although I have tried to
ask my doctor, he never
seems to want to elaborate. I believe that if
a woman knew what to
expect, it would be a lot
easier to face.
At what age does menopause start? When do
monthly periods cease?
What are hot flashes?
How many years before
menopause ends? What
other symptoms are
there? - MRS .L.P.
It's a complicated enough
subject so I guess most doctors feel the same way
about it: Don't get started
talking about It , or you use
up a lot of time you can't
reasonably spare.
There is a great deal of
difference in the way menopause affects various individuals. There is no sure
way of predicting when It
will begin - but for most
women It is somewhere between the moderately early
40'g and very early 50's,
and most generally In the
later half of the 40'a,

Dear Dr. Molner : I
am a retired citizen 65
years old and in good
health, but I keep getting notices in the mail
to send $20 for a urinary
analysis , perhaps alerting me to trouble. What
should I do? - MRS.
B. C.
Be wary of solicitations
of this type. It is wise to
have a urinalysis periodically at your age , but your
doctor can do it and at the
same time take notice of
any other signs that indicate need for care. I have
no doubt that your total cost
will be substantially less.
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"Isn't this a beautiful mink coat? It's for you
birthday — I thought you'd enjoy something nic
to look at."

Dear Dr. Molner : I
have angina pectoris
and take nitroglycerin
tablets for the pain. We
are planning n mountain
trip. Will high altitude
affect my condition ?—
MRS. S.S.
I wouldn 't expect the al-

1*71^

NOTE TO M.B.A. : No,
cataracts do not return after an operation , because
tho entire lens of the eya
is removed — and a "cataract" is a lens that has become cloudy.
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Sister M. Joyce Addresses
Teresan Chapter on Maturity

LEF8E MAKING '. . . . Mrs. TheodoreGunderson, left,
and Mrs. Olaf Bather, "out of her helpers, get set to roll
out more lefse to be baked in the entarprise that Mrs.
Gunderson started after making lefse many years for her
own family during the holidays. (Mrs. Mary Perham photo)

Eleva Woman Turns Holiday

Mr. sod Mrs. Darrtil Mann

Mann-Wiste
Vows Said at
By MARY PERHAM
Claire, Strum, Eleva, Mondo- Faith Church
ELEVA, Wis. (Special)-"Lef- vi, Milwaukee, and in the states

Hobby Into Going Business

se on every table" seems to be of California, Oregon and Iowa.
the slogan of Mrs. Theodore MR. AND MRS. Gunderson
Gunderson, Rt. 2, Eleva, who and their four children at home,
with the help of Mrs. Norman
Lou, Alger, Dale and
Mlland, and Mrs. Clayton Edi- Linda
all
help with some phase
Barry,
son, also of Eleva, Rt. 2, and of the business
, including delivMrs. Olaf Sather, Rt. 1, Strum, ery of the finished product.
are getting into high gear pro, the oldest son, is marducing that good old-fashioned Doflavan
adjoining
ried
and
traditional Norwegian delicacy. farm. lives on the
THE OLD method of lefse- "It all began in my house,"
making has been improved and Mn. Gunderson recalls* "I usrevised by Mrs. Gunderson at ually started to make lefse
her new commercial lefse bak- about the middle of September
ery in Bennett Valley, nine and continuedthrough the holimiles southwest of Eleva.
days making it for the family,
What first started out aa a friends and for church suppers."
way of earning a little extra Ai more and more requests for
money doing what she always lefse came to the Gunderson
did at this time of tbe year home, she decided to start a
has become, after 14 years, a business.
business for tha Gunderson fam- Starting alone, she made
ily in addition to working their about ISO lefse v day. At that
120-acre farm with 40 head of time, she recalls, she used
Stock, 20 of them milkers.They about 280 pounds of potatoes a
have developed lefse outlets day. The potatoes had. to be
in Chippewa Falls, Altoona, Eau peeled and cooked. "Recently, "
Mrs. Gunderson says, "We
started to use powdered potatoes purchased in gallon cases.
This kind of potato is easier to
work with as we just have to
add hot liquid. Powdered potatoes save time, too."
AFTER THE HOUSE became
too small to contain her business, she p-oved out into a
trailer house in the back yard.
That was much better and she
had mow room to work. About
eight years ago, she decided to
commercialize her baking, so
her business place was inspected and she was given a state
license for her bakery.
Three years ago, the Gundersons built an 18- by 36-foot bakery and equipped it with two
large steel gas stoves especially made for lefse baking, with
MR. AND MRS. Thomas top surface 30 by 40 inches and
by SO inches. At one end of
Fleming, San Antonio, Tex., 24
the
there is a storeformerly of Minneapolis, roombuilding
for their equipment and
announce the engagement of material!.
their daughter, Miss Carol
Lefse-making usually starts in
Fleming, to Edward Boyd, the middle of September and
Minneapolis, son of Mr. and lasts until the first of the fol^ with
Mrs. Tlussell Boyd, Plain- ' lowing year. At this time,
view, Minn. A July wedding the aid of three women, Mrs.
1B planned. Mr. Boyd is em- Gunderson ii turning out about
ployed at the National Bush- 880 lefse a day. The women
help her three days a week. Seving Co., Minneapolis.
en or eight gallons of powdered
¦
potatoes aire used each day to
produce the 880 lefse.
Lewiston Garden
Club to Meet
.MANY VISITORS .come to
watch > the lefse-baJcfhg. Mrs.
LEWISTON, Minn.-The Lew- undersea recalls one, especialiston Garden Club will meet at §, who, after watching her bake
2 p.m. Wednesday at the home a batch said, "Why on earth
of Mrs. Ray Laufenberger, with do you use that sand on the top
Mrs. Julia Litcher as assisting your stove." It was the flour
hoateaB.
from the lefse that had burped
Election of officers will be brown.
held and Mrs. Augusta Krenzke When asked about future Imwill have the topic.
provements to her product,
BTOCKTOV HOMEMAKERS Mrs. Gunderson replied, "I supSTOCKTON, Minn. - Mrs. pose there are some changes
Ray Lafky will give a demon- to be made to make it taste
stration on "Packing Frozen better." "One of our men cusFoods" When the Stockton tomers suggested a change. He
Homemakers meet Wednesday asked, "Why can't you put butat 8 p.m. at the home of Mrs. ter and sugar on it before you
wrap it upr"
Lyle Ladewlg.

The White Gate
Preston, Minnesota

dnj wwwA,
A COMPLETE LINE OF

CHRISTAN BOOKS
FOR AIL AOEf
•
W» Alio Have Many Unusual Gifts
and Plaques

WE STILL SERVE HEARTY IUNCHES
Homamada Soup, fandwichos and Pi*
(No M*al»)
OPEN 7:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.
(Closed Sunday*)

(Lilchftrd't $fu-k)

St. Matthew 's Club
Women Conduct
Meeting at Church

SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Spe- St. Matthew's Women's Club
cial)— Miss Helen Wiste, daugh- met Wednesday evening in the
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry church social rooms, with Mrs.
Wiste, and Parrel Mann, son Harold Schuppenhauer, presiof Mr. and Mrs. Merlin Fruech- dent, presiding. During a busite, all of Spring Grove, were ness session various committee
married Nov. 6 at Faith Luther- reports were given.
an Church, Black Hammer, The Rev. A. L.
invitMinn., by the Rev. Vernon E. ed the membersMennicke
to
a
fish
fry,
Awes.
sponsored
by
the
men
of
the
Organist was Mrs. Bonnie church Sunday from 5 to 6 p.m.
Veum, who also accompanied The
pastor conducted a memotbe soloist. Miss June Jameson. rial service.
The bride chose her sister-inlaw, Miss Cheryl Mann, Spring Harlan Hatfield was guest
Grove, as maid of honor, ana speaker, on the topic, "Responas attendants, her sister, Miss sible Members of Christ's
Florence Wiste, and Miss Carol Body." He stated that all memEspelien. Her nersonal attend- bers of the church should be
willing to give their time and
ant was Bliss carolvn Sand.
Best man was Dennis Ves- effort to work for the church,
terse, and groomsmen were so that it will grow.
Truman, Wiste, brother of the Mrs. Clayton Haessig talked
bride, and Truman Espelien. on sewing, modeling a dress
Rita Fruechte, sister of the she had made and giving sewgroom, was flower cirl and Dan- ing tips to the members.
ny Alstad was ringbearer.
After the meeting, a baked
Ushers were David Alstad foods and candy sale was conand Robert Wiste.
ducted.
The bride, given in marriage It was announced that the eveby her father, wore a floor- ning'Bible Circle met Monday
length gown of silk organza over
with Mrs. Schuppenhautaffeta. The long sleeved, fitted evening
er
and
Mrs.
bodice was styled with a round- hostesses. William Stevens as
ed neckline accented with lace
applique with the same detail Also announced were future
carried out on the full skirt. circle meetings: Circle- 1 at 8
Her veil of silk illusion was p.m. Wednesday in the social
held in place with a miniature rooms, with Mrs. Louis Doebcrown with pearls. She carried bert, chairman, presiding and
a bouquet of Fuji mums and Mmes. John Keiffer and Winni*
fred Steinke as hostesses; Circle
pink roses.
Her attendants were attired 5 at 2 p.m. today with Mrs. Lilin floor-length gowns of royal lian Ostrom, 817 W. Wabasha
blue velveteen. Matching veils St.
were held in place with blue
velveteen roses. Their cascade
bouquets were of Fuji mums. Job s Daughters
The flower girl wore a gown Sponsor Dance
which was identical to tbe
bride's, with a veil of silk Illu- ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Spesion held by a white rose. Her cial) — Job's Daughters gave a
bouquet was a miniature of tbe dance Saturday evening at St.
bride's.
Chares High School. Plans for
The bride's mother wore a the event were made at a meettwo-piece navy blue ensemble ing earlier in the week, when
and the groonvs mother, a navy Mr. and Mrs. Carl Frank, Wisuit. Both had corsages of pink nona, visited the St. Charles
roses.
At the reception which follow- Bethel.
announced that the
ed, Mrs. Sverre Dahl and Mrs. It was
guardian of Minnesota
William Dosser were hostesses grand
be present at the Nov. 23
and Sverre Dahl, host. Others will
assisting were Mmes. Carlyn meeting, when new members
Onsgard, David Alstad, Lester will be initiated.
Vongroven, Jerome Forde, Ernest Jameson, Maurice Onsgard, Robert Wiste and Misses Lanesboro Legion
Pat Onsgard, Diane Treangen, Auxiliary Meets
Linda Barpes, Jan Monson,
LANESBORO, Minn. (SpeMarjorle Treangen, Carol Hal- cial)
— Mrs. Wayne Kruse,
vorson, Starlet Barnes and
membership chairman, reportSharon Moen.
The bride and groom are both ed 65 paid-up members at the
graduates of the Spring Grove regular meeting of the AmerHigh School and the groom is ican Legion Auxiliary Tuesday
now serving in the Air Force sight. The quota is 75.
at the Luke AFB near Phoenix, Mrs. Wendell Draper, presiAriz., where they will make dent, * appointed Mrs. Maynard
their home. They took a wed- Ask and Mrs. John Russell to
ding trip through the southern the planning committee for
states. They will make their naming streets in the village.
Mrs. Kenneth Wangen, secrehome at Glendale, Ariz.
The bride was honored with tary, and the president are
pre-nuptlal parties at the Faith delegates to the fall conference
Lutheran Church and at Our at St. Paul, Nov. 20-21.
Saviour's Lutheran Church, Mrs. LuVerne Johnson anRlceford, Minn. The groom's nounced plans completed for
parents were hosts at a lunch serving lunch at the open house
at the church following rehear- d u r i n g American Education
sal.
Week at Lanesboro High School
when the auxiliary also preST. MARTIN'S CIRCLE P
sents corsages and boutonnieres
Mrs. William Koeller, 216 to all faculty members. Mrs.
Mankato Ave,, will entertain Richard Hollenbeck reported on
Circle F of St. Martin's Luth- tbe Halloween party for area
eran Church at 2 p.m. Thurs- children, sponsored by the auxiliary. A Christmas Seal Bond
day.
was purchased.
NOVELTY SALE
Mrs. Alvin Rose and Mrs.
Gulbranson will be hostLAKE CITY, Minn. (Special) George
esses
at
-Members of Ruth Circle, First Nov. 20. the sewing meeting,
Methodist Church, will have a Hostesses serving supper innovelty sale Tuesday, beginning cluded Mmes. Lester Gunderat 1 p.m. Dessert and coffee will son, Samuel Lewis, Paul Evenbe served from 1 to 5 p.m.
son and Draper.
HILL AND VALLEY CLUB
LEAVE FOR TEXAS
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special) Mr and Mrs. J. W Goss will
—Mrs. Herman Hastedt will be leave Winona Tuesday for Edlnhostess to the Hill and Valley burg, Tex, whore they will
Birthday Club at her home spend the winter.
Thursday. The meeting date was SILVER TEA
moved up • week because of LAKE CITY, Minn. - Lake
Thanksgiving.
City Women's Club will give a
silver tea at 2 p.m. Wednesday
WIN TRIP TO ITALY
at the home of Mrs. Ford MarCALEDONIA, Minn. (Special) quis.
- Mr. sod Mrs. William Wleland, Caledonia, left Monday on LADIES AID
an eight-day tnp to Rome and MINNESOTA CITY, Minn. Naples, Italy, They flew b> Jst Minnesota City Lutheran Ladies
from Minneapolis to ' Chicago Aid will meet In the church
and from there directly to basement at 1:30 p.m. ThursRome. They won the trip free in day. Mrs. Edward Maxham,
a sales promotionprogram con- Who will be hostess, said visitducted by Norge appliances. ors are welcome.

Sister M. Joyce of the faculty of the College of Saint Teresa was the featured speaker at
the November meeting of the
Winona Teresan Chapter. The
group met at the Tea House on
the campus of the college,
where dessert and coffee were
served before the meeting.
MRS. JAMES Frankard, president, welcomed the members
and guests. During a brief business session mention was made
at the master building plan for
the college, which was presented by the national board during
the recent homecoming at the
college. Members were asked to
give thought to the plan.
Also reviewed was the suggestion made by the Rev. Martin Olson of Newman Center,
Winona State College, at the October meeting. He asked that all
chapter members consider the
possibility of entertaining out-oftown students during the coming
holidays.
There was an announcement
of the Community Memorial
Hospital Auxiliary's Flea Market and Book Fair Dec. 3-8.
Members wishing to donate articles were ssked to call Mmes.

Fred Burmeister or James
Kahl.
MRS. C. W. Bieianz. program
chairman, introduced Sister
Joyce, who talked on the topic,
"The Signs of Maturity."
A sign of maturity, the speaker said, is being able to accept
ihe weaknesses of those we love,
after having learned first to accept
our
weaknesses.
r'Each ofown
us must realize what
we are and use our potentials,"
Sister Joyce said.
She pointed out that what one
feels he is and what he truly is
often causes confusion and a
disturbed state of mind. The solution to this problem, the
speaker said, is to be psychologically open to one's own capacities. In this regard she referred to passages in the book,
"Loaves and Fishes" by Dorothy Day.
"IF WE can become mature
enough, despite attitudes and
emotions, to see the weaknesses
of ourselves and others and be
able to accept them in the right
spirit, the best is promised man
by God through redemption,"
Sister Joyce concluded.
Tbe speaker also explained
some of the work carried on at
the Newman Center.

Houston Legion,
Auxiliary, Juniors
Hold Meetings

Rushford Unit
Plans Bazaar

HOUSTON, Minn. (Special) The American Legion Auxiliary,
Legion and veterans' families
had a potluck dinner in commeration of Veterans Day at the
Legion Ciub.
Previous to the dinner the
auxiliary voted to buy 1,500 poppies, to send $20 to the gift shop
and $5 to the Forgotten Child
Fund.
OFFICERS who were installed by Mrs. S. L. Johnson,
past district president, assisted
by Mrs. Ethel Mollestad past
unit president were: President,
Mrs. Kenneth Botcher; first vice
president, Mrs. Lyle Busch; second vice president, Mrs. Virgil
Benson; treasurer, Mrs. Allen
Rostad; chaplain, Mrs. Bertha
McCune; sergeant at arms,
Mrs. Floyd Loken, and secretary, Mrs. Adolph Olson.
At the meeting of the Junior
Auxiliary in the afternoon, Miss
Mary Kay Briggs presided in
the absence of the president,
Miss Norma Carlson.
PLANS were made to put on
the program for the Christmas
party and door decorations are

RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
— The Rushford Unit of the
Good Shepherd Home Auxiliary
will hold a bazaar December 11
at 2 p.m. at the Rushford Lutheran Church basement.
Many unusual Christinas and
everyday items will be featured
and various kinds of baked
goods will be on sale. Lunch will
be served throughout the afternoon.
¦¦

-

FIREMEN'S DANCE
HOUSTON, Minn. (Special) —
The 35th annual firemen's benefit dance, sponsored by the
Houston Volunteer Fire Department, will be held in the city
hall here Friday. Ernie Reck
and His Country PIsyboys, Arcadia, Wis., will furnish music.

MR. AND MRS. RICHARD GEORGE BAUTCH (Deborah
G. Sidwell) are at home in San Francisco, Calif., following
a wedding trip to Southern* California and their marriage
Oct. 24. The ceremony took place at St. Brigid's Catholic
Church, San Francisco. The bride is the daughter ol Mr,
and Mrs. Rollin W. Sidwell, Narberth, Pa., and the groom
is tbe son of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Bautch, Nelson, Wis. Miss
Barbara Bautch, Nelson, sister of the groom, was a bridssmaid and Thomas Bautch, Nelson, brother of the groom, was
best man. A reception for 100 guests was held at the horn*
of tbe bride. She is a graduate of Pennsylvania Stats
University and is employed in San Francisco. The groom
is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin and works for
Standard Oil, Richmond, Calif.

...
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Do like Santa does!

SHOP OUR GIFT DEPARTMENT
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to be made at the clubroom
J *y l- ^k}\
Nov. 28.
\m \Em
Two members will bring cook- -Jj S Awt ^^\BFM
ies or bars to each meeting and ^K*_«H___ <Mt^ H\ M
Mrs. Olson was directed to look k k j J r J L*' «E_B_k/B
into the price of card tables as
it was the wish of the juniors
to purchase something for the
clubroom with a part of the
money they made at the county
fair. The attendance prize was
won by Karen Engstler.

BLOUSES

Smart Santas choose blousei
for gift giving from our pretty
array of cotton and dacron
solids nnd prints. Sizes 32-44.

JEWELRY wM&

Necklaces, p i n s , bracelets,
earrings are sparkling gifts on
Christmas morning! Choose
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By Rolf and Calderon. A
treasured all leather gift in
navy
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UJ CARDS (l&ST)
Surprise your card playing I IjjalL.'_/t _X J /
friends with the perfect gift I W%*m*\l&BM f
. . . Kern Cards. They're pure / pyMfyM^v i I
plastic to stay fresh and clean j »^Sw I T _I I
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MATCHING CIGARETTE
CASES
AL50 AVAILABLE.

HOSIERY AND LINGERIE DEPARTMENT
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52-54 Weil Third
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A flve-bedroom house that
answers the needs of complete
suburban living?
No trouble at all for the architect if he has a large plot with
which to work.But if the house
must go on a modest piece of
ground, extra care must be exercised to create a two-story
structure that will not have a
boxy look.
ARCHITECT Herman York
has done an excellent job of
iiroviding an optical illusion of
ength in a five-bedroom house
with dimensions of SC by 39',
foregoing the necessity of having an oversize lot
A wide, portico front entrance,
extending across most of the
house, creates a long line that
puts the emphasis on the horizontal. Adding to the appearance of length at the front of
the house is the combining of
tbe portico roof line with that of
the two-car garage.
Much attention has been given

FLOOR PLANS: Excellent traffic pattern is feature of
'
this two-story house, with ' . living area radiating around

kitchen, and with five bedrooms on second floor.

City Issues
Permits for
Three Houses
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APPEALING TWO-STORY: This five-bedroom house avoids the boxy appearance of
some two-story houses by clever exterior de-

Winona Plumbing Co.
im East Broadway
Phone: 2416, 3035

by York in this latest House of
the Week to another desirable
feature—a good circulation pattern.
If all the first floor rooms
are considered as the spokes of
a wheel, the kitchen in the hub,
serving as the control center for
all family Living situations.
It is a few steps to all the
rooms, open to the family room
and conveniently located for outdoor barbecue parties on the
private rear terrace. Also, it
has an unusual corner sink as
part of an efficient travel triangle from the range to the
refrigerator.
THE ADJOINING family
room connects with a screened
porch through sliding glass
doors, making both areas visually larger. The porch might
later be fully enclosed and heated for use as a den.
Consumer surveys indicate a
desire for bow windows. Design
H-57 has two, one in the dinette
and one in the living room. This
latter room, located directly to
the right of the front foyer, has
a fireplace with a window at
each side of it.
From the bow window at the
front, one can look through the
dining room to the rear of the
house, a 33' 4" view.
The laundry room is tucked
neatly into the service area, with
a clothes chute from an upstairs
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Full study plan information on this architect-designed House
of the Week is included in a 50-cent baby blueprint With it in
aand you can obtain a contractor's estimate.
You can order also, for $1, a booklet called "YOUR HOMEHow to Build, Buy or Sell It. " Included in it are small reproductions of 16 of the most popular House of the Week issues.
Send this coupon to the Daily News or you may purchase
the plans or the booklet at the information counter at the Daily
News.
Enclosed is 50 cents for baby blueprints on Design H-57
?
enclosed is $1 for "YOUR HOME" booklet
?
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bathroom, a hamper, a broom
closet and space for an ironing
board. Handy to this area is a
mud closet, a wash-up lavatory
and a toilet.
THE UPSTAIRS bedroom level has been designed to take
care of a large family but, if
desired, one of the bedrooms
can be used for other purposes.
For example, the nursery might
be used instead for a television
room or a study area.
There are two bathrooms. The
one off the hall is shown in a
split arrangement with three
lavatories. Thus, three children could use this facility at
one time. All clothes closets
have bi-fold doors, which take
up less space when swung open.
While the design shows stone
as a facing material for the
lower story at the front , brick
could be substituted without
hurting the horizontal character
of the house.
However,, the architect points
out that, while accent color can
be put into the front door and
shutters, it should be done with
restraint.

HEATING SYSTEM.
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CITY

QUIET
a "sharp

signing, with emphasis on covered front portico and harmonious roof lines to create
the illusion of length.

How to Build , Buy
Or Sell Your Home

IF YOU WANT A

We carry

en. If leaves are not available,
,tr«w or marsh bay can be

:

PLEASE

THE TWO-CAR garage provides room at the rear for power equipment. An alternate side

INVESTIGATE OUR

LENNOX*

entry to the garage is shown.
This is desirable only if there
is sufficient "swing-in" space
(a minimum of 30') for a car
to be driven in.
Despite the modest and previously-mentioned over-all dimensions of this house, there
are 2,104 square feet of habitable area. And that doesn't include the covered portico,
screened porch or garage.
H-57 STATISTICS
Design H-57 has a living
room, dining room, kitchen,
dinette, family room, fireplace, laundry room, lavatory, screened porch and
two-car garage on the first
floor ; and five bedrooms
and two baths on the second floor.
The habitable area on
the first floor totals 1.108
square feet ; that on the second floor 996 square feet.
None of these statistics inclndes the screened porch,
covered portico or provisional terrace.
There is a full basement
under all of the first floor
except the garage and
porch. Overall dimensions
are 50 ft. by 39 ft.

Permits for three new houses
were issued last week at the
city engineer's office.
These/ together with four others for residential projects, added $42,325 to the year's total
volume of new construction
which now stands at $5,863,509,
compared with $4,747,395 at this
time a year ago.
THERE NOW have been 41
house permits written this year,
two fewer than at the same date
in 1963.
All of last week's house permits were taken by Hilke
Homes, Inc., 1678 W. Broadway.
Estimated construction cost
for two is $13,000 each. One
will be 25 by 62 feet at 300 Emherst Ave., and the other 34 by
60 feet at 316 Emherst. The
third is estimated to cost $15,000, will be" 62 by 28 feet and
the address will be 317 Emherst.
Each of the houses will have
gas-fired hot water heating and
an attached garage.
Last week's OTHER PER¦
". 'MITS:
N. J. Walz, 360 Grand St.,
$300 for interior remodeling by
R. L. Ritter.
A. C. Bisek, 315 E. 3rd St.,
$500 for remodeling by Ritter.
Arthur Neitzke, 1205 W. 4th
St., $75 for lowering of a living room ceiling.
Walter Skeels, 1274 W. 3rd
St., $550 for dismantling a garage and construction of a new
garage.
A permit for a GAS-FIRED
installation was issued to Paul
Meier Plumbing Co., for Robert Pellowski, 1206 W. Mark St
¦

Mink Attack Chicken
Farms in Britain

LONDON (AP) - Britain is
threatened by a surfeit of mink.
The fierce little rodents have
colonized alongside rivers in the
west country. They attack
chicken farms when they run
out of birds and fish.
Mink are not native to Britain. Escapees from mink farms
started the trouble. The ministry of agriculture urged fantyers
to kill off the mink and said
they could have a major problem on their hands.

The' above practices, in brief,
^ill produce good roses. However, other refinementa such as
pruning the heavy roots slightly
and cutting off all broken ones,
as well as cutting out all small
»
By A. F. SHIR*
canes will help. The application
of a complete fertilizer with a
A Symposium On Rosas
formula of 5-10-5, or similar
A discussion of rose growina-and their care was indulged one, in tbe early spring and
-in freely by the members of tI*Wln«m Rose'Society at the again after the first neavy
15,
meeting last Wednesdayevening at Lake rPaifc Ledge. In its blooming is over about¦ ¦July
¦;¦¦
sufficient.
should
be
scope and ramifications it might be properly called avsymposium. Conducted t>y Francis Jilk with questions on ttie various Shallow cultivation will keep
phases of the subject,J*tbe members participated, actively in down the weeds, or a mulch
teUing of their experiences, mostly {successful, but -somenot so can be applied, during the ramgood. Practically all of the pros and cons of ro«| growing mer. Frequent wakings with
water is desirable, depending
were included in the discusupon
the rainfall and condition
sion.
in the case ot rosea, perhaps, In
Probably no other garden part, to the-lacttfcat they are of the* soil.
plant has been surrounded by so widely grown under varying
mora misconceptions about the climatic and soil conditions.
difficulties In growing it, than There has been so much written
the . rose, (fcrtajnly,it requires about roses, not a little of which
good.c^rejustthe same as most is contradictory,
some garall plabts, but it is not hard to deners have beenthat
'
grow good roses, If the basic confused as to every much
what and what
fundamentals of proper culture
and usual gardening practices not to do. Fortunately, the rose
are applied. Too much tradi- plant will withstand much mistion, mystery and even un- treatment and will perform well
sound practices have surround- even though the optimum conditions may not be provided.
^%*^*^.
ed the growing of roses.
^ ^j/ ^NF
The four main considerations
COMPLITI
THIS IS TRUE, of coarse, in growing roses are good soil,
with some other plants, but proper planting, insect and disseems to be more pronounced ease control, and adequate winter protection. Given these, the
JOB or CONTRACT WORK
cultural practices,
Property Transfers incidental
such as fertilizing, mulching and
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
In Winona County watering are matters for the in- Our Services Also InctoAe:
dividual gardener's likes.
WARRANTY DBRD
Struefural
Oian Erwln Gaulke et ux to Aloys
FIRST, LET m look at the loll • ShMt, Plat* end
N. VlmlB tt ux-S. 1J0 ft. .of W. 155
Statl
Work
ft. of tot 39. limits of City of St. preparation for planting a rose.
Cherles,
Any good garden soil will grow
• Boilar Repair Work
Herbert A. Vollbreehf »t ux to 4ohn
f-l»nl8»n «t »V-SE>A of NE'A of SWW roses, but it should contain a
Sec. M-.05-5 axc.pt 1 acre to church. considerable amount of humus
Aarwi I. Harrison fo Harold M, Crow for best
results and this, of
-SW/4 of SEW Sac. 1»j W% of NE'A.
S. 70 acres of SW'A Seci 21; HV, of course, applies to other plants
NW of NW'~ Sec. 38-105-10.
as well. If the soil is heavy, a
Independent School District No. S57 to
PHONE SMS
Thomas M. Conway—Lots 12 and 13, liberal - amount of organic mat163*167 West Front Street
Block 2, Plat of Benlcka and Volk- ter such as well rotted manure,
mann's Add. to Lewiston.
Burnsyllle Investment Co., Inc., to peat moss, or compost, will
Skelly Oil Co.-Part of SWK of NW'A lighten it and better permit pasand of NWA of SW'A See. 4-105-5.
Arlene V. Gllson et mar to Frank H. sage of air. On the other hand,
West-E'ly V4 of Lot 12, Block 9, Ham- if the soil is light and sandy,
ilton's Add; to Winona.
Henry C. Jezewskl to J»m_» M. Yahn- the humus will increase its waka et UX-W14 of Lot 12, Block *0, ter-holding properties.
Hamilton's Add. to Winona.
Now, about planting. The
Gordon E. Matinees et ux to Chester
T. Alreehek ef al-Lot i, Block 7, Plat plant should be of good quality,
of Davis Subd. In Village of Good- preferably a two-year
, number
view.
Freda Wobtg to Henry W. Maurer et one, field grown plant. The hole
ux—Lot «, Block I, Plumer 's Add. to should be wide
enough to perWinona. Leo J. T. Brom et el lo Glen O. mit the roots to be well spread
Brems et ux—Part of Lot 'la . and 17, without crowding and d e e p
Subd. of Sac. 20-107-7.
Jerome C. O'Meara et al to " .fate enough so that the top of the
of Minnesota—NW'A of NW'A and EVt enlarged budded portion of the
of NW'A of NE'A Sec. 35 and W. 10
plant is at least two inches beacres of SW'A of SE'A Sec. 26-105-7.
Arthur H. Block et ux to Edward A. low the surface of tbe ground
Aldlnger tt al-Part of EVi of W'/J of
when the planting is completed
SWV4 Sec. 25-106-7. *
LaVonne Myers to Geor.*" C. Frey The soil should be well firmed
et ux-E'ly \6% ft. of Lot 10 end W'ly
16% fl. of Lot ll. Block 25, Hamilton's between and about the roots
Add. to Winona.
and the plant well watered. If
Gene Dondlinger to Stale of Minnesota—NW'A of SW'A of Sec. 16; SEy< of the ground settles additional soil
NEW and tVh of SE'A Sec. 17-108-9.
should be added. Mounded soil
Alfred F. Miller et al to Harold S. over the canes will help retain
Thomann et ux—EVa of NWA and NE'A
the moisture.
of SW'A Sec. 15-105-10.
QUIT CLAIM DIED
ROSES ARE subject to Insect
Winona County School District No.
2572 to Township of Mount Vernon— pests and diseases
Just the same
Part of NW'A of NW'A of Sec. »-108-».
P. S. Johnson et ux to Edwald W. as many other plants, but on a
Gaedy at ux-SWy« of SWy. Sec. 5; more intensive basis
. The dust,
875 W.
NW'A of NW'A Sec. I, part of SWy.
of NWA lying N. of road. Sec. 1-105-6. or spray, schedule for roses
Edwald W. Gaedy et ux to P. S. should be started when growth
Howard
Johnson—SWA of SWA Sec. 5; NWtt
appears
in
tbe
spring
and
conof NWf« Sec. I, part of SWy. of NW'A
lying N. of'road, Sec. (-105-6.
tinued at weekly intervals
Aloys N. Vlrnlg et ux to Dean Erwln
Gaulke._et ux—S. 120 ft. of W. 155 ft. throughout the season, and after
of Lot 3* limits of City of St. Charles. every rain for black spot. A
• R e c l a i m e r Evangelical Lutheran
Phone
Church to tha City of Wlnone-Part ol good all-purpose dust, or spray,
Lot 23, Subd. Sec. 2O-107-7.
can be used.
Jfmmie Koster et ux to Edward AldIn the late fall the canes can
9275
lnger et al — Pert of E'A of WVt of
SWA Sec. 25-106-7.
be cut back to within about
CONTRACT FOR DIID
eight inches of the ground and
Rulh M. Nanklvll to Anton W, Falch
et ux-W. 60 tl. of E. 320 ft. of N. 150 a mound of soil pulled up around
ft, of NW. of NEW of See. 2B-107-7 the plant to about the same
lying S. of Gilmore Ave.
height. After this has been done
DEDICATION
Llnahan's, Inc. et at to City of Wl- the bed can be well soaked with
nona-S. 50 ft. of NEV. of NEy* of
Sec. 35-107-7 lying E. of Mankato Ave. water. Next, a mulch of leaves
1
FINAL DECREE
to a depth of three or four feet
Edward F. Grlesbach, deceased, to
Garhardt K. Grlesbach ef al—Lot 3, can be piled over the bed prefBlock 2, Hubbard's Add. to Winona.
erably after the ground has froz-

Uts tktGrMllKI

Welding Service

WINONA BOILER
& STEEL CO.

POLACHEK
ELECTRIC

Ella Kreuier , deceased, to Eleanor
A. Yahnke—Lot 4, Block 17, Plumer 's
Add*, fo Winona.
LIMITED WARRANTY OEED
Richard Gray et el to John Flanlgan
et at-SE'A of NE'A of SW'A See. 16105-5 axctpt 1 acre to church.
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Building in Winona
I9M dollar volume $5,863,509
Residential . . . . 1,289,401
Commercial ... 1,886,693
Public (nontaxable
2,687 ,415
New houses
49
Volume same
date 1963
94.747,395
(Glass topi In any aha or j _J " j ^
f -^IsL
\
snap*. Mad* to mtasurtmtnt s | ( 7
J- -^33*——— *
or tpacl-l patt»m>.)
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NEW PRESTON BANK . . . This Is the architect's drawing of the Farmers & Merchants Bank under construction
W« hav* a Furnac*. for Any '¦ at St. Anthony and Fillmore streets in Preston , Minn. The
building will cover 3,806 square feet on each of two floors.
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The upper floor will house all banking activities, including
night depository and drive-in window. The present building, constructed in 1916, will be sold when the new one Is
occupied in June.
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When Students Fail
Who Bears Blame?

New Typhoon
Bearing Down
On Viet Nam

WEATHER

Supreme Court
Upholds '1-Man,
1-Vote' Standard

Californians
Feel Quakes

6 Students Hurt
At Big Bonfire

Crash Damage
Over $900

Ford Facing
New Stoppage
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BUT THE DUTCHMAN Y/AS NEVER PROUDER

Colts Nip Vikings 17-14

BALTIMORE (AP) - The
king-of-the-hill Baltimore Colts
got even with the Minnesota
Vikings Sunday, but it took
championship caliber play to
wring out a 17-14 decision.
John Unitas' perfect pass fired
to Alex Hawkins, who made a
catch,
desperate
timely,
changed fourth-quarter gloom
into victory for the Colts. The
Western Conference leaders of
the National Football League
now boast a 9-1 record—their
only blot an opening-game loss
to the Vikings.

Gino Marchetti told him later with a Fred Cox field goal attempt that hit the upright and
Tarkenton's reaction was: "it was a bum decision."
bounced to the outside.
Minnesota
also
came
close
but
we
got
some
"We moved,
bad bounces and so we didn't
get enough points . . . I've
never seen our guys hit harder."
One "bad bounce" in the first
half was a touchdown called
back because of a holding infraction. Tarkenton tossed an
11-yard pass to Bedsole in the
end zone but Errol Linden was
called for holding.
But he contended he made a
legal move and Colt veteran
had tp leave the game.

Still. In defeat, and with his
team sporting a 5-5 record.
Coach Norm Van Brocklin could
say of his Vikings, "I have
never been prouder of our football team. "
It looked like the Vikings
might pull another upset when
they went ahead 14-10 in the
fourth quarter on Tommy
Mason's 21-yard touchdown
sprint.
The teams had battled to a
scoreless halftime tie before the
Colts moved out smartly in the
third quarter to a 10-0 lead.
Michaels
Lou
Baltimore's
lucked a 35-yard field goal and
Unitas connected with Lenny
Moore on a 74-yard scoring pass
play. The fleet Colt halfback got
past the Viking secondary and
went 45 yards untouched.
Minnesota moved in the third
period as quarterback Fran Tarkenton, who'd netted a . minus
one yard in the first half, finally
found the jelling combination.
He directed an 80-yard drive
capped with a 16-yard scoring
pass to Hal Bedsole. A few minutes later, the Vikings got within striking distance again and
brilliantly
Mason
streaked
around right end for the score.
Baltimore drove to the Vikings
26-yard line, helped by key runs
by Unitas and Moore to set the
stage for the quarterback's final
scoring fling. Hawkins got past
defender Karl Kussulke and
dived for the aerial, grabbing
it as he fell into the end zone.
"I shouldn't have given him
the outside," Kassulke said
later. "He cut once toward the
noddle and then went to the
corner. I should have stayed
with him a little better."
In a game of attempted control ball, the Vikings stayed on
the ground much of tbe time,
using the slashing runs of Mason
and Bill Brown. Brown carried
for 106 yards in 19 games and
Mason had 78 in 13, while Tarkenton was 37 in two.
The Vikings outrushed the
Colts 221-107 but Unitas' aerials
carried for 274 compared with
only 85 for Minnesota. Interceptions also played a key part in
the Baltimore victory. Colt secondary men picked off three of
Tarkenton's 21 flings, but the
Vikings could intercept none of
Unitas's 31. In first downs, it
was the Vikings' margin 22-18.
Van Brocklin ' said it was a
great performance by his team
— "We went after them and we
stood with them from start to
finish. I know the Colts have our
respect after this. "
Nc argument there. "They
kept coming at us all day like
11 Van Brocklins," remarked
one Colt veteran. "They never
slopped."
Ore
was
bative
fered

NFL

EASTERN CONFERENCE
W. L. T. PO.
PT OP
Cleveland . . . 1 1 1 .HI
5*5 1»
St. Louis ... $ 3 3 .ti5
234 J45
Philadelphia 5 5 • .500 ' 217 117
Dallas
4 i 1 .444
IK 17*
Washington
4 4 0 .400
21t 20*
Pittsburgh
3 7 0 .300
1«1 IS*
New York
2 i 1 .ISO
ttl 217
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Baltimore
» 1 0 .NO
331 1(7
LOS Angeles 5 4 1 .554
23? 22*
Detroit
S 4 1 .55*
171 IN
Green Bay
S 5 0 .500
231 174
Minnesota
5 5 0 .500
237 225
Chicago
. 3 7 0 .300
193 274
San Francisco 3 7 0 .300 177 242
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Chicago 34, Los Angeles 24.
Cleveland 37, Detroit 21.
San Francisco 74, Green Bay 14.
Baltimore 17, Minnesota 14.
New York 10, St. Louis 10 (tit).
Philadelphia 17, Dallas 14.
Washington 70, Pittsburgh 0.
SUNDAY'S GAMES
Baltimore at Let Angeles.
Cleveland vs. Green Bay at Milwaukee.
Dallas at Washington.
Minnesota at Detroit.
Pittsburgh af New York.
SI. Louis at Philadelphia.
San Francisco at Chicago.

AFL

EASTERN DIVISION
W. L. T. Pet.
PT
Buffalo
304
* 1 t .*0*
Boston
7 2 1 .771 274
New York . 4 4 1 .500
1M
Houston
. 2 I t .200
207
WESTERN DIVISION
San Diego
7 2 1 .771 253
237
Kansas City 4 5 * .444
211
Oakland ¦ . ... 2 7 7 .222
Denver
2 I t .200
177
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Boston 36, Buffalo 3t.
Oakland 20, Houston It.
Denver 20, New York 14.
San Diego 21, Kansas City 14.
FRIDAY'S GAME
Denver at Boston (night).
SUNDAY'S GAMES
Kansas City at Houston.
New York at Oakland.

OP
14*
225
171
2(1

STOPPED . . . Baltimore's Lenny Moore
is grabbed by Minnesota's Paul Dickson
and thrown for a five-yard loss in the second quarter of Sunday's National Football

sort of a prep topper in
the first night of play, it
would have to be the natural rivalry of Cochrane-Fountain City playing at Alma.
The Pirates, coached this
year by Jim Danielson and
members of the Dairyland
Conference had a rather
"down" season in 1963-64,
but all of that will be forgotten when the squad takes
the Alma court Tuesday.
In Alma, the Pirates will
be tackling a team which
has to rate as one of Western Wisconsin's finest. The
Rivermen tied with Taylor
for the West Central crown

a year ago with a 6-2 mark
and had a 16-6 overall.
Coach Greg Green has
11 members of that same
squad returning, and all of
Green's starting five could
sky over the six-foot mark.
Another game that rates a
"rivalry" tag is Whitehall
at Trempealeau. The Norsemen are members of the
Dairyland and Trempealeau
is a Coulee Conference entry.
Whitehall is coached this
year by ex-Trempealeau
cage star Ken Stellpflug.
Other games find Altoona
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Phons 2341

touchdown passes, rallied for a
36-28 American Football League
victory that endeti the Bills '
winning string at nine games,

to Larry Garron and a two-point
conversion flip to Cappelletti ,
whose 24 points raised his
league-leading total to 122.

Injuries to pass receivers
Glenn Basa and El Dnbenion
and defensive back Booker Edgerson contributed to the Buffalo fadeout. So did three fumbles that set up Boston touchdowns. The tip-off , however ,
came in the second half when
the Bills made a mistake that
won 't show in the game statistics.
They sent in DaryTefLamorica
—when they were ahead.
Lamonica, the league's No. 1
relief pitcher, had come off the
bench in six previous games
and led the Bills to comeback
victories. But, when he replaced
starting
quarterback
Jack
Kemp midway through the third
quarter, with Buffalo leading 2814 , the move backfi red.
After a five-yard delay-ofgame penalty moved the ball
from the Buffalo 27 to the 22 .
Lamonica threw an incomplete
puss, was tossed for a 10-yard
loss on the next play and then
lost the ball to Boston 's Lurry
Eisenhower on the Si.

The Pats' victory lifted them
within lv. games of the frontrunning Bills in the Eastern
race. The clubs wind up the season at Boston next month in a
geme that could decide the title.
The Chargers , 7-2-1, can nail
their second successive Western
crown by winning two of their
remaining four games.

Parjlli Immediately fli pped a
five-y'arti scoring pass to Giuo
Cuppelletti and the patriots
struck for two more touchdowns
in the last quarter to pull it out.
While the Bills ' loss lighted
the Eastern Division race, the
San Diego Chargers closed in on
the Western title by whi pping
Kansas City 28-14 behind second-year
quarterback
John
llsdl. The Denver Broneos surprised the New York Jets 20-lti
and the Oakland Raiders toppled the Houston Oilers 20-10.
Boston scored the go-alieud
points on Parilli's six-yard puss

Jim Brown
Paces Win

Wlnl*- the Colts were fi }-htI IIK tor their lives against
the Vikings and the Sun
Francisco -l!»erN wer« istormlng past the (Irticn Bay
Puckers , ('M CUKO 'K Beurs
were stopping I,os Angeles
¦M- .4 while din-plnying some
of their "old spirit. "
The New York (iliuits lied
St. Louis 10-10. Philadelphia
edged Dallas 17-11 and
Washington sluup«d Pittshurgh .'Cfl-0 .
Minnesota fell to Baltimore 17-14 and the tilers
beat ( Ireen Bay 2M*|.
The IIIR game saw Jimmy H rtiwn score two touchdowns in lending the Cleveland Browns past Detroit
.17-LM.
I lie scoring smashes of six
and two yards placed Brown
only two behind Don Hutson 's record for total touchdowns. I.mi (iruiu added
Held pouls of HK , U unit n
yards in (he game that shot
Cleveland .',» games in front
in the K astern Conference.

at Augusta; Arcadia's Red
Raiders at Osseo and Taylor at Blair.
Prescott is at Pepin, New
Lisbon at Bangor, Westby at
Onalaska and Arkansaw at
Plum City. Elmwood travels to Durand in another
contest.
Seven-foot one-inch Eino
Hendrickson and the rest
of the Holmen team will
journey to Onalaska Luther,
and Alma Center Lincoln
will host Neillsville. St.
Croix Central at Clear Lake
rounds out the opening night
schedule.

This Week's
Basketball
TUESDAY

WISCONSIN NON-CONFERENCi
MelroM at Cathfon .
Whitehall at Trempealeau.
Altoona at Augutta.
Arcadia at Ottao.
Taylor at Blair.
Prescott at Papln.
New Lltbon at Bangor.
Wattby at Onalaika.
Arkansaw at Plum City.
Elmwood at Durand .
Holmen at Onalaska Luttier.
Nelllivllla at Alma canter Lincoln.
St. Croln Ctntral at Clear Lake.
Cocnrane-Fountain City at Alma.

¦

North Dakota Signs
For Mineral Bowl
MILWAUKEE M-l-North Dakota State University lost little
time in signing for the Mineral Bowl football game Saturday
night after overpowering Wisconsin-Milwaukee 34-6.
Dorrell Mudra, North Dakota
coach, said contracts for the
game Nov, 28 were signed during a reception given the team
by about 70 Milwaukee area
alumni. Mudra coached the Adams State College oi Colorado
team that defeated Northern Illinois 2,'i-20 in the 1962 Mineral
Bowl .
Louis Schuth and Hi* Band
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
SMORGASBORD DAILY
EXCEPT SATURDAY
Chicken—Fith—Spaghetti
Pork Hock*—Salad Bar
Roll*—Butter—Beverage

$1.50

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Sunday—Noon to Ip.m.
Mon , Triru Fri.—5 t* 10 p.m.

OAKS

Phone mtf-ftn
Restaurant t Losing*
Charcoal Steaks Always

Minnesota City, Minn.
Visit Blue Moon lounge
Onalaska, Wis.
Cerl Gegenfurtner—Mgr.
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In San Francisco

However, one of bis errant
son racing over from ¦ the
¦ _ __ '
tosses was picked Off by a
i- ve .
¦ ..
I
»
MY
San Francisco defender at ORUN
•»
¦
»
««• ,____;«
SAN FRANCIICO ,. •
.
the Green Bay 30 and the
oV-McOto 44 past from Starr (Hornkick).
49ers promptly went ahead ung
,
SP-FO Davis 4».
to stay in the third period.
SF-Alaxandar 70 »unt return toavll
The Packers muffed sevOdV-McOae 11 »•*- ¦*"•»» -ralKewsltl
eral scoring opportunities. (Hornung
kick).
.
SP-Und 1 run (Davis kick).
They failed to score after
Johnson
J nm (Dovls kldrt.
SF-R.
picking up first downs on
Attendance—-MM.
the 49er 16 and 11 in the second. And Paul Hornung failed on four field goal attempts. Hornung has booted
only 9 of 28 attempts this
season.
After the Packers moved
in front 7-0 on Starr's pas*
to McGee, the 49ers pickup 10 points on Tommy
Davis* 49-yard field goal and
a 70-yard punt return by
Kern.it Alexander. The
Packers regained the lead By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Midwest Conference football title for 1864 has been split
STATISTICS
three ways, with Ripon, Cornell
and Coe sharing the crown on
Packers
4fers
First downs
20
15
7-1 records.
Rushing yardage .. . . .. m
13*
The clinchers came Saturday
Passing yardage .. . . . . 231
73
P«sts
ii43
te-tr
with
Ripon edging Beloit 27-24;
Passes Intercepted by . I
1
defeating Knox 42 14,
Cornell
Punts .;. . .
4-37
3-14.7
Fumbles loll
1
4
walloping Lawrence 47*
and
Coe
Yards penaliied . . . . . . . 'JO
tt
10. In other games, Grinnel beat
St. Olaf 28-10 and Monmouth
nipped
Carleton 13-12.
on Bratkowski's 33-yard
twice in the first
Coe
scored
payoff pass to McGee.
five
minutes
on
a 64-yard pass
' The 49ers wasted little
play
from
Rich
Tosi
to Dennis
time after intercepting a Kittler and an eight-yard
run
Bratkowski pass early in the by Don Hayes, and added three
second half. Mike Line, final- more touchdowns in the second
ly banged into the end zone
quarter.
from two yards out.
Lawrence scored a safety in
Abe Woodsen set up the the third period when a blocked
third 49«r touchdown with a punt dribbled through the end
26-yard punt return to the zone , and collected its lone
Green Bay 39 later in the touchdown on a 20 - yard pass
third quarter. With quarter- from Dave Koskelin to Dave
back George Mira at the Crowell in the last quarter. Koscontrols in his pro starting
passed to Bob Schoenwetdebut, the 49ers stormed the kelin
ter
for
a two-point conversion.
distance, rookie Rudy JohnBeloit stung Ripon with a 16point first quarter and eight
points at the outset of the second period. Then sophomore
quarterback Dick Kuehl scored
a pair of touchdowns and passed for two others in Ripon'i
sparkling comeback.
Beloit ended the season with
a 5-3 record and Lawrence was
Page 10 Monday, November 16, 1964
2-6.

SAN FRANCISCO -rV-It'i
wait 'til next year for the
Green Bay Packers.
The Packers left their National Football League hopes
buried in Kezar Stadium
Sunday aa the rookie-studded San Francisco 49ers
rallied in the second half
for a stunning 24-14 upset
before a crowd oi 38,483.
''It's all over with," Green
Bay Coach Vince Lombardi muttered alter his charges' record sagged to 5-5 with
four games left.
"The team that blocks better, tacklesbetter and wants
to win better wins," Lombardi said. "It's just those
three things in football. You
can take everything else and
throw it out the window."
Lombardi had cause to be
angry after the upstart 49ers
managed their first victory
over Green Bay since 1961.
The 49ers wounded the
Packers physically as well
as mentally.
Quarterback Bart Starr
tossed a 44-yard touchdown
pass to Max McGee in the
first period and then was
knocked cold while throwing
an incomplete shot early ip
the second quarter. Stanwas helped off the field
and spent the rest of the afternoon in the clubhouse. He
suffered a Slight concussion.
The Packers' top running
backs, Jim Taylor, Paul
Hornung and Tom Moore,
also were clobbered by the
rugged San Francisco defense. Taylor and Hornung
managed, however, to return to action.
veteran Zeke Bratkowski
replaced Starr. Bratkowski
hit on 16 of 25 passes for 228
yards and one touchdown.

League game. Moore was stopped on the
Colts' four-yard line. Baltimore won 17-14.
(AP Photofax)

Buffalo Calls on Fireman
Before Fire, Streak Ends

People are different . . . no nre- I heir monoy
needs. And nobod y doi-H <|iiil « im much about
. this «a Public Kimuicfl.
Nest time you need money . . . deal with your
kind of people who offer the rinht kind of loan
with sensible payments you <an afford.
It's helpful, considerate loun nervico tiiilor mHd«
to meet your needs and your Hitu ntion.
Call or come in lor your k ind ol lonn.
Yoai emit daapmnd on. ..

302 Cho.te Bldg.

¦ ¦ ¦ . - ¦ ¦¦.
. " .

200
214
271
342

Four games will inaugurate the 1964-65 Badgerland
cage schedule T u e s d a y
night.
Starting Tuesday will be
the longest high school
sports seasons, extending
until Saturday, March 20,
when the 1965 basketball
champion will be crowned
amid some 13,000 plus spectators at Madison's University of Wisconsin fieldhouse.
Tuesday's tilts are all of
the non-conference variety; some schools will be preparing for conference openers Friday night.
If there were to be any

He got his kind of loan
with his kind of payments

¦

Pack Loses Hopes

Get Set! Basketball Is Here

No wonder this man is smiling!

^^^**** **

Yardage
On This

Pro Football
Standings

who was stopped, though,
Ed Sharockman. com- ¦By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Colt defender who sufKey injuries and costly fuma severe nose bruise and
bles opened the gates. Babe
I Parilli' s right arm finished the
BIG TEN STANDINGS
job. But the Buffalo Bills ' magic
ohio sntt
>
a
i.ooo
•
Michigan
5
I
o
.833 i may have started to slip away
Purdue
4
5
0
.647
when they called for the fireMinnesota
4
i
o
.it?
Michigan Stat* .. 1
1
o
.too | man before the fire had started.
Illl-Olf
3
3
O
50O
Northwestern .... 7
s
0
284
The Boston Patriots capitalIndiana
l
4
o
.200
ized on Buffalo mistakes Sunday
Iowa
1
S
0
,167
Wiiconjl n
and , with Parilli firing five
1
5
o
.167
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I
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C and KV
It
Muakaftan
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IS
McElmury . Wollo
74
Anaartan - Hainan
11
Ovtrby - James
11
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¦vam • Ram In
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HIGH SCHOOL BOYS
Hallod
W.
Pin Smaihari
•
Spartans
7
4
Pin Buitara

13
14
1*
11
11

Knights

for the ball are Phillies Eagles Jim Skaggs (70); Ed Blaine
(64) ; Ollie Matson (33 ) and Bob Brown (76). Cowboys are
Bob Lilly (74 ) and Larry Stephens (79 ) , partly hidden. (AP
Photofax)
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Irish May Accept Bowl Bid

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The feeling grows that the
Fighting Irish of Notra Dame,
the country's No. 1 college football team, may make themselves available for a bowl bid
provided they beat Iowa this
week and Southern California a
week from Saturday to wind up
• perfect 10-0-0 season.
Tha bowl situation jelled

somewhat over the weekend
with the announcement that Arkansas and Nebraska , each unbeaten and untied in nine
games, will play in the Cotton
Bowl at Dallas New Year 's Day.
Texas, 8-1, accepted an invitation for, the Orange Bowl at Miami NW Year's night. Unofficially Alabama , 9-0-0 and second-ranked nationally to Notre

John Walski Hits
216-616 Pin Series

The high school students at
Hal-Rod Lanes captured the
bowling spotlight in the city during the weekend.
John Walski, rolling for Good
Players in the H-R High School
Boys circuit, whacked 616 to cop
a new bowling b«ll
Walski, a junior at Winona
High School, toppled games of
208, 216 and 192 on his way to
the honor count.
But that didn't p r e v e n t
Knights from spiking team honors of 765—2,180.
Cheryl Biltgen was another
prep kegler right on target, rolling 2OL--510 to lead Scramblers
to 748—2,085 in the Hal-Rod
High School Girls League.
Ed Kauphusman of Kauphusmans in the Hal-Rod His 'N
Hers League just missed the
coveted circle by rapping 231—
89$), Coupled with 469 from mate
Shirley Kauphusman , the team
combined for 800—2,233, Susie
Schneider of Overby - James
cracked 172.
HAL-ROD LANES: Park-Rec
Junior Boys — Bruce Biltgen's
199—334 two-game set paced
Four Go Fours to 1,374. Four
Aces pinned 754.
WKSTGATE BOWL : Jacks
and Queens — Frank Adams led
Jokers to 803—2,333 with his 225.
Jan Wieczorek pitched 182—495
for Lefts and Rights and Roger
Laufenburger 222—587 .
Guys and Dolls — Tony Lubin.ski copped individual honors
for Lubinski-Davis with 192—508
while Fenske-Cisewski was belting 7R:i—2 ,105.
Junior Girls — Bowlercltes
mopped 674—1 ,324 , Susan Cada
122 for Alley Cats and Nancy
Eichman 235 for Pindroppers.
Saturday Junior Boys — Rick
Ingamells' 174 paced Team I to
711. Bob Hughes led All-Stars to
1,976 with his 436. There is room
for one more team of four howlers in the circuit .
Kings and Quorn s — Julie
Werner picked 180—486 to lead
The Werners to 780—2 .245. Nord
Overland took honors for Double
O's with 230-581.

Kathy Whitworth Cops
Civitan Open Monday
SAN ANTONIO , Tex. (AP) Kathy Whitworth had her first
golf tournament victory of the
year today as she headed for
Japan and an exhibition tour.
Miss Whitworth fired a
closing two-under-pnr 4 70 Sunday
and won the $10,000 San Antonio
Civitan Open first prize of $1 ,500
with 283-for 72 holes ,
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Football
Scores
¦
AST

Princeton IS, Yele u.

Plltiburflti 14, Army I,
Navy V, Duke M.
Maryland 34, clamien t,
Cornell ll, Dartmouth IS.
Syrecun ai, Virginia Tich II.

Columbia 11, P«nn n.

Harvard It, Brawn 7 .
Holy Crwi 31, Boiton U. •.
Deleware V, Rutgert II,
Oeorta Washington 11, Villi nova t.
SOUTH
Alibami 21, Otorflli Ttch 7.
Mississippi II, Tennetite I.
Wtit Virginia 14, William
Mary 14
Baylor 17, Kentucky 15. *
Sopth Carolina 11. Wait Form ll.
Virginia 11, Northern Carolina 17.
Auburn 14, Oeorgla 7.
Tulana 7, Vandarbllt l,
Cltadal 17, Virginia Military ».
Furmen l*< Richmond II.
Florida Stala ]|, N.C. Slata I.
LSU 14, Mltllailppl Stall It.
SOUTHWIST
Texas 11, TCU 13,
Arkamai 44, Southtrn Mstho-lst l.
Rice It, Tixaa AfcM l,
MIDWBST
Mankato 7, South Dakota .lata 4,
Noire Dama J4, Mlchlgin .lata 7.
Ohio Slata 10, Northwestern «.
Minnesota 14, Purdue 7,
Oragon If. Indiana 11.
Michigan al, Iowa ll.
Illlnoli It, Wlicomln t,
Kaniat 11, Colorado 7.
MUiwirl 14, Oklahoma 14 (He).
Nabraika 17, Oklahoma Stata 14.
Tulu 'l, North Taxai 0.
Kaniat Stala 7, Iowa Stata 4.
PAR WRIT
Washington 11, UCLA II,
Slanlard la, Oragon stall 7.
Wyamlni 7, Air Porta 7 Ilia).
Utah 14, calllornla I.
Idaho V, Utah Stata II.
Naw Mtxlw 41, Colorado lltte ».

Wisconsin Collrgen

Ripon 17, lalolr 34.
Concordia of River P*roa| (III.) 31
Lakalind 7.
Coa 47, Ldwraneo It.
North Daktfa (lata U. 34, Wlicomln
Milwaukee 4.
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JOHN WALSKI
Hips 616 Series

WEDNISDAY.
BRING YOUR LEATHER
VIST, SURGEON'S LAMP,
SUCTION CUP AND BOY

-

SCOUT

KNOT.
TIME
,
BE ON TO —

I'D HA1E
START
WITHOUT YOUI

Dame, was indicated as the op- kansas Coach Frank Broyles
ponent for the Longhoms.
said aiter his Porkers had
crushed Southern Methodist
That leaves the Sugar Bowl at 44-0.
New Orleans and the Rose Bowl "The players all shouted they
at Pasadena , Calif., as the other wanted the Orange when I told
major bowls Jan. 1.
them they could have their
A Sugar Bowl source told The choice of a bowl," said Texas
Associated Press Sunday that Coach Darrell Royal aiter the
Louisiana State, 6-1-1, and Syra- Longhoms had whipped Texas
cuse, 7-2, will play there al- Christian 28-13.
though no official announcement
is expected until after this Nebraska accepted the Cotton
Bowl bid after defeating Oklaweek's games.
The Rose Bowl is committed homa State 27-14 for its 16th
to teams from the Big Ten and straight victory. The Cornhuskers are fourth-ranked nationalPacific Athletic Conference.
ly, Arkansas No. 3 and Texas,
The powers-that-be at Notre last year's national champs, No.
Dame haven't said yes or no or 5. ¦¦ '
.
maybe regarding a bowl bid ,
but there's no doubt the players Michigan , No. I, whipped
Iowa 34-20, and Ohio State, No.
would be for it.
"I guess it would be great," 7, downed Northwestern 10-0
said star pass receiver Jack and now are primed for their
Snow after the Irish walloped Big Ten title and Rose. Bowl bid
Michigan State 34-7 Saturday clash Saturday. Woody Hayes.
for their eighth in a row. "Going Ohio State coach, aptly termed
from a 5-5 season to a 2-7 season it the "purgatory or Pasadena"
and now a bowl. I'd like it , but game.
it's not up to roe to lay any- Stanford upset No. 8 Oregon
thing. "
State 16-7 to set up the confusing
Coach Ara Parseghian de- situation in the PAC. Oregon
clares only "it's an adminis- State, UCLA, Southern Califortrative problem " and Athletic nia and Washington share the
Director Moose Krause denies lead and if Oregon beats Oregon
saying "chances of accepting (a State Saturday the Ducks would
bowl bid) were one in a million, have the best over-all team
record 8-1-1, although only a 2-1no a billion. "
All this talk plus the fact that 1 conference mark. That might
the athletic board, headed by lead those whose task it is to
University Executive Vice Pres- pick a team for the Rose Bowl
ident Edmund P. Joyce , C.S.C., to flip a coin.
has made no announcement one Alabama crushed lOth-ranked
way or the other , accounts for Georgia Tech 24-7 and LSU , No.
the feeling that the Irish might 9, downed Mississippi State 1410 in other games involving The
be receptive to a bid.
Team officials at Arkansas, AP's Top Ten .
Nebraska and Texas expressed Princeton , another major unelation at being named to bowls. beaten-untied team, won the Ivy
"It's a great day, a milestone , League title by tripping Yale
anything you want to say," Ar- 35-14.

Conference Is
Complete Flop

CHICAGO (/Pi — Eugene
H. Grobschmidt , chairman
of the Milwaukee County
Board , said Sunday night
he will recommend that the
board follow the suggestions
of "several congressmen"
and start anti-trust action
against
the Milwaukee
Braves.
Grobschmidt told Atlanta
Mayor Ivan Allen Jr. that
the recommended action also would name National
League owners as defendants for their vote permitting the Braves to move to
Atlanta in 1966.
The Braves desired to
move from Milwaukee next
season. The county initiated court action and the
league owners ordered the
club to fulfill a contract to
play in Milwaukee In 1965
and then move.
At Allen's request , Grobschmidt met with the Atlanta mnyor to discuss the
situation.
Allen has a
problem as his city 's new
$18 million stadium will be
Idle moist of IMS.
A 32-minute meeting In a
crowded one-bed hotel room
was a complete flop. Allen
waa outnumbered 6-1 by the
Milwaukee delegation , but
Grobschmidt did the talking for his group.
At the wlndup of the
meeting, the disappointed
mayor said that "never h«a
a conference been held in
such small quarters and
accomplished less."
Grohschm idt opened tr«
meeting hy rehashing the
entire situation with the
Braves. Allen finally inter-

rupted , saying: "There is
no point in rehashin g. We
ought to sit down and get
to a point."
Allen said he was seeking "a mutual proposal
which would benefit both
cities. He said that Atlanta interests were prepared
to compensate Milwaukee
financially for release of
the Braves in 19fi,r>,
Grobschmidt told Allen
any offer from Atlanta
would have to be made in
writing to the County Board.
He also said he could not
recom mend releasing the
Braves , declaring "I think
I wou ld be going way out
on a limb if I did do it. "
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Athlalic club

Melton Tiro

FUMBLE ... Philadelphia Eagles' King Hill (not shown
fa picture) fumbled ball on a handoff and it was recovered
by Dallas Cowboys in third quarter of their game in Dallas
Sunday, setting up the Cowboys' first touchdown. Scrambling
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W.
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SlrlkoltM
Bowling Balls
Bowlaraltat
Palndrappen
Poianc Trucking
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Waitgala
SchmitI - Lies

7

Bauer

Wliliemi

Electric

3

Slebrachf'l .

Sunshine

4
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FA8TRETH, a pie-urn -Iknllnr
(non-told) powder, hold- f-lee teetli
more Armly. To est end tulle in more
comfort , Juet eprlnkl*- k little PAUTRFTH on vour plates , No gummy
(tooov. pi-at- teele or fiellng. Checks
"iiletf odor" (ctentute breeitrtl , Oe*
rABTKK'rH et eny drug counter
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Fakler - Fakler
Mlnnalika Trail Rides
Strong - Kuhlman
Schawl - Ciarnowtkl
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11
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Winom Tool Co.
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BUlnar Oil Co
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Vikings

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Chalk up another National
Hockey League record for Gordie Howe, but while you're at it,
keep an eye an Bobby Hull,
who's authored a couple of his
own .
Howe , the Detroit Red Wings'
Mr. Everything, scored the
627th goal of his brilliant career
over the weekend, making him
the highest goal scorer in NHL
history . Howe broke Maurice
(Rocket) Richard's mark of 626
including regular season and
playoff games, against Richard' s former club , the Montreal
Canadiens Saturday night as
Detroit was dropping a 4-2
game.
It was Hull 's turn Sunday
night. The Chicago Black
Hawks' blond bombshell whistled three goals past Toronto 's
Johnny Bower for his second
hat trick of the season as the
Hawks beat the Maple Leafs 4-2.
It was Hull's 13th career hat
trick and brought his goal
production for the season to 11,
tops in the NHL.
In Sunday night' s other games
Detroit whacked New York «3-2
and Montreal and Boston tied 2-

i
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AnotherRecord
For Howe,Hull
Makes His Own
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Black Eaglai
Braves
Lucky Strikes
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•iltlmere 117, LM Jk«t*lH 111.
ll. Utiu in. nn Prtnctett M.
SUNDAY') KISULTS
Jin Crincltca 113, Clnclnnell i
l .
Let Angeles HI, OettoH ttl.
TODAY'S 9AMIS
Ni Jirnes schedulM.
TUIIDAY'I tAMIS
Phlledelphle it St. LMK.
let'en it ¦elllmeri.
Clnelnneti et Sari Fririeiic*.
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L.
4
4
t
13
14

PARK-RIC JR. BOYS
Hal-Rod Lints
W.
,. 9
Pour Aeei
Four Go Fours
7
Allay Rati ... '
7
Black Hawks
4
Spartans
4

ll 11
Lubiniki ¦ oavls
Mohan • Wllkinton
14 14
Hmmc-ni • s'eWtht
IS'/- MVj
13 15
Pinika • cisawiki
Pirguton . colbinson
14 14
Hutchimon - LldlkW . . . . .. V.'i 50Vi
Piteorun - Konkel
t 11
JACKS I. QUERNS
Wcitgali
W . L.
Ooubla L»
1t
I
IS 11
Deucei Wild
U l<
Jokers
-.* '
LHti * Right! ............. 11 1J
ReekaH
13 '»
340 Club
IB 17

15

24

Brisk - Thelen
It
NITE OWL
Athletic Club
W.
Coca-Cola
II
Dick's Marina
... 15
Curley's
— 13
Gene's
t
Mansonry "Mike"
7

3
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NBA

SATURDAY'S Kt.U.Tt
Clnelnneti 111, Ntw York US.

Twins Will Open
Against Yanks
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meelbearings
should be repacked
every to
10,000
miles avoid
costly repairs.

We adjust
brakes.
^
*dd fluid if
A
needed, and
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Inspect lining
fl
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Mankato Upsets
Jackrabbits 7-6

BATTERIES, j

"
4
1

If your battery is 26 months old , it can TAIL
WITHOUT WARNING ! Don 't take a chance.
Replace it now at our low, low prices.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Mankato State upset South Dadakota State 's football Jackrabbit s 7-6 Saturd ay when Tom
Schultz
passed to Roger
Droegemueller for a 12-yard
score and Clair Hemenway booted the extra point .
South Dakota State had taken
the lend earlier in the fourth
quarter when Ron Meyer caught
a 25-yard pass from Terry
(iukeisen. But Gale Douglas' attempted pass failed.
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NIGHTS
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Paints

Mutual Sirvice
Winom Plumbing Co
Freddy's Bar
NSP
Mayan Orocery
Bunke APCO
Hemarnik'i Bar
¦ait Side Bar
Hamm's Bear
PIN OUSTERS
Hal-Rod
Teamsters
Winona Rug Cleaning
Blanche's.
Graham I McO-Ire . . . . . .
Shorty'a . , , . '
Viking Sewing Machlns
Black Heme Bottle Club . .
Steve 's Lounge
Schmiet'i Beer
Oorn't ISA

L.
*
S
4

L.
7

17
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SPORTS SCORES

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Wilt Chamberlain .is feeling
NHL
better and the rest of the NaSATURDAY'S RBSULTS
tional Basketball Association Montreal 4, Otlrell .
Batttn j , Terant* l.
knows it.
RISULTS
Chamberlain, who missed the WerstreelSUNDAY'S
l, Batten 2 (lit),
San Francisco Warriors' first Chlcise 4, Teronle 1.
New Yerk 1.
five games because of a stom- Oetrelt t,TODAY'S
OAMIS
ach ailment , scored 62 points Ne femes scheduled.
¦
Sunday night as the Warrior
topped Cincinnati 122-106.
The 7-foot-l giant hit 26 field
goals and his teammates threw
a defensive blanket around Jack
Tvvyman and Oscar Robertson
to win it.
In Sunday 's only other NBA
game , Los Angeles whipped De- MINNEAPOLIS Mf i - The
New York Yankees, strongest
troit 111-105.
Al Attles guarded Twyman baseball attraction at Metroand Nate Thurmond handled politan Stadium , will play MinRobertson as Warrior Coach nesota in the Twins' 1965 horns
Alex Hannum decided to swap opener April 12.
assignments. Attles thwarted i
Twyman 's fast Break and limit- The Twinx and Yanks plsy
ed the Royal veteran to two day games the 12th and 13th and
the Yanks make two other
pints . Robertson scored 22.
Los Angeles stretched its i series appearances , July 9. 10
Western Division lead to two I and 11, and Aug. 23, 24. 25, and
games over the idle St, Louis 26.
Hawks , rallying from a 10-point i The Twins home schedule an, nounced Saturday shows they'll
deficit to beat Detroit.
I open at home on the second
1 earliest date and will close at
FINISHES THIRD
GARDENA , Calif. <*) -Norm I home on their latest date so far
Nelson of Racine, Wis., fin- i — and Oct. 3 game with
ished third Saturday night in j Los Angeles.
the 100-lap U.S. Auto Club After the first Yankee series,
championship stock car race be- Minnesota will host Detroit ant
fore 4,621 fans at Ascot Park.
then go on the road .
The Twins are host to the
TOO MUCH RAIN
UNION GROVE , Wis.; <S - major league All-Star game, on
The final racing program of the July 13.
season at the Great Lakes A new feature will be the adDragaway was cancelled Sun- dition of three twilight games ,
day because of rain.
to begin at 6 p.m.
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U
III
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WESTGATE JR, OIRLS
Waitgala
W. L.

Alley Cata

LAKRSIOf
Wetlgati
Springdali Dairy
Kline EKCfric
aiaclt Horse Bertie clul
Winom printing Co
Walklni .. Men-Vltoi
Emll't Meniwaar
Dulchman'i Corner
Goodall Co
L-COvi
Jan'i Tavern
Keller Construction Co

Wilt Feeling
Much BetterNBA Knows It

After Mi, common Kidney or niaitder lrrlutiona olirn occur end me- meke row
tcime end nervoile from loo 'r-nttrti t
l» »nies hnth A aj and nl»ht. B«r,onitei 11 v , you n\a.i lots »V»p unrt littler ticm
llentui li-» , B»rk«cli« and f-*l old, tti < d ,
df>pi- .**(!ri . in diifli J rrltellon , OYH'l'KX
luimllr hili iii - fit*! , rrlnxliil r.nin f ml 1"
nn blue Iniutln. lerms In nt s osisc. t i l d
»rtne end by »ni)««wlc unlil irllrt (Iri
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Advurtlttmenl

Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Stops Itch— Relieves Pain
N«*» Vetfc, N. T. (Spe-I'lP-For the
ftret tirme edence h«i found A new
hralinr HibnUnee with the eitoll *
iehing aebility to ihrlnk hew orrholdi , stop itching, And relieve
pun- •without eurtictj .
In r«»i Afl u r cata , while gently
rrl levliv r p« ln , •rlinl r e d u c t i o n
(• hrinkaM) took plere .
Moit«i»i«i!inS *>/ All-r«»ulUw » r»

to thorough Hint mffrr r-rr, meri t
•¦tonlsshlnj . ililtrtiMili like "I'llei
have ireied to tie * uriihlfinl"
The nerret ii » new lirelln ir »n-»itunce (!Uo-Dyim « i- - ili»n>v *ry et
l« ",
* vorlsl-Urno iii r«;«iirch .n-,tlt\i
Thin nil) *t_tH' e ii now »v „il«lil i
In ¦«/'r", » ilorji or oiitltiienl /nrm
'"'•••r -he n«ni« Prepafodon //•.
At All drug counter*.
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V P.M. New York
Stock Prices

Market Up
On Rally in
Aluminums

(Pint A*. MwMty. NW. t IHO
¦'¦ ¦ '
Stat* e* Minnesota ) u,
_.
County ef Wlnone ) In PtrtfH Caurt
N». IMIl
la Re -state mi
Malwi* ». WKM, DMt«Mt.
Orttar nr HMrtnf *i Wammj fr Mm(strati**!, Ummm TMM . t». t*Ua CUhtii
an* far Hearts* Theraaa
Frederic* E. LeWif havlns filed tartlrt
a petition tor generel adnnlnujrratlon
staling that aald decedent ejM Infeetale
and praying !fta» Oorottir Latent be appoint*, administratrix ;
IT 1$ ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof b* had on December 4, 1H4, et
In
10:JO o'clock A.M., -efcre this Court
¦
th* probate caurt ram •« «¦• *•"• .
house In the City ot Wltions. Minn*total mat the time wlthl/i wtiltfi ertdlfor*
of said decadent may 111* tftalr claims
b* limited to four months from tha
date heraot, and that tha claim* so
«l*d be htard on March 12, \HS, at
10;JO o'clock A.M., befora this Court
in th* pro-it* court room In th* court
nous* m tn* city of wirwu , MMn*lota, and that notice fieraof b* glv*n
by publication of this orgar In th*
Winona Daily News and Dy mailed
none* « provided by law.
D*rM October Jo, 1H4,
I
. D. LIBERA,
Probata Judge.
(Probata Court foal)
Brehmer arsnd McM*h.on,
Attorneys far Patltlontr.

CHICAGO (AP) — Chicago
Mercantile Exchange — Butter
steady; wholesale buying prices All'd Ch 53% Int'l Ppr 37%
unchanged; 93 score AA 61 Ti; Als Chal 21% Jos k L
74%
92 A 61%; 90 B 60%; 89 C 60; Amrada 48% Kn ct
MV<
cars 90 B 61V _ ; 89 C 61.
Am Can 43V. Lrld
44%
Eggs irregular; wholesale
buying prices unchanged to 1 Am M&F 181. Mp HOD 128V4
15*, Mr MM
60
lower ; 70 per cent or better Am Mt
grade A whites 35; mixed 34%; AT&T
67% Mn k Ont 25%
(AP) - A rally
mediums 26; standards 30; dirt- Am Tb
36V. Ma P«tL 48V. NEW YORK
by
aluminums
helped give an
ies unquoted ; checks W».
54V_ Mn Chm 85%
Ancda
a (lightmarket
irregular
stock
CHICAGO (AP ) - ( USDA ) - Arch Dn 36V. Mon Dak 41%
aft(Editor's Note: The shots has been a year of mourning. dash to somewhere.
this
higher
bulge
early
ly
'Live poultry : wholesale buying Armc St 67'/4 Mn Wd
42-Vi
that killed John Fitzgerald She lives in a Manhattan apartShe is rich now. She would prices unchanged to 1 higher; Armour
moderateernoon.
Trading
was
55-/* Nt Dy
84%
Kennedy changed a world
ment , takes walks in Central rather have her husband.
|roasters 23*26; special fed white Avco CP 22% N Am Av 51% ly active.
jor runny others, too. Two Park with her children, is rare- Just last month the money she rock fryers 1834-20.
Beth Stl 37% Nr N Gs 57% Aluminums took off after Alwidows grieve; another has
ly mentioned in the headlines has received from people the
Bng Air 64% Nor Pac 54%
prices for
found a new life; a mother
she once dominated, and then world over was distributed by I NEW YORK (AP) — (USDA) Brswk
8% No St Pw 38% coa said it is raising
rages at fate , a killer plays
and
most fabingot
only indirectly. She refuses the court. Prior to that she had i — ' Butter offerings in balance Ctr Tr
39% NW Air
63% aluminum
dominoes and hears voices, interviews. Her thoughts are been getting by on her police ; with present needs. Demand Ch MSPP 31% Nw Bk
products.
47 ricated aluminum
a salesman lives in fear , a her own. The brilliance of her widow's pension of $225 a i good.
C&NW
62 Penney
66y»
1
Wholesale prices on bulk car- Chrysler 57% Pepsi
woman wonders. One ye ar life as First Lady has been put month. The court gave Mrs.
58% The market followed an Ir¦
(
fresh).
has passed , but that terrible
tons
away , like a treasured memen- Tippit a check for $312,916. AnCt Svc
75% Phil Pet
(Pint Pub. Monday, Nov. 1, 1M4)
53% regular course in the morning
day is not yet over.)
Creamery, 93 score (AA") 63- Cm Ed
to.
other $330,946 was placed in
strength
de56%
PIsby
77%
of Minnesota ) sa.
scattered
Stat*
but
as
County of Winona ) In Prcbal* Court
For Marina , however, life is a trust for her two boys, 14 and 5, 1 63V* cents ; 92 score (A) 623/4-63; Cn Cl
52%
171%
Plrd
to
By SID MOODY
veloped, plus signs seemed
No. U,*1*
Cinderella dream compared to and daughter, 11. Zapruder ; 90 score (B) 62%-63.
Cn Can
53% Pr Oil
54% be in the majority.
In R* Estate *t
DALLAS, Tex. (AP ) - The the cheap apartments and beat- reportedly gave $25,000 to the
Whole s a l e e g g offerings Cnt Oil
Pradaatil. DicttJart.
73y4 RCA
32% Motors were uncertain de- Order tarMary
Hearlnf an P*titl*s* Mr Adminsorrowful year has passed and ings she knew a year ago. She fund from money paid for bio ample. Demand fair today.
Cntl D
53% Rd Owl
28% spite some progress reported in istration, Utnltlnf Tim*
Is File claims
the motorcade has turned the lives in a modern three-bed- movies.
Wholesale selling prices based Deere
and far Hearlnt Tharaan
46% Rp Stl
45% settling auto labor disputes.
Clarence Prudoehl having filed herein e
corner and vanished, into the room brick house in a Dallas
In the dining room of her on exchange and other volume Douglas 29% Rex Drug 59% General M o t o r s recovered petition
for general admtnltlranort tilt6hades of history.
suburb. It is air conditioned, has three-bedroom bungalow is a sales.
Dow Chm 78% Rey Tob 4i% about a point of recent losses. ing that aald decedent died Inttstale
and preying that Clsrent* Prudoehl be
New York spot quotations fol- du Pont 278% Sears Roe 129%
The shots ring only in the modern appliances including the picture of the Kennedy family
¦ '¦
Ford and Chrysler were eff appointed administrator;
heart. The yellow lights of the washing machine Lee Harvey with an inscription from Mrs. low :
IT IS ORDERED, That tha hearing
East Kod 140% Shell Oil 59% fractions.
thereof be had on December 4, IM4,
Mixed colors: • standards 34- Ford Mot 56% Sinclair
dock sign atop the brick build- Oswald had promised her the Kennedy :
55%
at 11 o'clock A.M., before this Court
ing are winking another time night before he shot John "There , is another bond we 1 35%; checks 27-28.
85Ve
Steels headed slightly lower tn the probate court room in the court
Gen Elec 87% Socony
\
Whites:
extra
fancy
heavy
house
In Winona, Minnesota! that th*
now.
Fitzgerald Kennedy.
share. We must remind our
Gen Fds 83% Sp Rand 14% along with rails, which faced time within
which creditors of said deBut for some the hour it sig- She is enjoying a life her sat- children all the time what brave j weight 47 lbs min 40-42; fancy Gen Mills 43 St Brads 80% the threat of a strike by 160,- cedent may Ilia their claims be limited
_
mediums
41
lbs
average
30V
to
four
months
from the date hereof,
•
"
nals is still 12:30 November 22, urnine husband denied her. She men their fathers were.
Gen Mot 96% St Oil Cal 71% 000 railroad shop craft work- and that the claims
*.o fits, fet heard
It s hard to go on when the \ ^Vh \ fancy heavy weight 47 lbs Gen Tel
1963 — the moment their sepa- wears lipstick , frets over her
38% St Oil Ind 42» * ers.
on March 5. 19a5, at 11 o'clock A.M..
min
37-38;
medium
40
lbs
averi
before
this
Court
In
the probate court
rate lives collided at that fated hairdo like any 22-year-old, buys one you loved and lived for is
Gillette
28% St Oil NJ 89%
The pattern was m i x e d room in the court house
In Winona,
stylish clothes from the famous gone, " says Mrs.
Tippit. I age 29-30; smalls 36 lbs average Goodrich 60 Swft & Co 54% among building materials, elec- Minnesota,
crossroads.
and that notice hereof be
!
25%-26M>;
peewees
31
lbs
aver87*s trical equipments arid chemi- given by publication of this order in th*
Their lives have gone on, but Neirnan-Marcus store, likes "There's often no point to anyGoodyear 47 Texaco
¦ " '¦ ''
Winona Dally News and by mailed nothey aren't the same. Lee Har- beer and the cigarettes her thing. But I have three of his j age 20>/.-22.
Gould Bat — Texas Ins 89'/4 cals, ¦
.
tice as provided by law,
Browns:
extra
fancy
heavy
husband once slapped her for children whom I love very much I
44% The Associated- Press aver- Dated November 2, 19e4.
Gt No Ry 60% Un Pac
vey Oswald saw to that.
E. D. LIBERA,
They are as varied as they smoking. She has periodic dates and that's a big responsibility. I weight 47 lbs min 40-41V.; fancy Gryhnd
24% U S Rub 61% age of 60 stocks at noon was
Probati Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
62% U S Steel 55% unchanged at 328.1 with indusever were — governor and at the Music Box, a dimly lit When so many people write that j medium 41 lbs average 3.1>_ - Gulf Oil
L King,
schoolboy, housewife and ele- private club near downtown they are thinking and praying I 32V_ ; fancy heavy weight 47 lbs Homestk 47 Westg El 43% trials up .1, rails off .2 and -til- ! Bergh
Attorneys for Petitioner,
smalls 36 lbs av- IB Mach 429% Whvorth 30%
'
gant beauty of the world. But Dallas that offers drinks and for you — well, you know you've min 38-39%; Vi;
Charles,
Minnesota.
SI.
j
i erage 27^-28
peewees 31 lbs Int Harv 84% Yg S & T 47 , ities up .1.
now, peculiarly, they can trace dance music and the gaiety of got to do your best, "
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. i, 1f«4)
The future? The mortgage has average 19V.-21
the Dow Jones industrial ava kinship through the blood of a fun-seeking young people.
State of Minnesota I it, '
fallen president. They tell their She will chat In passable been paid off by a Philadelphia
heifers tbout steady , later slaughter erage at noon was up 1.91 at I County of Winona ) In Probite Court
.
No, )J,»)3
steers 2550 cents lower; heifers weak 876.02.
bank as a gift . The boys have
stories:
j
LIVESTOCK
English, aboi't how she likes life been offered scholarships to
lit Re Estate ef
to 25 cents lower;. cows steady with
Prices
moved
generally
high!
Thaddius
Ctaplowikl,
Decedent.
Friday
s
fully
50
cents
lower
close;
bulls
'
Abraham Zapruder, balding, in Texas and about her two Texas A&M. She still has not
CHICAGO
25-50 cents lower ; vealers, slaughter er in active trading on the Order for Hearing on P*tltle.n Isr Admin-CUSDA)Hogs
10.000;
CHICAGO
I*
istration, Limiting rim* to File Claims
calves ami feeder steady ; choice 950-1,250
emotional clothing merchant, blonde daughters on whom she bought the rug her husband butchers steady;
1-2 190-220 lb butchers lb slaughter steers 22.50-23.25; mixed American Stock Exchange.
j
and for Hearing Thereon
happy to be out of New York's dotes. She will not discuss Lee planned to buy last Christmas: 15.50-14.00; mixed 1-3 190-230 lbs 14.75- good
and choice 21.25-22.75; good 19.75Corporate bonds were mixed. ' Carl E. Czapltwtkl having filed herein
230-240 lbs 14.00-14.75; 2-3 250-27C 21.50; high choice 1,000 lb slaughter
harried garment district and or the assassination although "We didn't have one when J.D. 15.50;
a petition for general administration statlbs 13.50-14.25; 270-3O0 lbs 13.00-13.50;
22.50; most choice 850-1,000 'lbs U.S. government bonds were j ing that saM decedent died Intestate
working in a loft next to the she has said she loved him, a was with Us. So what's the hur- mixed 1-3 350-400 lb sows 12.00-12.50; heifers
and praying that Th* Merchants Na20.75-22.25; mixed good and choice 19.75- mixed to slightly lower.
lbs 11.50-12.00; 2-3 500-400 lbs
Texas School Book Depository. man who somehow changed ry now?" Maybe the house will 400-500
tional Bank ol Winona be appointed ed21.00; utility and commercial cows 11.5011.25-11.50.
1
minlstretor;
72.50;
earner
and
cutter
JO.00-11.50;
utilfrom
the
one
she
married.
He walked out into the noonday
be painted and she will buy a Cattle 13.500; calves 30; slaughter ity and commercial bulls 14.00-17.00;
IT IS ORDERED, That tht hearing
MARKETS
steers steady to 25 cents lower; load
She lives comfortably but not new car.
sun to see the President and, at
thereof be had on November 25, 1944,
prime 1,275 lbs 26.00; high choice and canner and cutter 10.00-15.00; choice vealshe
relavishly
on
the
$100,000
at
10:30 o'clock A.M., before Ihls Court
good 19.0C-23.0O; choice
his secretary's urging, had
"Everytime I see the old one prime 1,150-UOO lbs 25.00-25.50; choice ers 24.00-24.00;
Swift & Company
In the probate court room In the court
calves 16.00-18.OC; good 14.00brought his camera. Zapruder ceived from donations and in the driveway I think J.D. 1,100-1,400 lbs 24.00-.4.75; good all weights slaughter
Thtsa quotations apply aa is noon to- house In Winona, Minnesota; that th*
21.00-23.25; load high choice and prime 14.00; good and choice 400850 lb feeder day.
time within which eradttgrt of said dehad been taking movies of his magazines. She stands to make ought to be inside."
1,120 lb heifers 24.08; several loadj mixed steers 18.00-22.00; Holstein feeder steers
Buying
houra ara trom a a.m. to • cedent may file their claims be limited
and prime 750-1,025 lbs 23.50-23.40. 400-950 lbs 12.00-14.50.
children for 25 years and when another $50,000 or so on a book
p.m.
Monday
through
Friday.
to four months from the date hereof,
In another city, Fort Worth, choice
Hogs 10,000; trade fairly active; barSheep 400; woo-led slaughter lambs
All livestock arrlvlna altar closlnj
the presidential limousine came being written by Priscilla John- another mother grieves. And steady
that the claims so filed be heart)
to 25 cents lower; wooled slaugh- rows and gilts steady, to strong. In- lima will ha properlv cared lor, walghaa and
pn March 12, 1965, at 10:30 o'clock
into the view-finder of his zoom son, one of two American news- seethes.
ter ewes steady; choice and prime 8-105 stances 25 cents higher; sows and feed- and priced tha lollowlng morning.
A.M.,
before this Court In the probate
lb wooled slaughter lambs 20.50-21.00; er pigs steady; 1-2 200-230 lb barrows
lens he began taking pictures women who interviewed Lee In the sitting room of her good
Hogs
court room In th* court house In Wiand choice 24.00-20.50; good 19.00- and gilts 14.75; mixed 1-3 190-240 lbs
Top butchers (190-220 lbs.) 13 85-14.25
nona, Minnesota, and that notice hereof
reflexively, pictures that would Harvey Oswald in the Soviet small two-family house Mar- 20.00.
14.25-14.50; 240-240 lbs 13.75-14.25; meTop SOWS
12.35-1275
be given by publication of this order
dium 1 and 2 140-200 lbs 13.75-14.50; 1-3
SOUTH ST. PAUL
Union.
never die.
Cattla
In the Winona Dally News and by mailed
guerite Oswald spoke of her SOUTH ST . PAUL, Minn. (tf-(USDA) 270-340 lb sows 12.50-13.00; 2-3 240-400 The cattle market: Steers and halters notice
at provided by law.
unaware
of
her
She
is
not
"I heard the shot and saw the
9,000;
lbs
11.50-12.50;
choice
120-160
lb
feeder
calves
2,500;
1rade
rather
—Catlle
battle to redeem her son, adsteady to weak; cows steady.
Dated October 30, 1944.
President grab his heart and monetary potential. She became judged an assassin. Above the slow; early sale slaughter steers and pigs 13.50-14.00.
High choice .. ;
22.75
E. D. LIBERA,
Top beef cowa
12.50
Probate Judge.
lean over towards Jacqueline, i furious at a Dallas newsman for sofa where she sat was a reproDENNIS
THE
MENACE
(Probata
Canners
and
cutters
11.25
Court
Seal)
thought he was making believe releasing her husband's Russian duction of Whistler's serene
Veil
Harold J. Libera,
Tha veal market is steady.
Attorney for Petitioner.
saying 'Oh, he got me' but then diary. She could have made painting of his mother.
Top cholca
.. 22.00
I thought, 'No, a president $100,000 from it if she had sold it
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. f, 19641
Good
and
choice
12.OO-20.OO
Mrs. Oswald sat, then stalked
•wouldn't be joking.' Then anoth- instead of the fraction of what
Commercial and boners . . f .00-down
PARK RECREATION BOARD
the
room,
then doodled vigorWinona, Minnesota
er shot broke his head open. I she did receive.
Froedtert
Malt
Corporation
ously
on
a
scrap
of
paper
while
"I have two children to look
ADV1RTUIMBNT FOR BIO
started yelling 'They killed him,
Hours: 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.; closed Saturdays
FOR
Submit sample before loading
(bey killed him.' But 1 kept on out for," she told one man. "1 she talked on about how her son
FLOWER PLANTS
"patsy",
was
a
how
the
Warren
(New Croj Barley)
taking pictures- until the lim- must make a little money."
Sealed Proposals marked "Flower Bid "
No. i barley ..
$1.11
will be received In the Office of the
ousine disappeared, still aiming She paid $12,500 to break an Commission had failed history,
No. 2 barley
1.04
how
she
would
never
give
up
Secretary
of the Park Recreation Board
No. 3 barley
«
exclusive 10-year contract she
through the viewfinder."
of the city erf Winona, Minnesota, until
,U
No. a barley
had signed with her first advis- until she vindicated her son. She
5:00 p.m., November 23, 1964, to furnish
Jacqueline Kennedy and Ma- ers. She later brokfc with a re- plans a book—"with beautiful
flower plantinss In accordance) with the
Winona Egg Market
speculations praparad by the City Enrina Oswald are from different spected Dallas lawyer who had pictures"—on his burial, then a
These quotations apply ai ot
gineer of Winona, Minnesota.
10:30 a.m. today
worlds, the regal patrician who been managing her affairs and later full-scale book on the
Specifications and proposal form may
Grade A dumbo)
.JS
be obtained at the Park Recrsatlon Ofhad everything, the humble has now entrusted the job to whole case.
Grade A (large)
M
fice, City Hall. Winona, Minnesota. All
Grade A (medium)
.!•
Russian girl who had nothing. Declan Ford, a geologist, and
"I'm doing this to honor my
bids must be submitted on the proposal
12
Grade A (small) . ,
forms furnlihed.
Their only bond is the bloody his R-ssian-born wife.
son. Even if he was guilty he
Grade B
20
A certified check or bidder's bond
Grade C , . . . '
12
mayhem that made them both
should not be forgotten. I know
shall accompany each bid In am amount
Mrs. Tippit , mother of three, the television and the press will
equal to at least five percent ti% ) of
widows.
Bay State Milling Company
the bid, made payable to the Park RecFor Jacqueline Kennedy it widowed by Lee Oswald in his be full of President Kennedy
No. 1 northern spring wheat . .. 1.67
reation Board, which shall be forfeited to
1,65
No.
2
northern
spring
wheat
the
Board In the event the successful
Nov. 22 and not Lee Harvey
No. 3 northern spring wheal
1.61
bidder falls to enter Into a contract
Oswald . But I'm not going to let
No. 4 northern spring wheat .... 1.57
with the Board,
No. 1 hard winter wheat
1.57
The Board reserves the right to reject
him just be buried. He 's history
any and all bids and to waive inforNo. 2 hard winter wheat . . . . . . 1.55
just as President Kennedy is.
malities.
No. 3 hard winter wheat ...... 1,51
Dated at Winona, Minnesota,
No. 4 hard winter wheat
1.47
"Why shouldn't there be as
October 31, 1764.
No. 1 rye
....
1.17
much sympathy for me as the
M. i. BAMBENEK, Secretary,
No. 2 rye
LIS
Park Recreation Board.
am
President's family? After all,
my
son
was
murdered.
(Pub.
Date Monday, Nov. 14, 19*4)
(AP)
An
HOUSTON , Tex.
The City Council will hold
NOTICE IS HEREBY OIVIN THAT
expectinvestigative
board
was
"So he hit his wife? She came
its second regular meeting of
WHEREAS, a Certificate was, on the
the month tonight , beginning at ed to report today that a goose over here and started smoking,
9th day ot November, !»M, presented
astroof
caused
the
fatal
crash
lo the County Board of Winona County,
7:30, with little beyond routine
wearing lipstick , getting AmeriMinnesota, executed by the Clerk of
naut Theodore C. Freeman's canized so fast , running around.
business on the agenda.
Common School District No. 256), stilting
Among items up for conside- plane Oct. 31.
So he slaps her down. 1 admire
that a Resolution had been adopted by
the school board of said district on the
flOy!t)lO W£.HAVB T«?U6Lf* A«CXWO
ration will be a request by the
One of the birds reportedly that. It shows character , good i
WABASHA , Minn. (Special)- «th day of June, 1944, and that pursuant
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers pierced the cockpit of Free- upbringing. What man wouldn't ! TW RAr4CHTHr$ArTtyWOOf4!'
to the provisions of said resolution, an
Wabasha County Deputy Sher- election was held on Ihe 30tti day ot
t
for appraisals of land in the man's T38 jet trainer and struck do that?
iff Everett Lorenz went to Ma- June, 1944, on the question of dissolving
Shive Road area. These would the astronaut in the face.
"I am proud Lee Harvey Osschool district, and that a majorizeppa this morning to continue seld
BIG GEORGE
ty of the votes cast at said election
be in connection with the ciFlights of geese were ob- wald didn't want to take things
ware in favor of dissolving said school
investigation
of
an
accidental
ty 's proposal that eastern lim- served flying close to the from those Russian friends of
and having th* territory embracshooting in that vicinity Sunday . dlsfrlcf
ed therein attached to other existing
its of the flood control sys- ground that day, and workers at Marina 's. He wanted to support
school
districts
or unorganlied territory
Mrs. Harold Dierkhissing , as provided by law.
tem be altered to encircle more the crash scene reportedly his wife himself . That shows
Mazeppa
was
injured
while
out
,
NOW THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED,
land than originall y planned. found feathers among the principle. And where did he get
with two young sons and was That the hearing be held on said Certhat principle? From his mothThe city has asked for place- wreckage.
tification at a mealing or said Board
wounded by a gun in the hands at th* Court House In the Cily ol Winona
ment of the dike approximately
Freeman , 34 , was approach- er!
said County, on Monday the 7th day
oi one of them, Sheriff Ed La- In
"I am taking an unpopular
on the old Great Western rail- ing Islington Air Force Base for
of December, 1944, at 2:00
P.M.,
ger said. He received the call at which tlma and place o'clock
way grade, more than a half- a landing when , at 300 to 500 position but at least I sleep well.
this Board
will
hear
all
persons
Interested,
and
at
1:40
p.m.
mile east of Mankato Avenue. feet , the canopy of his swept- If this is what I must do , 1 will.
their evidence *nd argumanla, tor and
today
or
tomorrow
If
anybody
The first plan drawn by the wing craft suddenly flew off .
Mrs. Dierkhissing was taken against dissolving said Common School
District No. 254/. of Winona County, Minwanted to do away with me , 1
corps would have located the The plane crashed nose down.
to St. Mary 's Hospital, Roch- nesota.
,500
(eel
would
at
least
know
1
had
spodike 1
east of and parester. (
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, That
notice of said hearing be giver by Iho
ken and not had my mouth
allel to Mankato Avenue in the Hatteras Submarine
publication ot this order for one week
closed as my son 's was.
Shive Road vicinity. The corps
prior lo said hearing In tht newspaper
(First Pub. Monday, Nov, >, 19441
known as tht Winona Daily News, pub"My evidence would support
will determine whether values Canyon Confi rmed
Stale of Minnesota I ss.
lished and printed In seld Co-j nty; by
tie fact that there was more
of the land protected are sufthe posting of <oples thereof In Common
County of Wlnone ) In Probate Court
( AP ) - The
,
DURHAM
N.C.
No. 15,105
School District No. 2547, proposed fo be
than one assassin. I think Lee
ficient to justify constructio n
In R* Estate ef
dissolved, al least ten days before said
of the levee at the easterly lo- first direct evidence confirming was a patsy. 1 think President
Anna Banke, also known as Ann lank* day of hearing ; and by the milling of
ant) Anna A. Strike, Decedent.
copies thereof fo Ihe Clerk of Ihe
cation . Aldermen believe the existence of the "Il.ittern.s sub- Kennedy was a victim of people
Order lor Hearing on Petition
above named school district and to Ihe
area has future industrial park marine canyon " was reported in the State Department, I think
¦stale
to
Sell Reel
Clerk of each adlolnlng schoo l district
by Duke University scientists we have a good government but
possibilities.
Tha representative *- ol said eitate and tha Commlseloner of Education, etc ,
having
filed
herein
Sunday,
petition
to
sell
at least ten daya before said day of
t here are, as in any business, a
*
certain real estate described In seld hearing, at provided by law ,
Dr. Robert Menzie. >, director few corrupt people in governpetition;
THE COUNTY BOARD OF
Marquette Frosh
of tbe university 's oceanogra- ment. Thank God, Lee Oswald
IT IS ORDERED, That tht hearing
WINONA COUNTY, MIMNESOTA
thereof
be
had
on
December
2,
1944,
at
By AOOLPH SPITZ6R,
phy program, said sonar sound- had a mother. They didn 't bank
Shock Varsity
11:30 o'clock AAA , belore this Court
Ch airman
ings from the university re- on her when they planned this.
In the probate court room In the court Attest:
MH.WAUKFK 'V - Mar- search shi p Kastwat 'd indicated It '
house in Winona, Minnesota, and that
RICHARD SCHOONOVER ,
s frightening to think what
notice hereof be given by publication
County Audilor,
quettte 's Al Melinite hurdly Ihe chasm in the Atlantic Ocean would have happened
of mli order In tht Winona Daily News
if I had
could be blamed today (or wish- floo r off Cape llatterns is severand by mailed notice as provided by
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. 14, 1»44 )
kept quiet like my sons and
law.
ing he was slarliii R his second al hundred feet deep and may Marina. "
Stata of Minnesota ) ss.
Dated October 2», 1*44 .
) In Probate Court
County of Winona
year as bn.sketb.il) .coach of (he be several hundred miles long.
E. D. LIBERA,
No. 13,»2>
"I have had no help from any
Probate Judge.
Warriors instead of his first .
In
Biteta
el
ft*
The canyon has been an ob- groups, " said Mrs . Oswald "No ,
(Probate Courl Seal)
free; ffartman Jr., Decadent .
McGuirc saw plenty of younj; ject of speculation tor more I' ve been all alone,
Brehmer and McMahon,
I' ve done
Order for Hearani en Petition for Admin
Attorneys for Petitioner .
(alent but most of it was nn than 20 vears.
islretion, Umlll-t Time te file Claims
every hit alone. "
"Okay
—
NOW
what
did
I
do?"
and for Haarlnt Tfieree***
tho Marquette freshman .squad
(First Pub. Monday , Nov . 1, 1H4)
Hetel f . Hertmen, hevlng f||*d herein
Saturday night as the yearlin g
MARK TRAIL
State
of
Minnesota
j
».
a petition tor general administration
By Ed Dodd
County of Winona I In Probate Courl
elating that said decedent died Intestate
Warriors shocked Ihe vaisil y 7(1
No 15, an
and praying thai Haiel F. Hartman he
6(i in (he annual pre - season
In Re Iilete at
appointed administratrix 1
Pfilille S. Phosks/, Decedent.
IT IS ORDERED. That Ihe hearing
game before a crowd of 5,7(Kl
Order far Hearlnf eti final Account
thereof be had en December t, 1*44, al
at the Arena.
and Petltien for Distribution.
11 30 o' clock A M , before this Court In

Tiirife Stops for Some

Nearly a Year Since
Kennedy Assassination

.

.

WINONA*

Engineers Ask
Land Appraisals

Crash of
Astronaut's
Plane Probed

Mazeppa Woman
Shot Accidentally

——-—--————»—^___ ____

ON WRONG PRAIRIE
PRKTTY PRAIRIE . Kan. I *I
Cecil Sieberl went to his field
to sow wheal and found the job
already taken
Eric Zachariii s told Sieberl he
had been hired to sow the
wheal
After further conversation it
dev eloped that 7,achari«8 was
working in the wrong field. Sieberl hadn 't hired anyone.

i

i

—

_

.

—

The representative of the above named
a*r«t» having filed her llnat account and
petition for itlllemtnl and allowance
thertol and for distribution to Ihe per
eons thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, thai Ihe hearing
Ihereol be hen on December J, l«»4,
at 11 o 'clock A M , before '*>li Court
In Ihe probate courl r oom n Ihe court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be given by publication ol
Ihl*. order In Ihe Winona Dally News
and by mailed notice •* provided by law
Dated October .6, I'M
E, 0. LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
Dennis A. Challten,
Afrorney for Petitioner,

the probate court room In tt»s court
house In Winona, Mlnnesotai thai ihe
time within which creditors of aald
decedent may file their clelms be llm
Ited lo four martins from the data hereof ,
and that the claims so filed IH heard
on
March If, IMV at 10:30 o'clock A.M..
1
1 before Ihls Court In the probate court
room In Ihe court house In Winona.
! Minnesota, and that notice hereof be
given by publication of this order in
the Winona Dally News end by mailed
notice as provided by law.
Dated November 12, IM4.
E. O. LIBERA,
Probate Judge,
(probete court Mel)
Harold J. t'bers,
. Attorney for petitioner .

Want Ads
Sta rt Here

= ==

j -- _____==5S=___:_=-s=s=-s-S
NOTICE

This newspaper will !»• /»»5B"'"»«J
for only one incorrect Insertion «
any dnilfltd advertisement pub*
Cntdt
llr*ed in ¦"• Want Ad section.

ySr «d and call J»i If • «>«••*
titan must be med«.

==3
__S_=__=_==============

BUND AOS UNCALLED FORE-4>, 10, 13. '». *»' » •' a-

4

Lot.! and Found

LOST—IMS class ring, blue atone, Initial*
N. H., led In washroom new Country
Kitchen, Sat. night. Reward . Tel. 7141
after 5. ,
,

1

Ptr-onals

BLANCHE MacPHERSON, Ipeneev rtg.
Istered corsetlere. will be at the Winona Hotel, Wed. end Thurs., Nov. II end
' ¦
It.
.
THE proven carpel cleaner Blue Luelre
Is easy on the budget. Restores forgotten colors. Rent electric shampootr, II.
'
R. D. Cone Co.
HAVEN'T seen any of the returning Let
Vegas conventlonaires. Could It be they
were reluctant to appear In those barrels they were wearing when they stepped off the plane? Ray Meyer, Innkeep*
ar, WILLIAMS HOTEL.
THE Morgan Bldg. house* our shop, foe*
wit repair be sure and step. W. Bat*
singer tailor, oott W. 3rd.
THE MODERN HOSTESS doesn't knot*
herself out preparing a maal lie
guests .
. she picks up the phone
and makes arrangements with us to do
the work and worrying. Why don't you
get smart, too? RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 12» E. 3rd. Open 24 houra «
day* except Mon.
~
~ ~
ARE vdU A PROBL_M lDRINKERTMan or woman your drinking create*
numerous problems, if you need and
want help, contact Alcoholics Anonymous. Pioneer Group c/o General Delivery, Winona. Minn.
~'
TWsSES^ABOOfAINAL BE- Te
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS

GOLTZ PHARMACY

17a E. 3rd

T<l. .547

Busifiou Service*

14

LET YOUR PROFESSIONAL rug cleaner
reblnd worn edges of rugs and carpets.
Attempts at do-it-yourself trimming of
such edges only result in greater unraveling. WINONA RUG CLEANIN»
SERVICE,' 116 W . 3rd.

Plumbing, Roofing

21

KEN-WAY electric SEWER CLEANINO
JERRY'S PLUMBING
Tel. *3t4
tr.7 g. 4rh

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewers and drains '
Tel. 9509 or 6434
I year guarantee

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service

Special truck. Sanitary <• Odorlee*
G. S. WOXLAND CO.
Ruintord, Minn.
Tel. 144-9.41
THERE IS NOTHING Ilka a bad "youdld-ir-yourselt" plumbing job to put
your-happy home in en uproar. Save
yourself plenty of household work and
expense by letting an expert do the lob,

Frank O'Laughlin

PLUMBING It HEATING
2tV E. Srd
Tel. 3WI
COMPLETE PLUMBING
Hydronlc Heating Service

SANITARY

PLUMBING J. HEATINO
let E, 3rd St.
Tel. V»

H«fp Wanted—Femal*

26

Help Wanted—Male

27

~
RELIABLE, mature girl or woman to
help mother of 7 with housework, end
the 2 children not in school, for 2 or
3 hours each morning except Sat,
and Sun. Near west Slh shopping center. 7el. 8-2315 after 6 on Fri. or anytime Sat. and Sun,
REGISTERn=b"llURSE, Licensed PracTicel Nurse, Practical Nurse. Apply at
Watkln's Home. Tel. 8-2944.
LIGHT HOUSEWORK for adults In small
town, near Winona, no cooking, could
be filled by elderly lady, room, board
and wages. Write E-24 Daily News.
SECRETARY wanted for downtown retall store, experienced middle aged
woman, some bookkeeping; shorthand
essential. Salary open, paid vacationsgroup Insurance plan available. Wrlta
E-25 Dally News.
BABYSITTER—5 days a weekTtollve In,
by working mother. Tel. 9578 after 4:30.
FOREIGN U.S. employment. Big contructlon prolects. All trades. Salaries up to
S1.600 monthly with travel evpenses and
extras. Write only: Foreign U.S. Employment Bureau, Depf. 72«, P.O. Box
977, Portland, Maine.
YOUNG MARRIEb~ manr^resently workIng 2nd shift, tor permanent part time
local work, no selling, inquire B. >l.
Olson, Box 220, La Crosse .
_
"GVade
MAN TO OP¥RATE
A^air"ylarm.
Wrlle E-15 Dally News,
GOOD MAN, experienced In woodwork
and cabinet making, No outside work.
Must be Intorested In steady Year
around employment, Write E-22 Dally
News.

I
MMEDIATE
EMPLOYMENT

TWO MARRIED mon, nge 21 lo 40, lor
top-notch sales route opportunity. 1100
per week plus exocnues during training
for .nert looking for SA les career. Send
applle-inns to E-23 Dally News.

BE YOUR
OWN BOSS
We have a good downtown
service s t a t i o n location
available that has been eistablwhed for over 20 years.
For the right man , a mini,
mum investment will be required.
Tel . 4140 for an appointment. A s k for
Pct«r Makincn , Marketing Representative.

Mobil Oil Co.

H«lp—Male or Femal*
28
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BABYSITTING done l n tt )y home ,
during
the dey, Tel B- l/ n.
"•
^
'

Buitoeti Opportimltiei

. LOCKER PLANT

37

~

Good gomi? business for
sale. Retiring. Tel . Holmen
LAfi-20.12 between « and 5;
LA6-3591 nfter n .

'FULL OR PART TIME
BUSINESS
exclu, !.-, ,„.„ ..J™™ to h«ndl,, .„
mvlce allows ,01*11 bu 'iness firmly*
honor ov«. /o million c,«d,l
1'^
JM?
0
'« «w ».cludinu malor 0.1
vr r^ **
card, *,.., 0uar„nTet
P y
,
? M m
.
T
?T
n
porumitY 10 «*.,„ ^;
™
'i °n.
;
p
month. At lots! Slim\Jl,
, *r
"l-lrM
.
Renewfll, and b<W,eH„.?.. .
[
••curtly and ^ZT u0 \a,TS,
1
r
personal Interview .
°
.L°
* , r,V- M. ? JOnn
Heeler, N-lion-l OMI
V
¦
OH 107J, 4.,, M.Mo^
"' P °'
t.l'f
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Good Thlnga to Eat

STRICTLY BUSINESS

68 Houtta far tele

99 Went**,—Reil Estate

APPLEST~nost popular varieties ¦at rea- THREB BEDROOMS, living room, dlnhifl
neffl, new kitchen, well-te-well carpet*
Nntbli prices. Buy them at f>. A.
Kre«i«, "«ree»y Aerei". I. en new
im< eomWfWfUfi wlndewi ana doexs,
oil hot water heat, good location. Til.
Hwy. 14-41.
baaitllb --Hie - oe- r—y, ord.7, »U«,
from now until Nov. Tt. OeraW Thomei. 4IAUTMW, modirn home, eesf"central,
Rt, i, Arcedle, wis. Ttl, O-'-H,
ewtrf large lot, 112,000, Modern J-tswnlly home, east central* large garaoa
•olf«6fe far BUSmess, Fountain cify. Ko.
Drive, beautiful view of the riv•nare
MILLION^ of rugs hive been cfeanS
er, it-room, .-family MUM. Wr trontwith Blue metre. It's America's (Innf,
14,MX>.
rent terme. Coiy l-roem
•ge,
Rani aiaclrlc thamootar. $1. H. Cheat*
cottage, eeit «h. only U4J0, «ety
•
1 CO,
terms c. Shank, HOMEMAKIM'I ¦*
CHANOB, HI I
, iri It
Muaical

HouMhetd ArrM tt

67

Mtrchandlaa

1
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We Service and Stock
Needles for All
RECORD PLAYERS

Hardt's Music Store
¦
HI 6. 3rd *>t.

.

GUITARS
Tops '
In
Frets

2

"What's

the first thing I'm going to do on retirement?
I'm going to hock this watch!"

8*11 watches end other |ewe|ry through the Dally News Classified Ads.
Call W21.

BuilnwijOpporrunlfiti

37 Logi, Posti, Lumber

~
~
V BKY good Our Own Hardware, wilh
heating and plumbing. Good terms.
LADIES' end Men's clothing store, a
dandy. Good terms.
TAVERNS.
Locker plent , Grocery
store. See us.
0. L. AUTH, REALTOR
-urtnd, Wl».
'
'
Tei\j OR , 2-ltor

Monty tc loan
40
tdans - Insurance Real Estate

FRANK WEST AGENCY
tfl Lafayette St.
r«l. B*S
(Next to Teliphont Office)

LOANSM?'

PLAIN MOTf-AUTO- FUHNITUM
Tg|. J|IS
170 I, Jrd
Hit, e A ,m, t» j p.m., let, a a.m. fo noon

Dogs, P»1i, Suppllo

a42

TWO WALKER open trailing ^aenhevniiT.
Donald Welyorton, Lewiston, Minn, Ttl.
2832.
PUREBRED German Shepherd police
pups. Puppy shots given, 1 weeks old.
Dr. Austin, 40* N, 3rd, La Crescent,

__ Mlnn.

¦

~
HOUNDS FOR SALE-Red Bone and
Blue Tick. Irvin Solberg, Blair, Wis,

Hoc.*,, Cattla, Stock

43

~
~
W-ANBD P"iGS-JO. Roberl »iett, I miles
W. ot Wilson on Hwy, 43.
_
—
POLAND CHINA ' boersriitte7 mafe« fo
Wlnone County 4-H Champion gilts,
Roger Soynton, Lewiston, Minn. Tel,

wit-

PU*B»R5D Verkshlre boars, sired by
1?«J Minn. Champion. Priced to sell.
Wesley Kendall, Lewiston, Minn. '
HBSTBR
•F
WHITE BQAR-iervieeaple
age. Herman Pull. Fountain city, Wli.

Duitoc RO'AsToig. MrsikhiiTend'loil,

Chatfield, Minn.. (Pilot Mound).
HOLSTEIN HEIPER calves, J, excellent
quality, from artificial breeding, Harvey Rlilow, Lewiston, Minn., (Pre*
¦' ¦ ¦
'
_ mont__
__
head
steers,
yearling
HEREFORD*--,
30 head bred heifers. 48 feeder calves.
Elmer Johnsen. Mondovi. Wit. Tel.
_ 926-33«.^ _____
GOOD DUROC SOWS-15, second litter,
bred bttki alio 1 purebred Ouroe
boar. Darrel J. Lund, Whalan, Minn.
Tel. 467-2284.
^UffEBRED DUROC ' boira r~ va"cclri»fed
lor Cholera and Erysipelas. M. W.
Jryi!tse,_ St__ Ch«rle», Minn.
SUCKING CALV6S, 13, 5 Hereford
fleers, t Holstein Angus mix. William
Ousne, Lewiston. Tel. 3826.
REGISTERED po'lied" Hereford bulls,
weight 1,000 lbs. Reasonable. Clem Burrichter, Wabash*. Minn, Tel. M5-430J.
P II REBRKD Puree boars, also L«ndrace
hoars. Clifford Hoff, Lanseboro, Minn.,
(Pilot Moumd),

NOTICE TO
LOGGERS & FARMERS
I am now buying logs delivered at yard on Hwy. 16.
(across from Club 16), 2
miles west of Rushford. Will
pay cash for all logs delivered, Also top prices paid for
standing timber and log on
akida.
MERLIN SCHEEVEL
Associated with
ErickBon Hardwoods
Onalaska, Wis,

Articles for Sale

OK USED FURNITURE STORE
.73 E. Srd St.
Wa Buy
We Sell
Furnlfure—Antiques— Tools
and other items
T«1. 8-37(n

wew

SALE

(With Shoxln,
kills In U mlnutoj)

$1.98

Wed., Nov. 18
1:00 P.M. SHARP.
Calves, Yearlings, 2-year-olds
Steers and Heifers
Also Brood Cows
Fresh Native Cattle
All Breeds
Choi ce 4-H Club Calls
Buyers — 1000 head or more
to select from.
Consigners—Yard Room
and Buyers Demand
to Handle Twice
This Number
No Veal or Slaughter
Cattle at This Sale
Regular Sales Every Friday
12:00 Noon

LANESBORO
SALES COMMISSION
Minnesota
Lanesboro,
Hwy. 16 - Ph. 467-2192
or Ph, 467-2190

44

"
DBKALB 20 weaiTold pullets , fully vaccinated, Htjt-ii controlled, raised on slat
floors. Available year around, SPELT?
CHICK HATCMBRV , Rolllnoolone. Minn
Tei, etw aj ii,

46

" "
H0L S TEIN~1PRINOIN0 COWS and hell
era want**), alio open ant brad hell
ers. E. E. Gremolsbach, Inc., Lewlslon.
Minn. Tel 4161
LEWISTON SALES BARN
A real g.o«i auction martial for vow
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
Week, hops bouoht avary Hay Trucks
available, Wale Thurs. lei. 766).

Farm Implement.

48

MINNEAPOLIS MOLINE Model B corn
aheller, late model, A-l condition. Silas
Ho/land, L tnttboro, Mlrm,
Sec »ir nevT ij lb model XI 12.
HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
AUTO El ECTRI f IBRVICB
Tel. Mto
2nd & jonnson

NEED PARTS
For a New Idea Model
Horse Manure Spreader?
We are dismantling one.
KOCHEN DERFER & SONS
Fountain City , Wis .

'
pp tiuim TTsod
__

9
S Z^

OUARANTBBD top quality black dirt
HAL VBR SON OROI
fei. «4W or 4173

Hey, Grain, Feed
—

50

a50D Q U A t f f Y May-tor sal* al rny
plr.ce. Daniel Walske, Oalenville, Wis,,
(Centervllid).

of Banjos.

Ask a bout ins tru ction
classes .

HAL;^^ARD
Guitar Center

TED MAIER DRUGS
^
DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS

OTENVIBW ROAD 13'5f-com(orleble 3bedroom home with attached gir»«e,
carpeted living room, built-in oven and
burners, full basement, all city utilities,
beautiful yard and view.
~
~
INCOME PROPERTY for saTe' or trade.
6 units, city of Spring Valley. City water and sewer modern. Has additional
land. Will sacrlllce for 112,000.
CORNFORTH REALTY
La Crescent, AAlnn.
Tel. W5 3I04
FOURTH W 71«-Well bullt7T"roonis;
full bath, full basement, new gas farnace, large lot and parage, will finance
on easy terme.

Frank West Agency

BURKE'S

65

oeT yoiir winter potatoes now. Cobb lers,
Kennebec, Sebaoo Huuet* , Durbanli
Russets. Wlnon * potato MKt., UK Mkt.
CHOICE OEESE, ducks, dra*«e(l beat
Clarence Butch. (Mediant Valley, ot
Tel. TUt. lay* thla ed.

ir Tractor Tires
SHOP NOW A T

W . 5th & RR . Tracks
Old "W agon Work s" Bldg.

NYSTROM'S

Once in a Lifetime
Opportunity
This ear actually came
from a school teacher. It'a
sharp, has low mileage and
Is priced right .

'59 RAMBLER

4*4oor custom. * cylinder,
automatic tranimisslon, radio, heater.

*<»-e-<e-aae-a

Rooms Without Meals
SLEEPING
ROOM for
worke rs . 1005 W. 6II\.

86

construction

96

98

)0 Mli.'na from" winorw.'" .J0-ecre larrn
with 10 ecres of real good tillable land.
Large modern house, Good barn, milk
house arid other neceseary building*.

NEAR NODINE, reduced for quick sole
with poctf terms. )30 acres with about
60 tillable, All modern, completely remodeled house, Oood modern bern with
barn cleaner, Immedlnle possession,
MINN , LAND 8. AUCTION SRRV,
I
I
I Walnut. Tel. f-1710, affer hours 7114

22
'

-*a-_*a*"»a-»iiw-

' "

.

FINE USED

\ /

choosa

'rom

Y

$898

VENABLES

78 W. 2nd
Tel. MHl
Op«n Prl. Evenings

V___i^<rtTvitoitTi
-^Mobil*^Homat,
Tel. 23K
105 Johnson
Open Monday and Friday
Nights Until 9:00

WALLET
PLEASERS
1962 BUICK
Electra 225

I

U

'*^'*m*i¥*fW

USED

I

I
1

\
¦
I

¦

'63 COMET 6

Houac Trailer ,
completely modem,
good condition.

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
"BREEZY ACRES"
South on New Hwy. 14-fll
Open Saturday Afternoons

¦ir SALES ft

I
I

\
¦

I
I

Open Mon. & Fri. Eve.
Srd k Mankato Tel. 8-3649

¥ AufVit* W "HH" •• RtMMU CWtMT*
Crwrwr. *m H. Vi mtw. f. U
Trwfl PwtvarnfiH. 0. 'aMim.«**•
Wl m H«tk«, MMfNmMT) Mtawfy
Crtdit Inc.* cttrk,

NOVnr-tuM. if «•«, 1 mtta S. al

Burr Oift an Hwy, n, than » mil*
B. Arlintf limry m HX*\a Parry,
owmrt) Erickson I Knudtan, war
tlwiMri/ Thora tain Co.. ctark.

NOV. 30—Fri., »;» i,m. HouaahoW i
Antlqua Auction, 314 Columbia Ave.,
Mondovi, Wl». Mrs. Hattli Gllman, owner: Jim Helke, auctioneer ; Northern
Inv., Co. , clerk.
~
NOV. _1-S_t.7"i p.m! A(#7HlO»a a Furniture Auction, 3rd St. _ Hwy. M,
Tremptatcau. Clara Slawart Batata,
owner.i Kohner a Engllih, auctlonearii
Arlld In-aellen, clerk,
NOV. 21—Stat., 11 a.m. 34_ miles N. af
Mabel oei Hwy. <J or 10 miles S. ef
Rushford on «. Mn. Granville Teneaidahl. owner ; Howard Knudsen, auctioneer; Thwp Salea Ct.< clerk.

WED. NOV. 18, 10:30 A.M. SHARP

We're
Determined

Two sets of buildings, not modern , fair condition;
148 acres crop land, balance pasture. Most of crop i_nd
lays good and is good, productive type soil. Farm may
be sold as an 80-acre tract and a 157-acre tract if purchaser so desires, or as one parcel of 237 acres.
Farm is In Sec . 24, Twp. 102 N, Range 9 west, and
in Sec. 13, Twp. 102 N, Range 9, west of the 5tli P.M.
TERMS : 10% of the purchase price down day of sale.
Balance upon delivery of deed and abstract showing merchantable title but not later than March l, 1965. Possession
March 1, 1965.
Farm .to sell to highest bidder subject to approval
of probate court of Fillmore Co.
PETER E. ROSHEIM ESTATE *
CORANDA ROSHEIM ESTATE
Delone Fossum, Administratrix. Frogner & Wieantr, Attorneys for the Estates, Harmony, Minn. Sale conducted
by Lyle Erickson Real Estate and Auction Company,
Cresco, Iowa. Phone 547*3700.
Auctioneers: Lyle Erickson and Howard Knudsen

1—To sell you the best used
ears for less.
2—To give you the best deal
and service obtainable.
8—To satisfy you to your
satisfaction.

'59 OLDSMOBILE

Dynamic 88
4-door sedan, tu-tone red
and white, g r e y interior,
Eower s t e e r 1 n g, power
rakes, automatic transmission, V-8, whitewall tires,
one owner, owner's name on
request.
$1195

REGISTERED HEREFORDS POLLED AND HORNED

W A LZ

598 HEAD SALE
Wednesday, November 18

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Friday Nights

10:00 A.M.

—

Stratford,

Wisconsin

EQUITY CO-OP SALES PAVILION
j A ^g ^A ^A Maf&Sfa
^m t- OFFERING-

gf 6 Proven Herd
^^^^^^^ HK
Prospects —All
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Over 30O Brood Cows—mostand
with calf side
ly
at
bred
Doon Cattle will

^Aam mam ^JS ^wW^ CLEAN PEDIGREES — All Bonnie
have clean pedigree to the best of our knowledge .

^^^^r^^ff^l^

'60 VOLKSWAGEN

62 METEOR V-8

'60 CHEVROLET

LORVAIR
Now being checked over in our

shop. Try to beat our price.

!
(
11
.

JAW
JM

(l
\ A
\ 1

\¦

::

j

PREGNANCY EXAMINED - For your safeguard all
cows in this sale will be pregnancy examined and the
results will be announced by the auctioneer.
ADDED FEATURE — As an added f eature we otf er
for sale H . Colorado Return, our main herd sire and
Champion of the 1961 Wis. Futurity and Reserve Champion
of the 1960 Wisconsin State Fair. He is without question
one of the best Hereford Bulls in the state and probably
one of the best in the country as was proven by his show
record. We will be showing his latest production this
month at the International Livestock Exposition in Chicago.
ADDED ATTRACTION - As an added attraction ,
we are dispersing the old CHARLEY WARD POLLED
HEREFORD herd; consisting of approximately 120 polled
cows, most of which have calves at side and are bred
back.
BONNIE DOON FARMS
]50O Merrill Avenue
Wausau, Wisconsin
Phone 845*2003 or 842-3898

Auction Sale

i,

i Located 4V_ miles north of Eyota; 5ft miles south of Elgin, ]
?i Minnesota. On Highway No , 42,

| Friday, November 20

STARTING AT 12:00 NOON SHARP - NO DELAY.
¦5
27 Holstein Milk Cows , some have freshened recently
%
'59 RAMBLER 6
'61 FALCON
:l
and
some to freshen . . . 7 Holstoin heifers , bred . . . fl
Station Wagon with overdrive.
IJ
Deluxe 4-door model , standard
% Holstein Heifers, (>-12 mo , old . . . :. Holstein Steers, 6*_
I mo, old . . . 14 Holstein Barn Calves . . . 12 Feeder Pigs
1 ^
M
transmission for maximum
Good mechanical condition.
t , . . Van-Vetler Hulk Milk CoolinR Tank , 300 gal. . . . 2
New paint job.
economy, radio. Only
I if
* Surge Milk Buckets , . . Surge Milker Pump and Motor ,
$795
$995
ffi
? BH:i . . . Stainless Steel Double Wash Tank . . . Mar*
'¦*: quelle Electric Hot Water Heater , 50 Ral. . . . Electric
i If
'59 STUDEBAKER 6
i Milk House Healer . , . MM Ford Tractor , Model "NNA"
i Golden Jubilee . . . Kord Hear Mounted Cultivator . . .
/ If
Lark Conch Model , standnrd
I I
transmission . Lots of enr for the
|Ferguson Tractor Mower , l i t . . . , Tractor Ileal Houser
i\ , , . Case 3-bottom Plow , 10-inch , on rubber . , . Mc*
|Cormick Wheel Type Tandem Disk, 10-ft., No, 37 . . .
I John Deore .-row tractor Corn Planter , No. 21)0 , . . John
|Deere Tractor Manure Spreader , Model N , PTO, good
|condition . . . Specialty All Purpose Elevator , 40-ft , PTO
I 1
Buy With Confidence at Winona's Automobile
I , , . Portable Feed Bunk , 4x12 ft. . . . 2 Galvanized Stock
« ¦ I Tanks . . . Hound Galvanized Hog Feeder, 12*hole . . . 3
Super Market — We Always Advertise Our Prices
I Portable llog Houses , fix in ft . . . ?, Hog Coops . , . Quan*
S tity of Home Sawed Lumber . . . 12 Oak Panels . . .
B Bull-Dozer Electric Fencer , like new . . . A few small
B tools . . . 600 Bushels of Ear Com . , . 3500 Bales of
|Alfalfa Hay . . . 5!>0 Bushels of Outs . . . 35 Feet of Corn
I Silage in Silo . . . 500 Bulcs of Straw . . . This sale start!
IM
Ford—Lincoln—Mercury—Comet
1 on the Hour.
Winona L*l
4th & Main
nONAU) TRADl/P , CUNNINGHAM and
P
7l
YKAIUSLEY, OWNERS
Open Friday Evening nnd Saturday Afternoon
I
,
Auctioneers
. . . Klgln State Bank , Clark
k
Mans
LMaas

{ Owl Motor Co. //
1
I
\

N, a* It. Xh arlax ga 14. Hm t N|llM
w. wtltar CtiMl, nmari Ktfwwr *
Tm«ny, wMtltMtrai TMra t«lM C*w
fl#rk.

the late Peter E. Rosheim and Coranda Roshelm , the
following described real estate will be sold at public
auction at tha farm located 8 miles north then 5 miles
east of Mabel, Minn., or 3 miles northeast o( Amherst,
or 3 miles south ol Highland, or 12 miles northeast ef
Harmony, on

l

I
I
I
I

Bvtrttf 4, Kanm

ill wiimjt TI. Mnmtor ham m*
&ov.—ir-Tuw. un* %m\ tVhi wlfii

¦Real -Estate ' Auction ' ¦
237-ACRE FARM — In order to settle the Estate of

HAMBLER f

Nic« appearing, good running,
lots ol transportation for your

mission. Drives like a new car.

MfrT*i__fltM

Land & Auction Salts

¦
mmmmmmmmmmmmmi

WitsiON A ujq^
~\ DODOE

Coach model. One we sold new,
still sparkles. Save on this fine

Deluxe 4*door model, econornical V-8 engine, automatic trans-

i¦¦—--»^_-^p«

NOV. »-Frl„ 1J noon, 4(4 mllta N. of
Byota, JVi mllaa S. d Bilgln, Minn., an
Hwy. 42. Donald TrldWP, Cunnlnnham
and Ytanlay, ownertf Meat 1 M««i,
Auctlofitert, Eloln ttaf Bank, clerk.

24 FT. ZEPHER

4-door sedan, radio, heater,
power steering, automatic
transmission, w h i . t e w a l l
tires, 6,500 actual miles,
This car is guaranteed tor
3 years or 43,500 miles.

COMPACTS SAVE YOU MONEY

J

¦ i¦
I
I

Trailar* 111 NOV. ] t-\Nad. 1 p.m. 4 mtlM N. •*
¦
Mondovi on Hwy. tl, Ihtrt Vt mil* .
CdYLiaMoblleTHoma lalta, Hwy. 1441.
an cmti Trunk B. C««1H Ayanm
next to Krause impi. Mt the beautiful
Bittti, wimari jhn H«ili«« «M(KfiHr(
new 10' and |]' wide mobile homes.
Oattway Cradlr Inc., dork.
Alsa used. Open til • p.m. Mon, 1hru
'
Set.
NOV. i»-Wad. 10:30 i.m. RNI BattM
I
Auction, I milt* N„ than I mllaa .
RED TOf» Hwy. al Mobile Home Sales
of Mabti, Minn. Pttar Roadalm A Car*
lee ira before you buy. We tall qualBrick*
ownan;
anda
Roshaim
Bitatti.
ity and price 10 years it trailer deal
ton t, Knudaan, luctlenatri) LV<t
Int*. Hwy. 41 near Aoodvlew Wafer
Erlekion Eatata a, Auction C*. oa»»*
Tower. Tel. Ha.4.
ducting ula.
HUNTiRI, VACATIOMHRS - Heated
pickup Camper* end travel trailers tor NOV. it-Thurs„ 11:30 a.m. I mllaa S.I.
rent or sale. uBAHY'I Buffalo city
et Eau Clalra an Si, Alfctrt M»rHw,
owner; Waltar Zack, luctlonMf I North*
Tel. Cothrane i4HS«,
_^
arn Inv. Ca., clerk.
:

'63 PLYMOUTH
Belvedere

J|j»v\nrv Y1>
w

^jWrMM^ k^yA,^. \
^JWMK3&^
U
II

1

"-«

\y r

.

-HH-HHH-H-I

INCORPORATED
450 W. 3rd
let. 1847

¦

—

Sam Weisman & Sons

Farms, Lend for Sale

FURNITURE MAF1.T
3rd and Franklin Sts.

IQt

FORD - lfi7 *4oor, V^, «oreTor-etlc
drive, priced right. Norman W, Fee,
Uiad Cart
109
Auctltn fat—
Mabel, Minn,
¦
~
Xivm' KOrTHilp " ". ' "
CHEVROLET, l»», »-cyllnder, iTandard STUDENT must sell. 1936 Chevrolet Bel
4-door,
Air,
power
steering,
brakes,
AUCTiONB«a
, CHV M« MM Pmamaa
transmission, 5-door ; l»3e Chevrolet staand bonatd! St' ufcwly TK iUnar
?ood tires, no rust, (295 or meke offer.
tion wagon, e-cyllnder, atandard transE. Itti tntl Llfctrty). Ta\,_tm.
_.
mission, Cook's Auto Body, Goodview, _ el. _794«.
between t end i.
RAMBI.aR-.1MI No. 77o 44eer seelan, AUCTION!* I Havma^'
xhamHrnT m
_
lixtoe mllee. ferfett co-dition, wm
Omtnl, (VLB L. acta BT, X Haua.
trMt. Ttl. collect Whitehall, wis.
tan, MI-*, tti. m*h m
¦
¦ *m !,*
.
Kl 1-4.14¦
after —¦¦
% p.m,
.
cwwX m mtntai,
-««¦ ¦ ¦
¦'

4-door sedan, radio, heater,
power s t e e r i ng , power
brakes, whitewall tires. This
car is in A-l condition.

c CUO^*

THREE BBDROOM home wanledrilvlng
room, dining room, kitchen, bath. In
good reildenllal taction i It possible,
close lo Junior Senior High School.
Dunne D, Sevnlllue, 1014 Second Ave,,
Fayeltevllle, Tenn,

$99 with Trade

*fc Passenger Tires
it Truck Tires

Frank West Agency

~
TWO-BBDHOOM house, cinlrall7"lo«ated
or on bus line , Tel, 8)319 efter 6.
RE1. IABLK, mefure olrl or women to
help mother ol 7 with housework, and
the j children not In echool, for 2 or
.1 hour* each morn Inn except Sat,
and Sun , Neor west 5th shopping cen
ter. Tel , 8-2315 atler 6 on Fri, or
anytime Sal. and Sun.

7 pc, Chrome Dinette
kingslze table.
42" x 60" x 72"
In white table.
6 tU'tone chairs .

U»t4 Urt

GREAT BUYS ON:

IS YOUR HOME
TOO BIG
OR TOO SMALL?

Wanted to Rant

$77 with Trade

Bargain Center

17] Lafayette St.
Tel. 5240, or 4400 after hours.
Motorcyclaa, Bicycle*
107
8adioi, Telavliiort
71 MANKATO AVE. 41J - modern with 4
'
'"
TRICYCLES—good
selection.
Priced
at
large
rooms
bath,
and
full
basement,
HAV E YO\T SEEN the new lW5>hllco
H.1$ and up. KOLTER BICYCLE SHOP,
new oil furnace, good garage, cxily
TV sets at Plrestone? II not, come in
m Mankato. Tel. 5665.
15,700. will arrange loan with payments
now lor the best deal In town. No
Ilk* rent.
money down, take months to pay
BOY'S BICYCLE-)n "flood " tondltlon.
FIRESTONE STORE, 209 W. 3r<l_
(13.50. ROBB BROS. STORE, 576 E.
4th. Tel. 4007.^
175 Lafayette St.
_^
Tel. $240, or 4400 after hours.
GRADUATE TO A SmW
We have 40 different models on nano
ROBB BROS.
at our store. vVe service all we tell
Motorcycle Shop, 373 E- 4th.
Come in or call WINONA PIRE &
POWER CO.. 5i E 2nd Tel 5065
Tracf'a, Trailer* 108
Trucks,
(Across trom the new perking lot,)
CHEVROLET-1961 %-ton truek7"heefed
Sewing Machines
73
commercial box, low mileage, perfect
~
condition. Reasonable. Victor Emerson,
PFAFF
Zigzag
USED .
sewlng machine
in attractive blond console. WINONA
_ B(e/r. fef. YU a-tU*.
__
SEWINS CO., J51 Huff St. Tel. 9348
CHEVROLET 19S0 %-ton truck, fair j 19SS
We will be glad
Plymouth
2
door.
Reasonable.
060 E.
Stevet. Purnecei, p«rti
75
to make
Mark.
.
FAMOUS ALADDIN kerosene" hVateTs
TRAILERS
A
Free
Appraisal
Low cost heat tor many uses, re
Built . . . Repaired . . . Rebuilt
tmoki, no smell, tt lours on one 9*1
and *bow you homes to
BERG'S, 3»50. W. 4th .
Tel. 4?33
Ion. A carted fish house heater See
INTBRNATIONAL - 1951 1-ton truck,
your
present
needs
meet
demonstration
et
aur
display
room.
•
duals and plallorm; 1 2-horse trailer,
Also 009 or oil heeten, ranges, wa<
without obligation.
fair condition. Kloetzke, 117 Walnut.
ter hiatqrs. service and parts. RANOt
OIL BURN6R CO., 907 e. Ith tt
Used Car*
AFTER HOURS CALL:
Tel. 1479. Adolph Mlch.lowskl,
109
_
~
'
(Wib>
W.
L.
Hetor
8-2181
r#dle,
Typawriters
PONTl
AC-iW
•Vdoorr
heate
77
""
~
automitle
tran-mlsilon. Reasonably
Laura Fish 2118
rV^eWrJTr¥RS and adding machine
priced. Tel.JIM. 101 f. Mb.
tor sale pr rem'. Reasonable rates,
Leo Koil 4581
CHBVROLET, 1MB Bel Air Ww , rafree delivery. See ui for ell your et
dio, heater, V-J, itandsrd transmisflee supplies, desks, Hies or office
Bob Selover 7827
sion, whitewalls, perttct condition, tow
chairs, -urtd typewriter Co. Tet. 523.
mileage, $1,100; 1954 Ford Cuitomllne
_-a__---_av>_-*-->—->—->-•-—
_----_vbUR * ONE-STO'P typewriter "and Busi2-door, V*t, standard tranimisslon,
ness Machine Headquarters. We service
_
radio, heater, whitewall*, excellent conBOB
all types of machines, stock ribbons for
dltlow, t3«0. 4145 W. fth. T«l._ mi
any make and size typewriter. WINONA
^
BUICK, In very good condition; Ford
TYPEWRITE R SERVIC8. tdt E. Iri.
*l«M Vi ton truck, good. Reasonable. «o
Tel. »33tyj,
Tel.
C
»«
E. Mark.
^>
Wanted to Buy
81
120 Center St. FORC—1»5» Oalaxle SOC 4-door hardtop,
A-l shape. Tel, 3371 days,
GLASS SHOWCASE wanted, mlseellan- I
^mWmmWmmmmmmmmmmmWmW guaranteod.
after 3 Tel. Rollingstone MSM4J2.
eoui shelves and display tables Re*.
sonable. Tel. 1-3931.
NASH RAMBLER - ?•cylinder. 4 new
_
"
tlret, motor A-l, SI75. 150 Huff and
«ISCElLANEOUS furr7lfure
wanted and
other Items, children's clothing, must Sale or Rent; Exchange 101 3rd, (on corner). _
be In good condition. Will buy on con'61 CHEVROLET
signment It reasonable. Tel, S-3931 alt- BIGHTH W. 572—I-bedroom house, newly
decorated, new furnace. Inquire at 32f
er 5 p.m.
Bel Air
Center.
TRAPPERS , we will pey top prices for
4-door sedan, V-i, automatic transmission, blue with matching Interior,
muskrat, coon and beaver carcasses.
102 radio, heater.
Must be tit for mink feed. Robert Wanted—Real Estate
~
~
Taylor, 7 miles W. of La Crescent an
WILL PAY HIGH-Sf~CASH PRICE|
Pine Creek Road.
FOR YOUR CITY PROPERTY
" WANTED SCRAP IRON
"
METAU
*
COW HIDES, WOOL
RAW «-(JRS.
HIGHES1 PRICES PAID
(Winona' s Only Real Estate Buyer)
Chrysler - Plymouth
M S, W IRON AND WE TAl CO.
Tel. 638S end /093
P.O. Box 345
Open Aa.onday 4 Friday Nights
207 W 2nd. across Spur Gas Station
ct» your convenience
We Are Now Again Open on Sail.
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON «¦ MET AI
CO. pay. highest prices for scrap
Iron, metals, hides, wool and raw fur
727 W. Ins.
Closed Saturdays
HIGHEST PRICES PAJD
for scrap Iron metals, rigs, hides,
raw lurs and wool I

Thanksgiving
Special

Oeod Thlnga to Cat

%-Vih Bllt llabell 4154, e. A, Abtt am.

Telephone 8-2921

Apartments , Flats
90
~
CENTRAL W Elt-small "modern apf„ !
rooms and both, closet, ground floor,
porch, on bus line. Tel. 8-3952.
Baby Merchandise
69 Y HIRD E7~409-^roorrTlewer apt., pTTvote entrance furnace oil heat. Adults,
~
"
^LA-Yi CRIS iPBCIAL-fuirpanel,
Tel: 4877,
double drop tide, large catlirs. pins- FOUNTAIN
CITV-4 robin ~7pi Avail
tic teething rills on all four sides,
able ai once let 8687 ISol.
•dlustable height metal spring. Compare this with crib* selling for uo FIFTH wr«3vi-S rooms ond^bathrfei.
4741 alter 6 p.m.
Now While they last, J.9.95. 50R
IYJK0W8KI FURNITURE , 301 Man- THREE-RaOA/T hea'ted apt!7 hor~wMer,
kata Ave. Open evenings.
gas, lluhts, stove, retrloerotor furnished. Availnble Dec, 1, Hank Olson, 900
Coal* Wood, Other Fuel 63 E. 7th. _Tel. 3017.
^
6IRCH FIREPLACE wood. G. Buege" TWO-BEDROOM upper opt., alr eondltloncd,
near
State
College,
$130. Tel.
Tel. 8-1.25.
7528.
ORY 'OAK 'BLOCK wood," dry" birch , white
oak (ansa posts. Clarence Tacke, Bluff Garagea for Rant
94
Siding. Tel. 6661-0011.
~
SINGLB OAR A0- ior""rent and hog racks
BURN WOBU FUEI Oil and en ley the
to III '/i-lon pickup truck. Tel. 73)1
comfort ot automatic personal care
d«ys _
Keep full service—complete
Burner
care
Budget plan end gi/nrnnteeit Houus for Rent
9B
price. Order today Irom JOSWICK 'S
EAST END COAL A OIL CO., Wl E. DELUXE 3-bedroom tioms; denMlvlng.
dining room. 13x281 kitchen with built.
8th. Tel. 3389.
In oven, range In Island top, beamed
Furn., Rugs, Linoleum
64 celling*) ceramic bath with vanity ; new
basement,
new gas lurnceo and water
USib FURNITURE-l pc. kltchen ' sulfe,
heater, stool In basement. No small
tiSi full ilie coll spring, 13 BOR
children. »123 on 6 month lease. Tel.
2Y5KOWSKI FURNITURE, 30. Man
<552 evenings,
kato A ve. _
Open evonlnos.
TWO-BBDROOM home7l0 miles N, of Wl
~bREY
USBb
CARPET and pnd for .
nona In Wis. near rlyer. Fireplace,
rooms, 17x17' nnd 12x1. '. 135. 323 W.
knotty p ine, fully Insulated, oil furnace.
King.
S70._ Tel. 019 affer 5
FOR RENT OR SALB wlth 'small down
payment . 3-bedroom house, modern
except heat, new garage. West location, Immediate posaeeslon,
MINN. LAND A AUCTION SBRV.
158 Walnut. Tel. S-3710, •((« hours 7114
POUR-ROOM HOUSin
Centrally located.
7 pc. Chrome Dfnelte
Tel, B-1637

38" x 48" x 60"
white top table.
6 black and white
tu-tone chairs.

FREE APPRAISAL

& CONSULTATIONS
on the iale
of your homt).

Nelson Tire's

"HANK." JEZEWSK I

Ready-mix bait

FEEDER CATTLE

Wanted— L ivestock

57

US^^OFFJCrcTltudant'
s d»sk7"»9.50.
T.I. XMY
.
BABY CRIB. *-y«ar alw; boy 's loys/ figura skates, ilia i. 1110 W, Mark. Tal.
71t0.
. _
\ _
LATEX WALL PAINT-* colors. ».*>
SCHNEIDER
SALES,
alh
St.,
WO
all.
¦
aaivi v*.
OLD MASTERS Liquid wood will modarnl(« and reflnlfft old d»rk itslnwf and
gilnftd furnltura and woodwork without
ramovlng old finish, scraping or bleachlug. PAINT OgPOT, l«; Cw»r tt.
WHY NOT ORDER a Hraprooi Ptotwto
box to protect your legal papari md
bonds? They also mtkf nlca Christmas
gifts. For Information Tet. 7120.
USED TVs, pDrttjbjas and consoles;
also used rafrlperators. 6 i B
¦LBCTR.IC CO,, 1M 6. jrd,
FREEZER SALS now going on, buy
for less. FRANK LILLA t SONS, 7*1
e. ith. Ofwnlwt avani-gi.
Fiberglass TV Irays
Sat of 4 . . . . *7.M
BAMBENEK'S, 9th. - Mankato
¦
"
piaToeR- • ¦• "
GREEN FEEDERS, V4Si hay taeders,
(35 and up. On display at our yard.
Also native lumber. BRUNKOW'S SAW
MILL a LUMBER VARD, Trampe*
leeu, WIS, T«l, tUr4t\*.
WE SELL WINDOW OLASS
ROBB BROS. STORE
Tel. 4007
37* E. 4th

RATICATE

Top selection

CALL US
FOR

be aurt t« IN Shank, HOMIMAKin
CXCHANOC. M. «. Jrd
fy'lUILDlRa^-^bedroot- and iStirmn We will either list it for sale
houses, family rooms, bullt-lns, ceramic
or pure-iaae It outright*
baths, double ••rages. Ttl. 0-10W,
"
_ . 2-5TORV brltk house. 3 bedroor-i.
RESIDENCE PHONES:
New gas heaters, tela Ot room, large
r-amlly kitchen. May he financed with
E. J. Hariart . . . 3973
•1,500 down payment, balance on contract. Madison or St, Ceslmlr 's School
Mary Lauer . . * 4523
district, Ml price ,7,400. A»TS AGENJerry Bertha . . . 8-2377
CY, INC., Realtors, 15* Walnut St. Til.
8-4365 or after hours: E. R. Clay t-7717.
Philip A. Baumann , . . 9540
Bill -label! 4m E. A. Ablt 3H4,
NEW*-) bedroom, large double garasje,
' built-in stove and oven, large cabinet, dining area, gas forced alt hest,
full basement, laundry tubs. Tel, r7t$
or H5W for appointment,
ATTRACTiViU-badroom ""heme. Own601 Main St.
Tel. 2849
er leaving town, Hot water heat
beautiful floor*, oak bullt-lns, all upper plumbing, fenced yard, goreee,
Tires, Parti
104
many other exceptional fixtures. See Acceaiorias,
¦ ¦. ,*.
¦—!»¦¦— ¦¦¦ — - . . ¦
¦— . ¦.
e-ei
- ¦¦*. .
j inyflme aMUO 40tt« er Ttl, K».
F. W-STfjTH tiiitA Iteatlon. Htery, *¦
bedroom heme. Large living room and
¦ t
aam *amaaw >* *nmmMmmmaawtm *aamaaat^amaaaaMnmaaaaaatmam
dining *r»$. An Idtal family home.
Close to Khooli. Oai heat, l-cer «erage. Full bisemenf. Coma In ant lot
us show you this fine buy. ARTS
AG6NCY, Inc., Realtors, 13t Walnut St.
Tel. 1.436. or after hours: U. R, Clay

Tronsistor Radio

Tel. Rushford 884.9148
Spring Grove 498-3879
Onalaska, Wis. 3-0581

SPECIAL

Poultry, Ego*. SuppHat

52

$r Gibson ^r
'^r Epiphone
^

IF Vou WANiH-Tuvrirtl'gf " trade

102
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ty Roy Cwn*

BUZZ IAWYW

By Chostar Gould

DICK TRACY

By Mbrt Walktr

BEETLE BAILEY

By Hanns-Barbera

THE FLINTSTONES

DAN FLAGG

By Don Shorwood

LI'L ABNEF

By Al Capp

By Chic Young

BLONDIE

STEVE CANYON

mtoA&l^^JL VLaUVA 'JU.JMJ' . " 11 ¦> 1 JBJa

I

mmu '

*» ' I 1

¦

¦ .

__

.

By Milton Canniff

.

JAK ER'S SHOES
By Altx Kotzky

APARTMENT 3*G
m TI ' IBl ' ir
i

I

I*

a

¦¦¦_¦¦

¦¦

¦

REX MORGAN, M. D.
— •

' —

By Dal Curtis
.

.

.

.

mmmmmmm
~

/ l \ tuffi* _£»

^j,, Vvk M
POPULAR

COLORS

: Mother Goose Shoes

J**s

^

Every Little Master's Cho ice.:.

\

"
\ >s^-«tubv jM
^
>C^»afrj|» I
\,

K^
^
^
^
^

H|H|^
^
^ k

V^^^^^^^^^^^^^

SOFT 6LOVE LEATHER. CUSHION CREPE SOLES

{{\J
LJS\

H^^^k

^^__^__^H__^__^__H

Children'« and youths sizes 9 Ihru ."J.
Black smooth leather

NANCY

fl*r AA
JJeWV

By Ernia Bushmiller

/I^A £°mfy Slippers
f
MARY WORTH

By Saunders and Ernst

V

E AT 0N L00ICS AND
f£D
\7lVC#%l
WAIKING PLEASURE

'
able f. .hlon. Hush hippies tJ%
Cg gj
casuals, ot course, Butter-soft j| |J&"m "i"r™"r
brushed pigskin leather. Cushion /xvl^l
crepe soles. Steel thinks. Even CfcLrf
more, the amizin g leather "u^HK mm
W
actually breathes. Hush Puppies j ammmm\mm\m
HM, I
M
I
Jl
-W'yiPl -^
ara easy-cleaning, too. A quick
__^

:r,t.irw't, ::s P»mi»ie»
and stylos. Move now toward
Hti-hPuppies.

B'IAIHIN' BRIMO PIGSKIN *
CMIMI SHOUBY MOIVIIIM

MW^L)

"DORMIE '

/
} Kj t * mC~~~^v Mr
^

/¦tj lirrj^feis^.—^r
i

__H
^
/^P
l ^ ^W! AmWmWWLr
'\
^
/
\mwmWm\^ir
/
^LWrnw^^
mw ^^^
^aaaaamammmW**
^*AWAW* ^

Hoautifiil Powder
Blue Color
?fl

BAKER'S SHOES
*^S *-

i2 3 Ea.t Third

M. v^r M-*KJ

phon# 707i

